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AN INVESTIGATION OF A BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION APPROACH

TO MODELING DIAMETER DISTRIBUTIONS

AT TWO POINTS IN TIME
by A

Bruce R. Knoebel

(ABSTRACT)

A
A diameter distribution prediction procedure for single species stands

was developed based on the bivariate SB distribution model. The

approach not only accounted for and described the relationships between

initial- and future diameters and their distributions, but also assumed

future diameter given initial diameter to be a random variable. While this

method was the most theoretically correct, comparable procedures based

on the definition of growth equations which assumed future diameter given

initial diameter to be a constant, sometimes provided somewhat better

results. Both approaches performed as well, and in some cases, better

than the established methods of diameter distribution prediction such as

parameter recovery, percentile prediction, and parameter prediction.

The approaches based on the growth equations are intuitively and

biologically appealing in that the future distribution is determined from an

initial distribution and a specified initial-future diameter relationship. ln

this study, a linear diameter growth equation proved to be themostl



appropriate. While this result simplified some procedures, it also implied

that the initial and future diameter distributions differed only in location

and scale, not in shape. This is a somewhat unrealistic assumption,

however, due to the relatively short growth periods and the alterations in

stand structure and growth due to the repeated thinnings, the data did

not provide evidence against the linear growth equation assumption.

The growth equation procedures not only required the initial and

future diameter distributions to be of a particular form, but they also

restricted the initial—future diameter relationship to be of a particular

form. The individual tree model, which required no distributional

assumptions or restrictions on the growth equation, proved to be the

better approach to use in terms of predicting future stand tables as it

performed better than all of the distribution-based approaches.

For the bivariate distribution, the direct fit, parameter recovery,

parameter prediction and percentile prediction diameter distribution

prediction techniques, implied diameter relationships were defined.

Evaluations revealed that these equations were both accu rate and precise,

indicating that the accurate specification of the initial distribution and the

diameter relationship could provide a reliable prediction of the futurediameter distribution.
I
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Diameter distribution approaches to modeling forest growth and yield

were originally motivated by the need for additional information
concerning the size class distribution of per acre yield projections. ln V
cases where assumptions can be made concerning the underlying diameter

distribution, a probability distribution based approach provides a

computationally efficient and mathematically consistent alternative for the

prediction of forest yield and stand structure (Hyink 1980).

An unresolved problem associated with the probability distribution4
function approach to modeling diameter frequency data involves the

projection of a given stand table to a future point in time. Assuming that

a diameter distribution can be adequately characterized by a probability

density function (pdf), say f(x;Qt), stand table generation requires only

knowledge of the total number of trees per unit area at time t, Nt, and a

vector of length k containing the parameters of f(x;Qt), Qt.

Determination of the future values of Nt and Qt is the essence of the
diameter distribution approach to stand table projection.

An appropriate survival equation is used to provide estimates of Nt
V

over time. Current methods of projecting Qt over time for single species

stands include direct parameter prediction from equations which relate Qt

Introduction and objectives l



to stand characteristics such as age, site index and density, and

parameter recovery and percentile prediction which solve for gt from

predicted moments and percentiles of the future diameter distribution,

respectively, which are also predicted from stand attributes.

With these methods of diameter distribution projection, the initial size

class distribution information is not directly used in the projection

procedures, and in a sense, the procedures currently in use treat the

current and projected stand table as being independent entities and

ignore the dependencies among them. lntuitively, the projected

distribution should be related to or depend on the initial distribution, and

the incorporation of this additional information into a projection method

should result in improved predictions of future diameter distributions.

For a given current diameter, future tree diameter could vary

considerably, and as such, it should be treated as a random variable and

not a fixed value as is often done in current stand table projection

procedures. Diameters at two points in time represent two correlated

measurements on a given tree, hence the investigation of a bivariate

distribution approach to diameter distribution modeling and projection.

Knowing or defining the bivariate distribution of diameters may

provide insight into the logical relation between tree diameters at two i l

points in time and allow one to see the the effect of time on diameter

lntroduction and objectives 2



changes within a class over time. The implied growth relationship may

also provide a link between diameter distribution and individual tree

distance-independent models. A clearer understanding of the underlying

natural processes involved would aid in understanding more fully the

effects of such management practices as thinning or might even give clues

on how to thin a stand. ”

Rather than independently predicting the initial and future diameter

distributions, the bivariate approach suggests the following: given an

initial distribution and the implied relationships defined by the bivariate

distribution, determine the future distribution.

ln summary, the objectives of this study were:

1. To determine if a bivariate distribution can adequately describe
diameter distributions at two point in time while ensuring Iogical
relationships between the variates.

2. To develop models to project diameter distributions based on the
bivariate distribution framework.

3. To compare and contrast the bivariate distribution approach with
some of the current methods of stand table projection.

Introduction and objectives 3



LITERATURE REVIEW

DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION APPROACHES TO GROWTH AND YIELD

MODELING

Historically, diameter distribution approaches to forest growth and

yield modeling were motivated by the need for additional information
concerning the size class distribution of per acre yield forecasts. These

approaches give forest managers the ability to apportion yield to arbitrary

size classes based upon whatever diameter class criteria they deem

appropriate, yet provide the customary total stand yield estimates.

The approaches can generally be classified into two categories --

non-probability distribution function and probability distribution function

based yield prediction techniques. The non-probability distribution

based procedures such as generalized stand table projection (Husch ggg.

1972), nonlinear stand table projection (Ek 1974 and Adams and Ek 1974),
u

Markov chains (Bruner and Moser 1973, Cassell and Moser 1974, and

Frazier 1978), and systems of differential equations (Moser 1973) result in

the distribution of growth and yield attributes by various size classes

under certain methodological assumptions. However, no restrictions are

placed on the form or shape of the underlying diameter distribution. The {
advantages of no restrictions are often lessened due to the need to accept

Literature review 4



biologically incompatible simplifying assumptions, the lack of pertinent

data, or the complexity of the models themselves. When assumptions can

be made concerning the underlying diameter distribution, a probability
based diameter distribution approach provides a computationally efficient

and mathematically consistent alternative for the prediction of forest
yields and stand structure (Hyink 1980). °

The classical diameter distribution approach to forest yield projection

is based upon the assumption that at any point in time, the underlying

diameter distribution of the stand in question can be adequately

characterized by a probability density function (pdf), say f(x;§) where x

is a tree's dbh and Q is a vector of distribution parameters. As a result,

the proportion of trees between diameters dl and dz is given by;

P(dl<X<dl) = d1fd‘f(x;Q)dx

or alternatively by,

P(dl<x<d;) = F(d2)·F(d1) .
where F(d) is the cumulative distribution function of X, defined by,

F(d)=„fdf(x;Q)dx = P(xSd)

Given f(x;Q), a general method of stand and stock table generation is

as fo|lows:

1. Estimate the number of trees per unit area in each diameter class
1

as,

ni = Nt dlifdui f(x;Q)dx

Literature review 5



where,
ni = number of trees per unit area in diameter class di
Nt = total number of trees per unit area
Q = appropriate pdf parameters ~dli = lower dbh limit if ith size class

dui = upper dbh limit if ith size class

2. Compute the volume of the midpoint tree of the class, vi

3. Multiply the volume of the midpoint tree by the number of trees
u

per unit area in the class, ni to obtain the volume per unit area
in class di as

Vi = nivi

Strub and Burkhart (1975) presented a class—interval-free method for

predicting whole stand yield per unit area from diameter distribution

models which was later generalized by Hyink (1980) to give,

y = N fduj g (x)f(x· )dx (1)aj t dii a 'Q:
where

x = tree diameter at breast height (dbh)
Qt = a vector of length k, containing the parameters of

_ f(x;Qt) specifying the diameter distribution at time t
Nt = total number of trees per unit area at time t,

distributed by f(x;Qt)
gi(x) = any of i possible functions of tree dbh (X)
dui = upper dbh limit of the jth size class
dli = lower dbh limit of the jth size class
yii = per unit area value of the yield table attribute given

by the ith function of tree dbh in the jth size class,
[D:D!.sD.sDu.].

J J J
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For gi(x)=1, the yij's are trees per unit area. Setting gi(x)=kx’ where

k=0.005454 when dbh is in inches generates basal area per unit area.

Volumes can be obtained upon specification of a volume equation of the

form vi=gi(x), i.e. as a function of diameter alone.

DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION MODELS AND APPLICATIONS
U

Since DeLiocourt's paper in 1898, foresters have been using smooth

distribution curves, primarily statistical distribution functions, to

characterize distributions of diameters. In virtually all applications to

date, the underlying diameter distribution has been characterized by a

continuous unimodal pdf.

Diameter distributions in even-aged stands have been modeled with

various pdf's, among them the Gram-Charlier series (Meyer 1928,1930 for

Douglas—fir; Schumacher 1928,1930 for red and Douglas-fir, respectively;

Schnur 1934 for Ioblolly pine), the modified Pearl—Reed growth curve

(Osborne and Schumacher 1935 and Nelson 1964 for Ioblolly pine),

Pearsonnian curves (Schnur 1934 for Ioblolly pine) and the Iognormal

distribution (Bliss and Reinker 1964 for Douglas—fir).

Bennett and Clutter (1968) developed a yield model to predict

multiple-product yields for slash pine plantations using the stand

structure prediction approach introduced by Clutter and Bennett (1965).

Literature review 7



ln this model, the parameters of the beta distribution function used to

approximate the diameter distributions were predicted from stand age,

site, and number of trees per acre. The number of trees and volume per

acre in each diameter class were calculated according to the general

procedures discussed earlier and per acre yield estimates were obtained

by summing over diameter classes of interest.

McGee and Della-Bianca (1967) found this same beta diameter

distribution modeling approach to be useful for natural stands of

yellow-poplar. Burkhart (1971) performed an independent evaluation of

the procedures developed by Clutter and Bennett (1965) and found close

agreement between observed and predicted diameter distributions in slash

pine plantations. Similar applications for loblolly pine plantations include

models by Lenhart and Clutter (1971), Lenhart (1972) and Burkhart and

Strub (1974).

A major disadvantage associated with the beta distribution is that its

cumulative distribution function (cdf) does not exist in closed form.

Thus, one must resort to numerical integration techniques to determine

the proportion of trees in each diameter class. However, the Weibull

distribution, which has since been shown to describe diameter

distributions well, has a cdf which exists in closed form (Bailey and Dell

1973). First shown to be a useful model for describing diameter

distributions by Bailey (1972), the Weibull has found wide use in recent

Literature review l 8



applications. lt has been used in unthinned plantation models for Ioblolly

pine (Smalley and Bailey 1974a, Feduccia g:.g. 1979), slash pine (Clutter
and Belcher 1978, Dell g.g. 1979), shortleaf pine (Smalley and Bailey
1974b) and longleaf pine (Lohrey and Bailey 1977), and for unthinned

natural stands of Ioblolly pine (Burk and Burkhart 1984) and slash pine

(Schreuder g.g. 1979).

The Weibull distribution has been recently employed for modeling
diameter distributions in thinned Ioblolly pine plantations (Strub g.g.
1981, Cao ggg. 1982, Matney and Sullivan 1982), thinned slash pine

plantations (Bailey ggg. 1981) and thinned stands of yellow—poplar

(Knoebel g.g. 1985).

Yet another, more flexible distribution, the Johnson SB (Johnson
1949a), was suggested by Hafley and Schreuder (1977) for describing

diameter and height distributions in even-aged forest stands. They

found the Johnson SB distribution gave the best performance in terms of

quality of fit for a variety of sample distributions, and was subsequently

used in a growth and yield prediction system for unthinned Ioblolly pine

plantations by Hafley g.g.(1982).

These examples serve to firmly establish the viability of the diameter

distribution technique for even-aged projections. However, applications

of this method were also attempted, with limited success, in uneven-aged
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stands by Hyink (1979), Hyink and Moser (1979), and Hyink and Moser

(1983) for uneven-aged mixed northern hardwoods and by Stiff (1979) for

natural mixed-species of appalachian hardwoods. ln each case, the

Weibull distribution model was used.

DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION PREDICTION AND PROJECTION l

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Assuming that the diameter distribution is adequately characterized by

a pdf represented by f(x;_Q), use of equation (1) with any g((x) (gi(x)=1

for trees by diameter class) requires only knowledge of Nt and Qt, where

Nt and gt are total number of trees per unit area and the pdf parameters

at time t. "Determination of the future values of these entities is the

essence of the diameter distribution approach to forest yield projection."

(Hyink 1980).

Parameter prediction

From a developmental and application standpoint, prediction of the

future-values of Nt and gt may be classified into two schemes as described

by Hyink (1980).

1. "Time—integrated" parameter prediction models (PPM's) for (even—aged stand projections, and, conversely,

Literature review 10



2. "Time—differentiated" parameter prediction models for
uneven-aged stand projections.

Time-integrated models

The usual process for developing equations to predict Nt and Qt has _
been as followsz

1. Collect the data of known age, site index and stand density
(typically from temporary plots),

- 2. Select a family of distributions to represent the underlying
diameter distributions, f(x;_Q),

3. Estimate the pdf parameters using techniques such as those
given by Schreuder g.g. (1978) for each plot, and,

4. Relate the estimated pdf parameters to stand age, site index (or
average height of dominant and codominant trees) and stand
density (number of surviving trees per acre) as,

Ts = f(Hd,Ap,Tp)

QAP = f(Hd,Ap,Ts)

where,
Ts = trees surviving at age Ap
Tp = trees planted
Ap = number of growing seasons since planting
Hd = Average height of dominant and codominant trees

of a reference age of 25
Hd = f(Ap,Sl)
SI = site index at a reference age of 25

An appropriate site index equation and a reliable survival function

provide estimates of future stand characteristics that allow direct

prediction of the time—integrated (age-indexed) values of Nt and Qt from

Literature review ll



site index, planting density and age. The yield tables may then be

generated using either the class midpoint method described earlier or

equation (1).

Several of the models presented in a previous section use the

time-integrated parameter prediction model approach for parameter

estimation. They include Clutter and Bennett (1965), McGee and
Della-Bianca (1967), Bennett and Clutter (1968), Burkhart (1971),
Lenhart and Clutter (1971), Lenhart (1972), Bailey (1972), Bailey and
Dell (1973), Burkhart and Strub (1974), Smalley and Bailey (1974a),

Smalley and Bailey (_1974b), Lohrey and Bailey (1977), Clutter and

Belcher (1978), Feduccia g~.g. (1979), Dell g.g. (1979) and Schreuder

gg;. (1979).

Time-differentiated models

Because the concepts of stand age, site index, and initial planting

density are not well defined in uneven—aged stands, the parameter

prediction models described in the preceeding section are no longer

appropriate. The time-differentiated models involve accumulation of

changes in Nt and Qt over time. These changes are functionally related to

stand variables which are conceptually consistent with uneven-aged

silviculture. A theoretical development of these models is given by Hyink

(1980).

} Literature review 12



Hyink and Moser (1983) generalized the classical diameter distribution

approach for projecting yields and stand structure in even—aged stands to

include stands of indeterminate age using these procedures. The

application by Stiff (1979) in mixed—species Appalachian hardwood stands

is another example of the time—differentiated methodology.

Alternatives to parameter prediction

A persistent problem associated with the classic diameter distribution

approach discussed is the determination of biologically meaningful

relationships between measurable stand characteristics and the pdf

parameters, One or more of the regression equations to predict the

parameters generally explains little variation in the parameter (Rz values

typically less than 0.10). This is due in part to the fact that the

parameter estimates are highly data specific, and also due to variation

introduced through the fitting process. The problem is confounded by

similar distributions in terms of shape and peakedness resulting from

different sets of parameter estimates. As a result, stands with similar

conditions and diameter distributions can produce highly variable

parameter estimates making prediction based on stand characteristics

quite difficult.
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Parameter recovery

As a means of avoiding the problems associated with the direct

prediction of parameters, Hyink (1980) introduced a procedure called

"parameter recovery". The method uses the relationship in equation (1)

and involves solving for the parameters of the pdf approximating the

diameter distribution using attributes predicted from a whole stand model.

This is essentially the method of moments procedure of parameter

estimation (Mendenhall and Schaeffer 1973) applied to the predicted

moments of diameter for a given stand. The parameter recovery method

represents a unified_and consistent mathematical relationship between

stand—average and diameter distribution models.

Matney and Sullivan (1982) used this concept in their model for loblolly

pine plantations which consisted of two phases. In the first phase, stand

volume and basal area were predicted using compatible growth and yield

equations. The second phase involved solving for two parameters of the

Weibull pdf, used to characterize the diameter distributions, such that the

resulting stand volume and basal area per acre obtained from the

predicted stand table would be identical to those predicted in the first

phase.

Alternative formulations for estimating parameter values in the beta

and Weibull distributions from stand attributes were investigated by

Literature review 14



Frazier (1981). The parameter recovery method was also used by Cao

g.g. (1982) to model diameter distributions and yields of thinned loblolly

pine plantations and by Knoebel g.g. (1985) and Burk and Burkhart

(1984) to develop growth and yield prediction models for thinned

yellow-poplar stands and unthinned Ioblolly pine, respectively. Hyink

and Moser (1983) also applied the parameter recovery procedure in

unevenaged mixed species stands.

Percentile prediction _

Bailey g.y. (1981) discuss the use of distribution percentiles to solve

for the unknown pdf parameters. They recognized the problems

associated with parameter prediction and reasoned that statistics computed

directly from the data may be more predictable since no process of curve

fitting would be involved. Given reliable equations to predict these

percentiles and the corresponding theoretical values defined by the pdf, a

resulting system of equations could be solved for predicted values of the

distribution parameters. Given the three parameter Weibull distribution,

they chose to predict three percentiles since the pth distribution

percentile of the Weibull is a tractable equation.

DP = a * b[-ln((100—p)/100)]]/C

where DP is that diameter such that exactly p percent of the trees in the

stand are smaller.
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For p they chose 24, 63, and 93 as Dubey (1967) showed p=24 and p=93

to be jointly best, in terms of asymptotic efficiency, for estimation of b
and c when a=0 is specified. Further p=63 was chosen as this value gives

Dp=a*b, a simplified expression. Regression equations were developed to

predict the computed stand percentiles from stand age, site index, and

surviving trees per acre for unthinned slash pine plantations. Additional

percentile prediction equations were defined for predicting stand

distributions after thinning and for projecting distributions over a

specified growth interval. Their results showed that percentile prediction

represented a viable means of predicting and projecting pdf parameters

for various stand conditions.
_

The method of percentile prediction was also used by Cao (1981) and

Cao and Burkhart (1984) for thinned loblolly pine plantations, Bailey

g.g. (1982) to describe stand structure and yield of slash pine

plantations, and Amateis g.g. (1984) to model diameter distributions of

unthinned loblolly pine plantations.

IMPLIED DIAMETER GROWTH

Bailey (1980) pointed out that the modeling processes in use typically

give rise to a system which, for a fixed site index, planting density, and

survival curve, requires the diameter distribution to be in the samefamilyof

pdf's at different ages in the stand's development. As a result, for

i
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X, = diameter at age A,,

X2 = diameter at age A,,

with respective pdf°s f,(x,;§,) and f,(x,;§,), a mathematical relationship

is implied between X, and X,. ln particular, a transformation or equation

giving X, in terms of X, is implied which keeps the pdf of X, in the same

family of distributions as X,. For this reason, choosing a particular

family of distributions implies a particular diameter growth relationship.

For example, if f(x;§) is the pdf of a normal distribution, then the

relationship between X, and X, is linear, i.e.,

~
Xg = Bu +

ß]_X1(Hoggand Craig 1965, p96). Thus, a growth and yield model which uses

the normal distribution as its diameter distribution model implies that a

tree's diameter at age A, is a linear function of the tree's diameter at age

A, (A,>A,). An increment equation identical to the one given by Meyer

(1952) for the exponential or DeLiocourt model of diameter distributions in

uneven-aged stands can be defined from (2) as l=X,-X,, or,

I=B„*(B,—1)X
This serves to illustrate the point that while the diameter increment model

is uniquely determined by assuming a particular diameter distribution, the

converse is not true as the same increment equation is implied by both the

normal and exponential distributions.

For the Weibull, lognormal, and generalized gamma distributions, it can

>
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be shown that the transformation,

x, = Bu + ß1(X,-ß,)ß‘ (2)
and the corresponding increment equation,

l = (B,-X) * ß;(X·ß;)ßz (4)
where B, is the location parameter of the distribution, will keep the

distribution within the appropriate family. For B,=1, the increment
u

equation is equivalent to Meyer's (1952) equation. For the Weibull and

gamma, equation (3) follows from a generalized form of the gamma

distribution (Stacy 1962): ‘

f(x) = {c(x-a)cr_lexp[—((x-a)/b)c]}/bcrI'(r) (5)

where
_

1*0-) = „1°°t"'le'tdt
For c=1, (5) is the gamma distribution; r=1, (5) is the Weibull
distribution; and c=1, r=1 (5) is the exponential distribution.

For X, (diameter at age A,) with pdf defined by (5) and X, defined by

(3) with B,=a, a result given by Stacy and Mihram (1965) on the

regenerative property of the generalized gamma states that X, is also

distributed as generalized gamma with

a replaced by B,

b replaced by B,bß2

c replaced by c/B2 (

The distribution of X, would be Weibull if r=1, gamma if c/B,=1, and

exponential if both r and c/B, equal one.
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lt should be noted that for the Johnson SB and beta distributions, B,=1 in
(4) is necessary as a diameter increment model for the distribution to be

regenerative over age.

Rearranging (3) and taking Iogarithms gives

|n(Xz·ß„) = lnB,ß2|n(X,—ß:) (6)

Differentiation of both sides of (6) with respect to age (A) gives a

relationship between diameter growth at A, and diameter growth at A,.

{1/(Xz‘ß¤)}8X,/BA = Bz{1/(X;'B;)}8X,/aA (7)

Bailey points out that apart from the distribution location parameters B,

and B,, which can be. set to zero without significant loss in generality,

(7) states that relative growth rates in diameter at the two ages are

proportional with proportionality factor B,.

When B2=1, the relative growth rates are equal, which is the

implication under an assumption that either the beta, exponential, normal,

or Johnson°s SB distribution is valid as the underlying diameter

distribution model at different ages for a given stand. On the other

hand, proportional relative growth rates at different ages are implied

when assuming either the generalized gamma, Weibull, or lognormal

distributions. Table 1 from Bailey (1980) summarizes the implied diameter

growth relationships for distributions frequently used to describe

diameter distributions.

}
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Table 1: lmplied relative growth rates, increment equations, and
projection equations for seven functions useful in modeling
distributions of tree diameters (D).

Models: Models:

1. Normal 5. Generalized Gamma2. Exponential 6. Weibull
3. beta 7. lognormal4. Johnson's SB

Relative growth rates
--—-—-----—---—--——-—·——-- in diameter (D) at ——---—-·—————----——-—-——-

ages A1 and A2
Equal: Proportional:

1 (1 )aD2_
ß(

1 >8D;
il

_;

=-
i i*

2

diameter increment ---------—-—--—-—-—-————-—

E
l=(ß¤°ß1ßa)"(ß1'l)Ü1 l=(ß¤'D1)"’ß1(D1'ß:)ß2

—-—·—------—-----—--- diameter projection equations --—-—--—-——--——---—-

D2=ß¤+ß1(D1°ß3) Dz=ß¤+B1(D1‘ß:)ßz

}
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lt should be pointed out that in the derivation of equation (3) Bailey

assumed that mortality was proportionally distributed over the diameter

classes or that no mortality occurred, an invalid assumption for

overstocked stands.

THINNING CONSIDERATIONS ”

When a stand is thinned, certain Iogical consistencies should exist

between the predicted diameter distributions before and after thinning.

For example, the number of trees in a given diameter class after thinning

must be less than or equal to the number in the corresponding class

before thinning. Also, the minimum diameter should not decrease and the

maximum diameter should not increase after thinning.

There are several approaches to modeling diameter distributions before

and after thinning. For example, as mentioned earlier, Bailey g.y.

(1981) predicted diameter distributions of slash pine plantations before

and after thinning based on the prediction of the distribution percentiles.

Percentiles for unthinned stands were predicted from functions of stand

characteristics:

D,,,u = f(A,Ts,S)
D„u = f(A,Ts,S)
0,,u =f(H,Ts,S)where,

l

i
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H = dominant height in feet
A = age in years
Ts = surviving trees per acre
S = base-age 25 site index in feet
Dpu = pth diameter distribution percentile of

an unthinned plantation based on data for stands at

the first thinning, equations of the following form were developed to

predict the diameter distribution percentiles of the tAhinned stands.
A

Dzua : f(D2l•bIBr)

where,

Dpa = pth
distribution percentile after thinning

Dpb = pth distribution percentile before thinning

Dqb = quadratic mean diameter before thinning
A = age in years
Br = basal area removed as a proportion of basal area before

thinning.

Finally, for stands thinned more than once, the same set of percentile

prediction equations was used for stands before and after thinning.

Dpe = f(Dps,A,Bs,S,t)

where, A

Dpe =
pth percentile at the end of the growth period.

Dps = pth percentile at the start of the growth period.
A = stand age ‘

T
Bs = basal area at the start of the growth period
S = base-age 25 site index
t = length of the growth period

i
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When using these sets of equations, there are no conditions or

restrictions imposed to ensure the consistencies discussed earlier.

However, based on the- results presented by Bailey, g.g., only very

slight inconsistencies were apparent. These include the addition of

perhaps one or two trees in a few diameter classes after the first thinning
only, which was from below. With subsequent thinnings,

noinconsistencieswere present as the distributions before and after

thinning were assumed to be of the same shape with only total number of

trees reduced, i.e. a proportional amount was removed from each class.

From their results, prediction of the thinned diameter distribution

percentiles from functions of the percentiles prior to thinning, quadratic

mean diameter before thinning, age, and the proportion of basal area

removed in thinning provided relatively consistent stand tables before and

after thinning without imposing constraints on the percentile prediction

procedure.

To guarantee the specified consistencies between unthinned and

thinned stand tables in natural even-aged stands of yellow—poplar,

Knoebel g.y. (1985) specified a function to remove basal area from each

diameter class in a manner that would simulate a thinning from below.

With this procedure, basal area, and hence trees, could only be removed

from a given diameter class. However, it should be noted that with this
i

. approach, the resulting diameter distribution was not restricted to be in a

i
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known family of distribution functions, as was the case with Bailey

gt.g.'s approach. This may or may not be a problem depending on the
needs of the user.

Matney and Sullivan (1982) developed compatible stand and stock

tables for thinned and unthinned loblolly pine plantations assuming the

Weibull distribution for both unthinned and thinned distributions while
ensuring the consistencies between the two stand tables. They restricted
the parameter solution space so that the diameter classes of the residual

stand distribution did not contain more trees than the corresponding

classes of the initial. stand. This stated constraint reduced to the
following mathematical constraint used in the solution routines.

N,f,(x,) 2 N,f,(x,)

where,

N,, f, are total number of trees and pdf of initial diameter, X,
N,, f, are total number of trees and pdf of thinned diameter, X,

Finally, Cao g.g. (1982) guaranteed consistency while maintaining a

known Weibull distribution function before and after thinning through the

types of thinning specified —- row thinning, thinning from below, and a

combination of row and low thinning. In the row thinning, it was assumed

that the diameter distribution would not change, hence the number of

trees, basal area, and volume per acre in each dbh class were reduced by 1

the proportion of trees removed in thinning. Thinning from below was
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defined as removing all trees with dbh values less than a specified

diameter, in which case a truncated Weibull distribution was used. A

combination of row and low thinning consisted of first a row thinning

followed by a thinning from below resulting in a truncated Weibull

distribution.

These four examples serve to illustrate four different methods of

dealing with thinning in diameter distribution models. They are

1. Predict the diameter distributions before and after thinning
assuming the same family of distribution functions for both, with
no constraints on the parameter solution techniques to ensure
the desired consistencies (Bailey ggg. 1981).

2. Predict the diameter distribution before thinning and remove
trees by diameter class according to a specified removal function
to obtain the distribution after thinning. Consistencies will be
guaranteed, however the resulting distribution will not
necessarily belong to a known family of distributions (Knoebel
g.g. 1985).

3. Predict the diameter distribution before thinning and solve for
the parameters of the thinned stand distribution subject to
mathematical constraints to obtain the desired consistencies.
Both diameter distributions are assumed to belong to the same
family of distribution functions (Matney and Sullivan 1982).

4. Predict the diameter distribution before thinning and define the
thinning algorithm such that the diameter distribution after
thinning is consistent with the initial distribution and in a known
family of distribution functions (Cao ggg. 1982).
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SELECTION OF A BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION

When considering a statistical distribution function for describing

diameter distributions there are several criteria which must be evaluated

before making a selection. These criteria generally fall into one of two

main categories -- flexibility or ease of parameter estimation and numerical

computations.

FLEXIBILITY CRITERIA

The term flexibility will be used to describe the general ability of a

given bivariate distribution to characterize the assumed bivariate

relationships between initial and future diameters. Some of the criteria

used to investigate the flexibility of a given distribution can be

summarized as follows.

1. The marginal distributions should be able to describe the
corresponding univariate diameter distributions.

2. The implied relationships between the variates as defined by the
specified bivariate distribution should be biologically reasonable.

3. The bivariate distribution should be able to fit any given set of
observations well, in terms of fitting the marginal distributions
and implying a reasonable regression of future diameter on
current diameter.
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MARGINAL DISTRIBUTIONS

As discussed in the literature review, many statistical distribution

functions have been used to describe diameter distributions in even-aged,

unevenaged, natural and planted forest stands with varying degrees of
”

success. The choice of a marginal distribution that is sufficiently flexible

to fit a relatively broad spectrum of shapes with the ability to fit any

given set of observations well is an important and sometimes difficult one.

The selected distribution should be able to accomodate positive and

negative skew as well as symmetry for either marginal variate.

Hafley and Schreuder (1977) evaluated the applicability of six

distributions for fitting diameter and height data using an approach for

measuring the flexibility of the distributions in regard to their changes in

shape through the use of the skewness coefficient, JB, and the kurtosis

coefficient, B,. These coefficients are defined as,

/5, = ug/uf"
and

B, = u„/ngz
where

pk = ___f°°[x—E(x)]kf(x)d(x)
f(x) = probability density function of the random variable, X
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Skewness is defined as a departure from symmetry about the mean

where negative values indicate a distribution with a long tail to the left
and positive values a long tail to the right. Kurtosis is generally

considered to be a relative measure of the flatness or peakedness of a

distribution. The larger the value of B, the more peaked the

distribution. Darlington (1970) and Hildebrand (1971), however, showed i

that in several cases, B, may be considered as a measure of bimodality.

ln any case, it is important to note that knowing the values of i/B, and B,

does not uniquely define a distribution. lt is, however, helpful in

identifying distributions that should not be fit (Hafley and Schreuder,

1977).

In the statistical literature, a graph of the B,-B, space is commonly

used to demonstrate the range of skewness and kurtosis covered by

various statistical distributions (Johnson and Kotz, 1970) and is extremely
informative in considering the strengths and weaknesses of the

distributions (Hafley and Schreuder, 1977). A graph of the B,—B, space
spanning the segment of the space encompassing the commonly used

statistical distributions for describing stand diameter distributions is

given in the diagram below. ln the graph, there is an impossible region

for which combinations of B, and B, are mathematically impossible. Also,

by tradition, the ordinate scale is presented upside down.

l
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The normal, exponential, and uniform distributions are all represented

by points in the space, a verification of the fact that they all have but

one shape. The gamma, Iognormal, and Weibull distributions are

represented by lines in the B1-B, space, demonstrating their ability to

assume a variety of shapes. The fact that these lines fall rather close to
i

each other helps to explain why sets of diameter distribution data can

often be fitted equally well (or equally poorly) by either of these

distributions. Their respective locations on the graph also offer an

explanation as to why the Weibull distribution has often been found to

give a "better fit" to diameter data than either the gamma or Iognormal

distributions, according to Hafley and Schreuder (1977), as their

experience has shown the skewness and kurtosis estimates from forest

mensurational data to fall in the region above the upper Weibull line in the

diagram. Further, the Iognormal and gamma distributions are limited to

shapes with positive skewness, while the Weibull distribution has

theabilityto describe both positive and negative skewness.
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The beta distribution, not identified in the diagram, covers the entire
region between the gamma distribution line, the impossible region and the

Bz axis. The Johnson SB distribution, based on a transformation of a

standard normal variate, covers the region above the Iognormal line and

bounded by the ßz axis and the line defining the impossible region. Both

the beta and Johnson SB distributions cover a broad spectrum of shapes

and are quite flexible, fitting both positively and negatively skewed data.

As previously mentioned, one of the uses of the graph presented in _

Figure 1 is to suggest distributions which might fit a set of data based on

sample estimates of B, and ßz. While sample estimates of ßz and ßz may

suggest distributions which might fit a set of data best, Slifker and

Shapiro (1980) pointed out the following shortcomings of this procedure.

1. The variances of the estimates of the third and fourth moments
are quite high.

2. The estimates of these moments are highly. biased for small
samples.

3. The moment estimators are greatly affected by outliers.

ln view of the second point, Johnson and Lowe (1979) illustrated that one

must be cognizant of the range of possible values for B1 and ßz. For any

sample of size N, they showed that the absolute value of the sample

skewness is bounded by (N—1) and the sample kurtosis is bounded byN.If

»/ßz and Bz are large relative to the sample size, then l/bz and bz, the

sample estimates, will always be small relative to the true values.
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Figure 1. The Bl-B, space showing the location of the estimates
bl and bz for the diameter measurements from 21 I

I data sets (from Hafley and Schreuder 1977).
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For example, consider the exponential distribution which has skewness

equal to 2 and kurtosis equal to 9. With samples of size 9 or less from an

exponential distribution, the sample kurtosis will underestimate the

population kurtosis with probability 1.

Despite these shortcomings, the procedure still provides a useful
I

method to aid in evaluating and selecting an appropriate distribution.

IMPLIED RELATIONSHIPS

Specifying a bivariate distribution of diameters at two points in time

implies a specific relationship between the the diameters at two points in

time. Kottas and Lau (1978) warn that analysts often "assume" bivariate
distributions without realizing the unrealistic dependence characteristics

they are imposing on their models. Although Bailey (1980) did not work

with bivariate distributions directly, he pointed out that choosing a

particular family of distributions to describe both the current and. future

diameter distributions (which would be the case when one assumes a
bivariate distribution having both marginals in the same family) implies a

particular diameter growth relationship. Thus the selection of an

appropriate bivariate distribution should depend not only on its ability tol
satisfactorily fit both the marginal frequencies but also on its ability to

provide a reasonable regression relationship between the initial and future

tree diameters.
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ln evaluating various bivariate distributions for describing diameter

and height data, Hafley and Schreuder ('l976) set forth several criteria

for the mathematical expression relating height and diameter in order to

conform reasonably to the mensurational literature. Similar restrictions

can be described for the regression of future diameter on current

diameter. That is, as current diameter approaches its maximum, future

diameter should also be approaching an upper level. As current diameter

approaches zero, so should future diameter, and finally, the variance

about the regression should be a function of initial diameter. Future

diameter should be more variable for the trees with initial diameters in the

lower and middle portions of the diameter range where diameter growth is

more affected by competition and able to exhibit a wider range of values.

This is due in part to the fact that a given amount of basal area increment

can represent a large amount of diameter increment in small trees whereas

the same amount (of basal area increment for a large tree represents a

much smaller amount of diameter increment. Thus, future diameters

should be less variable for large trees where diameter increment is less

affected by varying basal area increments due to competition and

environmental stresses and flucuations.

ln addition to the regression of future diameter on initial diameter, the

conditional distributions of future diameter given a specified current

diameter as defined by the various bivariate distributions must be viewed

and evaluated in light of observed diameter distribution data.
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ABILITY TO FIT A GIVEN SET OF DATA

At this point in time, there are no published results concerning the

use of bivariate distributions to describe diameter distributions at two

points in time. For this reason, it is not known which bivariate

distributions are able to·fit a given set of diameter observations well.
A

This is a question which will hopefully be answered in this study.

EASE OF PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS

In addition to flexibility, the mathematical computations and

complexities associated with a given distribution must also be considered.

The following points in particular must be addressed.

I. Ease of parameter estimation - techniques and algorithms
available.

2. Number of parameters - as few as possible while ensuring
necessary and sufficient flexibilities and conditions.

I U
3. Ease of numerical computation - simple methods or integration

techniques for estimating proportions in various size classes.
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SUMMARY

ln summary, the ultimate choice of a particular bivariate distribution

will depend on

1. The ability and flexibility of the distribution to model differentshapes of diameter distribution data.

2. The ability of the distribution to implicitly define a reasonablerelationship between initial and future diameters through themedian regression and conditional distributions.

3. The ability and ease of parameter estimation and subsequent
computation of size class proportions.
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EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL BIVARIATE DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION

MODELS

Using a graph of the B,-B, space as discussed earlier, Hafley and

Schreuder (1977) compared the normal, Iognormal, gamma, Weibull, beta,

and Johnson SB distributions in terms of how well they fit diameter and
height data obtained from 21 even—aged stands of southern pine species.

Five of the stands were plantations and the remainder were natural

stands. About 40% of the diameter distributions exhibited negative

skewness, hence the use of the Iognormal and gamma distributions for

these data would be questionable.

The vast majority of the sample estimates of B, and B, fell well above

the Weibull line in Figure 1, with a few falling near or slightly below the

line. As expected from these sample estimates of skewness and kurtosis,

the gamma and· Iognormal distributions were always the two poorest

performing distributions in terms of fitting the data. The Johnson SB,

beta, and Weibull distributions are generally able to accomodate positive

and negative skew, as well as symmetry for either variable and to fit the

univariate marginal diameter distributions well. The SB distribution was
1 found to be the most consistent and flexible performer followed by

thebetaand Weibull distributions. Any of these three distributions could be

used to adequately describe the marginal diameter distributions.
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As noted by Gumbel (1960), Frechet (1951) proved that for given
marginal distributions there exist infinitely many bivariate distributions.
And Mardia (1970) discusses at least seven methods of developing
bivariate distributions. Hafley and Schreuder (1976) reviewed several
bivariate distributions and their potential for modeling bivariate

height—diameter relationships in forest stands, however, due to the
resulting abundant statistical literature on bivariate distributions, they

limited their review to the consideration of bivariate Weibull, Iognormal,

and gamma distributions. They did not consider the bivariate beta

distributions because of the mathematical complexities involved in various

computations. Their review is also pertinent in the consideration of

potential bivariate diameter distributions.

BIVARIATE GAMMA DISTRIBUTIONS

Hearne and Gunst (1975) and Moran (1969) present bivariate gamma
density functions, however the functions presented by the former were

very difficult to fit even with the usually simple moment estimators and

the form presented by the latter led to a regression of height on diameterl
for which Hafley and Schreuder could not derive an easily interpretable

form.

Mardia (1970) and D'este (1981) present additional bivariate gamma
distributions but they are three parameter distributions which seem to
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lack the flexibility required for modeling diameter distributions. A basic
disadvantage of gamma (univariate and bivariate) distributions is the

mathematical difficulty of working with them. The estimation of
parameters and the subsequent calculation of probabilities are difficult.

lt has also been pointed out that the gamma distribution is incapable of

describing negative skew and has difficulty modeling symmetry. l

BIVARIATE LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION

The lognormal distribution is one of the simplest distributions to work

with in a multivariatecontext. Hafley and Schreuder (1976) showed the

regression of height on diameter to be reasonable with the variance about ·
the regression well defined. However, as discussed earlier, the bivariate

lognormal distribution has a significant drawback in that the marginal

lognormal distributions are limited to describing data that are positively

skewed and generally approximate symmetrically distributed data very

poorly. Their analysis of marginal distributions of diameter indicated that

for even·aged stands the distributions are often nearly symmetric or

sometimes negatively skewed.

BIVARIATE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTIONS

The univariate Weibull distribution has the flexibility to describe

bothpositiveand negative skew as well as symmetry. Hence the bivariate
l
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distribution of interest could lie in this family.

Marshall and Olkin (1967) mention a bivariate Weibull distribution
F(x,y) = exp(-X1xc‘-).,yc’—).„max(xc‘,yc’)}

where,
l

Mz, M, M, ci, cz 20; ><,v 20

Moeschberger (1974) showed this distribution to have both an absolutely
”

continuous and singular part. The marginal distributions are

F(x) = expf-(M*Mz)><°‘}
and

F(v) = e><p{—(M*Mz)v°’}

where X and Y are independent if and only if X1, =0.

The regression equation is given by,

-1/cx x +x ) 1
- ¢=

cl.! C2 20

xz0

Examination of this function indicates that as X increases, Y increases

y indefinitely at an increasing rate. This violated Hafley and Schreuder's

assumption that as diameter increases, height must approach an upper

asymptote. This relationship also implies an unreasonable regression of

future diameter on current diameter.

As the Weibull distribution can be obtained by a simple transformation

on the exponential distribution, the literature on bivariateexponentialEvaluation
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distributions was also examined. Freund (1961) and Moran (1967)
describe two bivariate exponential distributions, however, Freund's
distribution is only bivariate exponential when the variables are
independent and Moran°s distribution was intractable for their purposes.

Gumbel (1960) reviewed some properties of three bivariate exponential

distributions:

F(x,y) = 1-e-X-e-y*e-lxwlaxy) 0<6<1, x,y>0 (8)

F(x,y) = F(x)F(v)[1*¤(1-F(x))(1-F(v)}] —1S¤¤S1„ x,y>0 (10)

The first, (8), in not applicable for this study as Gumbel shows that

the correlation has an upper bound of zero, thus requiring an unrealistic

negative correlation between current and future tree diameters. The

second, (9), was found to be intractable. The third, (10), is a member
of the Morgenstern (1956) system of bivariate distributions which has

been generalized by Farlie (1960).

Butkiewicz and Hys (1974) examined multivariate Weibull distributions
generated by the Farlie-Gumbel—Morgenstern system; while Johnson and

Kotz (1975) present a number of properties of these distributions in a
more general context. Their bivariate distribution is Gumbel's

distribution, (10), when F(x) and F(y) are exponential and is the

distribution discussed by Butkiewicz and Hys when F(x) and F(y) are y
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Weibull distributions.

Using Farlie's approach, Hafley and Schreuder (1976) generalized the

distribution of Butkiewicz and Hys to

F(x,y) = F(x)F(y){1*¤exp[-kz(x/bz)c‘-kz(y/bz)c’]} (11)

where E

—1s¤$1, bz,cz,bz,cz>0, x,y>O, kz,kz21

where F(x) and F(y) are as in Johnson and Kotz's model with parameters

bz, cz, and bz, cz, respectively. When kz=kz=1, (11) is the bivariate

distribution examined by Butkiewicz and Hys.

The joint density is given by

f(><,v) = f(><)f(v)[¤{1—F(><)}k‘-1{1-F(y)}k’”1
'{1—k1F(><)—F(><)—k„F(v)-F(y)*2F(><)F(v)}*l]

and the regression equation of Y on X is

E[Y/X=x]

=Thisis an acceptable regression only if kz=1, as for any k,>1,
(

E[Y/X·>•·]

=whichis unreasonable from a practical point of view. However, for k,=1,

The upper limit of which is Similarly,l

E[Y/><*0] = bzF(¢z-1*1)[1*¤{(l<z*1)°1/°“—k„-1/°’}]
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which has a lower limit of .5b,I‘(c,-1+1). These are somewhat restrictive

constraints which do not satisfy the implied relationship criteria discussed

earlier. Although the bivariate Weibull distribution is capable of

satisfactorily fitting the marginal diameter distributions, the implied

initial-future diameter relationship does not appear to be appropriate.

BIVARIATE JOHNSON SB DISTRIBUTION (SBB)

Hafley and Schreuder (1977) showed that the marginal SB distribution

(Johnson 1949,a) fitted diameter and height data consistently better than

the Weibull, beta, gamma, lognormal, and normal distributions. Like the

beta distribution, the SB distribution is defined over a specified finite

range. However, the SB distribution has some advantages over the beta

distribution. First, it spans a slightly broader range of the 81-6, space

than the beta and is thus a bit more flexible. Second, it is possible to

obtain maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters with closed form

solutions once the upper and lower limits are specified, whereas the beta

distribution requires iteration. Finally, since the SB is obtained by a

transformation on a standard normal variate, obtaining proportions in

specified diameter classes is a simple matter. Thus, the SB has

advantages of the beta distribution -- flexibility and finite range, and of

the Weibull distribution -· ease of parameter estimation and computation of

class proportions.
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The univariate Johnson SB distribution is given by,

6Xf(x)= —— —— exp -%Xtöln/21r
(x—e)(e+X-x) s*X-x

6>0, -~•<x<•-, >.>0, -••<¤<••

0, elsewhere

where,

x-s
l X+öln(i—-) = Zx ~ N(0,1)

:*X-x _

The SB distribution, by nature of its lower bound, s, and upper bound,

s + X, appears to be well suited to represent certain classes of random

variables which have physical or natural constraints on their range (Mage

1980). A diameter random variable certainly fits into this class of random

variables. The SBB distribution (Johnson 1949,b) is a bivariate

distribution for which both marginals are SB distributions. It is the

bivariate distribution of X, and X, when the standard normal variates Z,

and Z, are defined as

Z, = K,*ö,In{X,/(1-X,)}

Z, = K,+ö,ln{X,/(1-X,)}

where Z, and Z, have the joint normal bivariate distribution with

correlation p, namely

p(z,, z,;p) = [21n/Tr?]-‘exp{—(1/2)(1—p“)_‘(z,’-2pz,z,*z,’)}
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Further, define x1=(D1·s1)/X1 and x1=(D1—s1)/X1 where :1 and :1 are the
smallest values and X1 and X1 are the range of initial diameter, D1, and
future diameter, D1, respectively, in the population. Many of the
properties of the SBB distribution can be obtained directly from the
literature on the bivariate normal distribution because of the relation
between them.

ln general, the mean regression is complicated, however, the median
regression takes the following much simpler form,

(12)

where B=exp{(p%'1-X1)/61} and ¢=p61/6, (¢>0 when p>0). The regression

is linear if p61=ö1 and pX1=X1 The shape of the regression is influenced by

the value of ¢, as shown in the diagram below, and the regression curve

slope depends on the range of values of p.

1 .

x'
I

I
I

I

o 1
11 1/’

¢>1
1

1
I

1
‘

° 1
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Equation (12) can be reexpressed in terms of initial and future

diameter as

D - +)‘ _D ‘
--1°‘ = 6 [(———°‘‘ ‘)’° + 6] 1 (13)

X2 D1'€1

The regression line starts at the specified lower bounds and ends at the

specified upper bounds of the marginal distributions.

The conditional distribution of X2 given X2 is also an SB distribution,

the same as the marginal for X2, with parameters X2 and öz replaced by

¥2'=l¥2'p{¥1*ö1fB(X1)}l(VP:]-ll
and

6 '=x(1-22 P

where

fB(x1)=ln{x1/(l—x6)}

The conditional distribution can be bimodal, as can the marginals;

however unimodality is assured if p’>1—262“. Percentile limits for the

median regression can be obtained from the conditional distribution. The

a-percentile for X2 given X2 is obtained by solving for X2 in

zu = [¥z*ö6fB(><6)·p{¥6*ö1fB(><1)}](l·1>’)-ll

where Za is the a—percenti|e of the standard normal deviate. In terms of

equation (13), the a-percentile of D2, D2a, can be obtained from
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(Dz¤'€z)/Ä: =
¤l·(1*¢)_1

where

4,€}_+x1'D1 a

Schreuder and Hafley (1977) found the SBB distribution to fit the
bivariate height·diameter data very well. The easily defined median

regression implied a new height-diameter relationship comparable in fit to
commonly used emperical height-diameter models. The flexibility and
computational simplicity of the

SBB distribution are major advantages to
be considered in the selection of an appropriate distribution for
describing bivariate diameter distributions.

Various other bivariate distributions presented by Johnson and

Tenenbien (1981), Ratnaparkhi (1980) and Scmeiser and Lal (1982),

among others, have been investigated. However in these, and most other
cases, the primary use of the bivariate distributions is for the generation

of bivariate probabilities for simulation models. As such, the actual

distributions are not presented or even derived. Also, the generation of 1

the probabilities generally requires the specification of both marginal

distributions as well as the correlation. As a result, much of the

literature on bivariate distributions is not applicable and does not lend

itself to the methods and procedures to be developed in this study. At

4 this point, the Johnson
SBB and bivariate Weibull distributions appear tol

be the most useful for the purposes of this study.

l
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GENERAL APPROACHES AND PROCEDURES

In order to fit a bivariate distribution to describe the marginal
distributions as well as the implied relationships between current and

future diameters, one must first assume that all the trees at the present g
time will live to the future time, i.e. that there is no mortality over the
projection period. Throughout this section, an assumption of no mortality

will be made. Mortality will be addressed and dealt with in a later
section.

APPROPRIATENESS OF A BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION APPROACH

Based on the evaluation of several bivariate distributions, two in

particular, the
SBB (Johnson 1949b) and the bivariate Weibull (Butkiewicz

and Hys 1974), were investigated further. They were fit to bivariate

diameter data to evaluate their ability to describe the given data.

Univariate goodness-of-fit statistics were computed and the mean and

median regressions were checked for reasonableness and logical
E

consistencies. From this preliminary analysis, it was determined that the

mean regression of the bivariate Weibull distribution was inferior to the

median regression of the SBB due to its constrained upper and lower
U

bounds. Due to the relatively few numbers of trees on the sample plots,

goodness-of-fit evaluations were not made on the conditional distributions
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defined for each diameter class.

These tests and analyses were done simply to determine which, if

either, of the distributions could fit the data and adequately describe the

dependencies between the variates. At this point, there does not appear

to be any reason to believe that the restrictions and consistencies _ l

discussed earlier should exist between the marginal distributions simply

by fitting a bivariate distribution directly without considering the

conditional moment equations or conditional distribution functions.

Further, when fitting a bivariate distribution, the general procedure is to

first fit the marginal distributions and then to calculate a measure of

association or correlation between the variates. From the standpoint of .

this study, this procedure is not very desirable. According to these

fitting procedures, to obtain a future distribution based on the current

distribution and the relationship implied by the bivariate distribution, one

must first specify the parameters of the future distribution to define the

bivariate distribution. Thus, specification of the bivariate distribution

directly is useful for describing relationships between the two diameter

distributions only. lt is of little use if one is interested in explicitly

defining the future distribution based on the current distribution.
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CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION APPROACH

An approach which uses an initial marginal diameter distribution and a

conditional distribution of future diameters given specified diameters of

the initial marginal distribution to define the bivariate joint density and

ultimately the future marginal distribution is more appealing. The general

procedure would be as follows.

1. Define the initial marginal diameter distribution, f(x1)

2. Define a conditional distribution function f(x2/xl) which will

distribute the trees in diameter class x, into their future

diameter classes.

3. Sum the above distributions over all initial diameter classes to
obtain the future marginal diameter distribution, f(x2).

This procedure can be described mathematically as followsz

Given f(x,) and f(x,/xl), define f(x,) as,

— f(x,) = 2f(x,/x1)f(x1)

= Ef(x.,xz)

= f(x„)

Essentially, the bivariate distribution is defined using a marginal and a

conditional distribution. The marginal distribution of interest is obtained

by summing (integrating) the joint distribution over the other marginal

variable. With this approach, the marginal distribution of future

diameters will depend on the specified initial and conditional distributions-

and the restrictions and conditions they implicitly define.
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DEFINITION OF A CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

The conditional distribution function that will distribute trees in a
current diameter class into the corresponding future diameter classes

should be defined such that:

1. The initial and future diameter distributions, f(x,) and f(x,),
are of the same family of distributions.

2. The parameters or the definition of the conditioning function aredependent on, and/or related to, the parameters of f(x,) and
f(x,).

3. The parameters or definition of the function are dependent on,or can be functionally related to stand characteristics.

The conditional distribution function does not have to be a statistical

distribution function of a bivariate distribution. However, derivations

and computations are greatly simplified if this is the case.

CHOICE OF A BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION

Bivariate Weibull distribution

The bivariate distribution constructed by Butkiewicz and Hys (1974)isgiven

by,
1 1B1' B2' X Bzßläll A2 {1+[1-2p-—‘ ‘:|ex ( (bl) )

, _ _ x ß _ 51 5; Ä2 ß,]l' 2¢X¤( (sä) “)])¢*¤[ (I,.) (b,)
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with the marginal distributions defined as,

f(X) = Äi. x' ßijxp Bs]i ba bs
where,

xi>0 bi, si >0 —1<a<1 i=1, 2

The conditional density function of X, given X1=x1 is given by,

i x_ Ba T . x_ B _

ßrl_ B· X- _ xn ß·gw) ml (bi) ']
when ¤=0, f(x,/xl) reduces to,

Xg
bz

éThisconditional density function form does not Iend itself well to the

approach described in the previous section. In order to define the

parameters of f(x,/x 1], the parameters of both marginal distributions, as

well as a must be specified. Thus, the definition of the conditional

distribution requires parameter estimates of the marginal distribution of

future diameters which is what one is ultimately interested in obtaining.

With this bivariate Weibull form of a conditional distribution, there are no

advantages or gains associated with this particular conditional distribution

approach.General
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SBB distribution

The SBB distribution (Johnson l949b) is a bivariate distribution for
which both marginal distributions are SB. As mentioned earlier, the
conditional distribution of X1 given X1 is also SB, as its marginal

distribution, with the parameters X1 and 61 replaced by

ö2' = öz(T—¤’)”l
with

fB(xi) = |¤[x1/(l·><i)l

Note that as the correlation between the variates, p, approaches zero,

xzl+X2 and 52,-,52

This conditional distribution form appears to be better suited for the

approach described. Given estimates of the conditional distribution

parameters, the initial distribution parameters, and p, the parameters of
l the future distribution can be obtained by solving two equations in two

unknowns. However, there is a major drawback with this approach. For

each initial diameter class, there will be a corresponding conditional

distribution, each with its own set of parameters. Each set of parameters .
will implicitly define a set of parameter values for the future marginal

distribution, X1 and 61. lf one ignores the fact that the estimates of X1

and 61 will be different and simply distributes trees according to each
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individual conditional distribution, the parameters and the exact

distributional form of the future marginal will be unknown. However, if
one jointly solves for the parameters of the individual conditional densities

such that the estimates of X, and 6, are the same over all diameter

classes, then the purpose and gains associated with defining the future

distribution based on the conditional distributions for the individual
”

diameter classes are nullified.

At this point, there does not appear to be a satisfactory approach for

projecting diameter distributions using a conditional distribution function

from a bivariate distribution such that the initial and future marginal

diameter distributions are in the same family.

ALTERNATE CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION APPROACH

l
An alternative to the previous approach would be to define a

conditioning function or simply use the independently fitted conditional

distributions described above and apply them to the current stand table

to obtain a future diameter distribution, without regard to the exact

mathematical form of the resulting distribution. This approach would be

similar to the generalized stand table projection methods discussed by l

Husch _ggg. (1972) with one important distinction. Rather than assigning

all trees of a given initial diameter the same future diameter, the

conditioning function will assign the future diameters according to some
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specified distribution, i.e. the future diameter of a tree is assumed to be

stochastic, not deterministic.

This is in fact the approach taken by Kottas and Lau (1978) to handle

dependent random variables in risk analysis where they were interested in

obtaining a value of say y given x. In the past, the variables were either

assumed independent, or the dependence among them was arbitrarily and

vaguely defined. Others recognized the dependencies between such risk
analysis random variables and the standard procedure was to fit a .
bivariate distribution by first fitting the marginals, followed by the

calculation of a measure of correlation or association, say p. However,

Kottas and Lau recognized that specifying the marginal distributions and

a value of p does not ensure the desired implied relationships among the

variates. ln practice, one may construct a bivariate distribution based on

the cross moments E(XmYm) or the conditional moment curves. Methods

which use the cross moments are generally impractical as they require the

estimation of many higher order moments. Therefore Kottas and Lau

pursued the conditional moment approach or "functional approach". ln

developing this "functional approach", they defined an appropriate

implied relationship as,

v = 9(><) * =
where,

E(s/x) = O
V(s/x) = g,(x’)

s = a r.v. with any specified distribution.
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Given a value of X, the distribution of Y is defined by the above
relationship. For example, specifying c~normal(0,o“) would imply that
the conditional distribution of Y given X is also normal with mean g(x).
Although they were only interested in obtaining a single value of Y for a
given value of X in a simulation model, and not the marginal distribution
of Y, the general approach could prove useful in the definition of

l

conditional distribution functions for diameter. Kottas and Lau found
significant improvements in the predicted values of Y given X with this
approach over the previous methods where the relationships between X
and Y were implicitly and not explicitly defined.

ln summary, it does not appear as though a known statistical

conditional distribution function capable of keeping both marginal

distributions in the same family can be of any practical use. However,
the use of a conditioning function in a generalized stand table projection

framework, where the exact distributional form of the resulting
_ distribution is irrelevant, may represent a viable means of approaching

this diameterdistribution projection problem. As mentioned earlier, due
to the large number of observations required, and the limited number of

available observations per plot, this approach was not pursued any

further.
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DIAMETER GROWTH APPROACH

Rather than completely specifying a conditional distribution function to
implicitly define the future diameter distribution, one could also specify
various conditional moment curves to define the marginal distribution of
interest. As these conditional moment curves are functions of both
marginal distribution parameters, specification of the various conditional
moments and initial distribution parameters will produce a system of
equations that can be solved for the unknown marginal parameters.

Specifically, for

V(Dz/D;) = f(D1,§1,§z)
where,

D1 and D, are initial and future diameter, respectively,
Q1 and Q1 are initial and future marginal pdf parameters,
respectively, and
E and V are expected value and variance, respectively,

estimates of E(Dz/D1) and V(D1/D1) for each D1 will define a set of two
equations in two unknowns (assuming Q to be two dimensional), from
which estimates of Q, could be obtained. However, the problem again

arises as to which conditional moments of which diameter class to use.
The estimates of Q, will vary depending on the conditional moments and

diameter classes selected.
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The functional form of the conditional moment equation for the SBB
distribution (actually the conditional median equation) provides a solution
to this problem given certain assumptions. For the

SBB distribution, the
median regression takes the form,

x, = 6x,¢{(1-x,¢+8x,¢}-‘ (14)
or rewritten in terms of initial diameter, D,, and the future diameter D,,

€1+X1'D1 ¢ -1

where

6 = expflpn-F2)/62} (16)
¢ = pöl/62 (17)

(¢>0 since we assume p>0). lf one assumes that (15) can adequately

describe the relationship between D, and D, and that one set of

coefficients for a given plot over all diameter classes is reasonable, then a

general procedure can be described as follows:

1. For each plot, fit equation (15) to initial and future diametersusing a procedure such as least squares.

2. Functionally relate the parameters of (15) to stand
characteristics.

3. Given estimates of the initial distribution parameters, X, and 6,
and the correlation, p, predict 6 and ¢ and solve for K, and 6,
from (16) and (17).

Note: Given (D,·:,)/A, ~ SB in (15), a simple transformation will
i

produce a normal variate to meet OLS regression assumptions.
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This method will give the future diameter distribution corresponding to
the initial distribution and the specified diameter relationship.

At this point, the suitability of the bivariate Weibull distribution

presented by Butkiewicz and Hys (1974), after being studied further,

was deemed unacceptable, and the distribution was removed from the

candidate models leaving only the bivariate SB distribution. There are

two main reasons for this decision. First, the mean regression is

biologically unreasonable due to its upper and lower asymptotes. Second,

unlike the median regression of the SBB, the parameters of the mean

regression are not functions of the initial and future distribution

parameters. Thus one can not obtain estimates of the future distribution

parameters given the initial distribution and mean regression parameters.

Predicting the future distribution based on a diameter growth approachl
is similar to the generalized stand table projection methods discussed by

Husch g.y. (1972). They presented the following three basic methods of

stand table projection.

Given a growth increment equation,

1. Assume that all trees in each diameter class are located at the
class midpoint, and that all trees will grow at the average rate.

2. Assume trees in each diameter class are evenly (uniformly)
distributed through the class, and each tree will grow at the 1
average rate. l
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3. Recognize the actual position of trees in each diameter class andapply the diameter growth for individual trees in the class.

While these procedures use an initial diameter distribution and a specified

growth or increment equation, none of these methods are concerned with

describing the initial or projected diameter distributions with statistical

distribution functions.

Bailey (1980) hinted at a similar diameter growth approach but never

pursued it further. He derived individual tree growth equations

implicitly defined by assuming a particular distributional form for the

initial and future diameter distributions. For example, if one assumes the

SB is appropriate for describing the marginal distributions, Bailey showed

l that the following implied relationship exists between initial diameter, D,

and future diameter, D2,

D: = Bu * BID; (18)

Rather than fitting f,(D1) and f,(D,) to implicitly define the diameter

growth relationship, a diameter growth approach would involve fitting

f1(D,) and a diameter growth relationship of a particular form to implicitly

define f,(D,). This method is similar to Husch g.y.'s third method of

stand table projection with the distinction that in this case, one is

concerned with describing the initial and projected diameter distributions

with statistical pdf's.
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There are then three approaches to stand table projection using

diameter growth relationships.

1. Given the current stand table and a growth increment equation,‘
grow each tree (making one of the three assumptions regardingtheir distribution within the classes) to produce the future standtable without the use of statistical pdf's (Husch g.g. 1972).(A1)

_
2. Given a family of pdf's to describe the current and future standdiameter distributions and a growth equation form implicitlydefined by assuming a particular family of distributions, definethe future distribution of diameters (from Bailey 1980). (A2)

3. Given a pdf to describe the current stand diameters and agrowth equation defined by a specified bivariate distribution,define the pdf to describe the future diameter distribution. (A3)

The following list summarizes some of the similarities and differences
between these three approaches (A1, A2, and A3).

1. A2 and A3 use statistical pdf's to describe the initial and future
diameter distributions, A1 does not, and is thus less restrictive.

2. The growth rate equation forms defined by A2 and A3 depend onthe assumed distribution models, the one defined by A1 does
not.

3. A2 and A3 both keep the initial and future diameter distributionsin the same family.

4. A2 can be applied to many different distributions whereas,
currently, A3 is pretty much limited to the SBB distribution.

5. A2 can accommodate constant and proportional relative growth
rates over time, A3, using the

SBB, is restricted to describing
constant relative growth rates over time. 1
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6. For a specified initial diameter, D1, Al assumes D1 is completely
defined; A2 also completely specifies D1 given D1, however D1 is
a random variable as it is a function of D1, a random variable;
finally, A3 treats D1 given D1 as a random variable not
completely specified by D1 These are important conceptual
differences.

The diameter growth approach to defining the future diameter

distribution represents a biologically reasonable approach —- given an

initial distribution and a specified growthyrelationship, define a future

distribution. The diameter growth approach may also provide a link
between stand—level diameter distribution models and individual-tree level

models. Fitting diameter growth and increment equations is far less

demanding in terms of the amount of data required as opposed to the

fitting of the conditional distribution functions discussed earlier.

Approaches A2 and A3 also allow one to easily describe the initial and

future diameter distributions with statistical pdf's.
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MORTALITY CONSIDERATIONS

Up to this point, mortality has not been considered in the discussions
because taking mortality into account would require certain assumptions
and procedures that could very well complicate the methods and
procedures of defining and evaluating the feasibility of a bivariate
modeling approach. That is, dealing with mortality may simply contribute

additional complexity to the projection system that could overshadow or

significantly affect the evaluation of the bivariate approach.

The following points must be considered if mortality is to be dealt with
in the analyses.

1. The mortality over the projection period must be reflected in the

initial distribution. That is, given the initial distribution, trees

must be removed over the diameter classes to produce a survivor

distribution. The bivariate distribution would then be defined
for the initial survivor distribution and the future distribution.

2. Given the initial distribution is in a particular family of

distribution functions, the mortality removed from the diameter

classes must be specified such that the survivor distribution is

also in the same family. This would require constraints and
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restrictions on the mortality and survivor distributions, given

the initial distribution is in a particular family.

3. The specification of a survivor distribution through the removal
of trees from the initial distribution would imply certain

assumptions on how mortality is distributed over the projection
”

period. First, one would have to assume that two stands with

the same initial conditions would have the same mortality

distribution over time -— a fairly reasonable assumption.

Second, specifying the amount of mortality over the projection

period and removing it from the initial distribution does not
”

account for when in the time period that the trees died. One

would have to assume that the time that trees die within the

projection period is not important as there is no way to keep

track of it or account for it. This is an unreasonable assumption

y as the future stand structure is very much dependent on when

trees of various sizes die throughout the projection period.
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Due to the complications associated with the definition of mortality and
survivor distributions and the somewhat restrictive and unreasonable

assumptions which must be made, this study was limited to an analysis of

survivor growth. lt was felt that accounting for mortality would make the
evaluation of a bivariate diameter distribution modeling approach

intractable. A data set, in which tree mortality over growth periods is
nonexistent, is available, making an evaluation of the bivariate approach

feasible.
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DATA

Characteristics of a data set which would facilitate the development and

evaluation of the methods and procedures discussed in previous sectionsare listed below. _
•

At least two measurements of permanent plots to provide tree
diameter measurements at two points in time.

•
A large number of plots to provide a wide range of stand
characteristics such as age, site index and stand density.

•
Variable measurement periods or measurements at more than one
point in time to produce variable measurement periods.

•
No mortality over the measurement period to avoid the associated
complicating assumptions and procedures.

•
Thinned or unthinnedlstands - preferably thinned to reduce
mortality and increase diameter growth over the measurement
period.

A data set which met these specifications and was used in the analyses

was the yellow-poplar permanent plot data previously analyzed by Beck

and Della—Bianca (1972, 1975) and Knoebel g.g. (1985).

These data were collected by the U.S. Forest Service, Southeastern
Forest Experiment Station from 141 circular, 1/4-acre plots established in

the appalachian mountains of North Carolina (93 plots), Virginia (31
plots) and Georgia (17 plots). The plots contained 75 percent or more
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yellow-poplar in the overstory, were free from insest and disease damage,

and showed no evidence of past cutting (Beck and De|la—Bianca 1972).

Each plot was thinned (using low thinning) at the time of installation to

obtain a range of basal areas for different site-age combinations. Site

index at age 50 was determined for each plot with an equation published

by Beck (1962). lndividual tree measurements recorded include dbh,

total height, crown class, and species. Plot basal areas were computed

when the plots were thinned and again after five growing seasons. At

this time, a second thinning was conducted and the stands were

remeasured after five and ten growing seasons. Table 2 presents a

summary of the plot data recorded at the four measurement periods. Also

given are the number of trees and basal area removed in the thinnings at

measurements one and two. The charts in Figures 2 through 4 present

the distribution of sample plots by age, site index and basal area classes

for each measurement period after thinning and at the beginning of a

growth period.

Contained in the data set, were four growth periods available for use

in the analyses. The first, referred to as GROW12 represents the data

collected immediately after the first thinning and again after five growing

seasons. GROW23 refers to the data recorded immediately after the

second thinning and again after five growing seasons. GROW34

represents the data collected at five and ten growing seasons after
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Table 2: Data summary for yellow-poplar plots located in the
Appalachian mountains of North Carolina, Virginia, and Georgia.

Stand Number Minimum Mean Maximum StandardVariable of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Measure=1—--—-——--·--——-—-—----——-·-
V

Age 141 17 46.9 76 14.73Site 74 107.8 138 11.80Ntb 104 231 .8 432 70.38Nta 32 105.1 340 61 .82Ntr 12 126.7 312 56.61Bab 44 134.8 209 31.71Baa 25 85.4 153 30.32Bar 2 49.5 137 27.50

-———----··-—------—--——---—---—— Measure=2----—--—--—-·—-—————-——-——-
Age 141 22 51.9 81 ‘ 14. 73 ‘
Site

‘
74 107.8 138 11.81Ntb 32 105.1 340 61.82Nta 28 83.5 256 45.67Ntr 0 21.6 108 23.30Bab 38 97.4 171 31.25Baa 22 86.0 150 29.56Bar 0 11.4 36 7.13

——-—---———-—--—---—---—----——--- Measure=3——------—-----------—---—--
Age 140 27 57 .1 86 14. 67Site 74 107.7 138 11.83
Ntb 28 81 . 6 256 42 . 99
Nta 28 81 .6 256 42.99
Ntr 0 0 0 0
Bab 31 97.6 164 30.33
Baa 31 97.6 164 30.33Bar 0 0 0 0
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Table 2: Data summary for yellow-poplar plots located in the
Appalachian mountains of North Carolina, Virginia, and Georgia.

Stand Number Minimum Mean Maximum StandardVariable of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Measure=4—————-—--·----—----·------— A

Age 138 33 62.4 91 14.43Site 74 107.6 138 11.82Ntb 28 80.7 248 42.74Nta 28 80. 7 248 42 . 74Ntr 0 0 0 0Bab 40 110.0 178 31.94Baa 40 110.0 178 31.94Bar 0 0 0 0

where, A

Age = age of stand (years)
Site = site index (ft, base age 50 years)
Ntb =„ number of trees/ac prior to thinning
Nta = number of trees/ac after thinning
Ntr = number of trees/ac removed in thinning
Bab = basal area (sq ft/ac) prior to thinning
Baa = basal area (sq ft/ac) after thinning
Bar = basal area (sq ft/ac) removed in thinning

Measure = 1 corresponds to initial measurement
2 corresponds to remeasurement after five years
3 corresponds to remeasurement after ten years
4 corresponds to remeasurement after fifteen years
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DISTRIBUTION OF PLOTS BY AGE, SITE AND BASAL AREA
MEASURE=1 —— AFTER FIRST THINNING

BA=BASAL AREA (SO FT/ACg
AGE=AGE OF STAND (YEARS

SITE=S|TE INDEX (FI', BASE AGE 50)

FBEOUENCY BLOCK CHFIBT

SITE

5:;:; iljijiiliil5 2 ‘*5/ \ nfs

1B5

Q Q Q Q
2 2 2 3

I I
-

HSE

Lscsum an 0/A 40 xxx 72 M16 i 136

Figure 2. Distribution of plots by age, site and basal area ·Measure=I —- after first thinning.
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DISTRIBUTION OF PLOTS BY AGE, SITE AND BASAL AREAMEASURE=2 —— AFTER SECOND THINNING
BA=BASAL AREA (SQ FT/AC;
AGE=AGE OF STAND (YEARS

sm·:=sm: iuosx (Fr, BAS: ACE so)

FBEQUENCY BLOCK CHFIBT

SITE

Q
v 6 #5; 2

1 116m' ü N1 $:*2
qqKiwav [ ····~/

\‘ ‘

@5 Q Q Q Q
2 2 2 3

H n

BGE

LEGEND: BR ÜIA QD K\§ 72 ä 10*-I Q 136

Figure 3. Distribution of plots by age, site and basal area -
Measure=2 -- after second thinning.
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DISTRIBUTION OF PLOTS BY AGE, SITE AND BASAL AREA
MEAsURE=6 —- NO THINNING

BA=BA5AL AREA (SQ FT/AC;
AGE=AGE OF STAND (YEARS

S|TE=SITE INDEX (FT, BASE AGE 50)

FBEQUENCT BLOCK CHFIRT

' SITE

W &=2=éI **7illimh75 — 2
‘

ä iwi;w E E
•—•~!

k {IQ,

85 Q Q Q Q E
2 2 2 3

I
'

•I

FIGE

LEGEND: an W/A 46 m\w 79 112 1 145

Figure 4. Distribution of plots by age, site and basal area -
Measure=3 —- no thinning.
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the second thinning, and finally, GROW24 represents the data recorded

immediately after the second thinning, and again after ten growingseasons. These four data sets are summarized below.

Thinning at Length of
Years from beginning of growth periodData set establishment growth period (years)

GROW12 0-5 yes 5

GROW23 5-10 yes 5
l

GROW34 10-15 no 5
GROW24 5-15 yes 10
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Thus far, many distributions and possible approaches for projecting
diameter distributions have been discussed. This section will give an
overview of these approaches and discuss, more specifically, the methods
and procedures that were used in the analyses. lt should also be noted
that the following methods and procedures were carried out for each of
the four growth periods outlined in the data section.

PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS

MARGINAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Given the observed individual tree diameter data recorded at two
points in time, the first stage in the analysis involved simply looking at
the data to determine if the SB distribution could adequately describe the
marginal diameter distributions. ln particular, frequency charts

3

(histograms) were generated to examine the data in terms of location,

dispersion, skewness, and irregularities such as groupings and extreme

points. Plots of the sample ßpßz space were also made. These sorts of

procedures provided information necessary in the selection of a

distribution capable of describing the data well. Additional information on

the distributions of tree diameters within the diameter classes at two
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points in time could not be readily obtained due to the relatively small

numbers of trees on a given plot. Had this information been available, it

would have been useful in the evaluation of the usual assumptions for

stand table projection and in the assessment of which one is the most

applicable.

BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS

Due to the large number of trees per plot required, frequency tables

and charts were not generated for the examination of the various

features of bivariate frequency tables. However, plots of future diameter

y over initial diameter as well as diameter increment over initial diameter

were made to examine the relationships between the variates that must be

described by the median regression curve of the SBB distribution.

FITTING THE SBB DISTRIBUTION

At this point in time, only one bivariate distributions showed potential

as a possible model for diameter distributions -- the bivariate SBB
distribution introduced by Johnson (1949b).
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MARGINAL DISTRIBUTIONS

The marginal distributions of the SBB distribution are univariate SB
distributions. However, as the SB distribution has not received as much
attention as other distributions, a brief discussion of the fitting

procedures available for the SB will be given. l

There are several methods and algorithms available for solving for the

parameters of the SB distribution. Johnson (1949a) suggested the

technique of matching percentiles and gave formulas for the cases in

which one or both endpoints were known. If neither endpoint was known,
(

his procedure required the solution of simultaneous nonlinear equations.

Bukac (1972) presented a fitting procedure using four symmetrical

percentile points which simplified the solutions to allow a direct solution of

a quartic equation. Mage (1980) presented a method of reducing Bukac's

quartic equation to a quadratic equation which leadto an explicit solution

for the SB parameters using four percentile points corresponding to

equidistant normal deviates. Slifker and Shapiro (1980) and Wheeler

(1980) illustrated methods to estimate the parameters using percentiles

that did not require the use of tables or the solution of simultaneous

nonlinear equations.

The moment equations for the SB are very complex making the direct

use of the method of moments quite difficult. Johnson and Kitchen
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(1971a, 1971b) presented tables for fitting SB curves matching four
moments or the range of variation and the first two moments. A
FORTRAN algorithm has since been developed by Hill ggg. (1976) which
uses numerical methods to solve the moment equations. Explicit

approximate solutions based on estimates of skewness and kurtosis are

described by Bowman and Serbin (1981).

The SB distribution does not have closed form maximum likelihood
estimators (MLE's) for the four parameters, s, X, X and 6, and requires

an iterative estimation procedure. Olsson (1979) provides a computer

program for such cases. However, Schreuder and Hafley (1977) point out
that if s and X are given, closed solution MLE°s of X and 6 do exist, called
conditional MLE's. While it is not always easy to specify a priori values

for both s and X, a reasonable value for s is often obvious, reducing the
E iteration effort. For example, a value of 0 for s may be appropriate for

diameter. Further, s*X must be larger than the largest observation in the
‘ data set. Thus an iterative search is conducted for the MLE of X using ·

the conditional closed solution MLE of X and ö such that c+X is larger than

the largest observed value. Schreuder and Hafley discuss the

computation of these estimates.

None of the methods based on percentiles lead to unique solutions for

the parameters since the parameter estimate values will vary with the

choice of percentiles selected. However, the method of moments and MLE
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procedures will produce unique parameter estimates (Bukac 1972).

Despite this fact, the method of percentiles was used in the development

of the final projection system, primarily for two reasons. First, the
percentile estimates are very simple to calculate. Second it is generally

easier to obtain reliable estimates of distribution parameters from the

prediction of percentiles from stand characteristics than the prediction ot
U

MLE parameters from stand characteristics.

lt should be noted, however, that the method of maximum likelihood
was used when the SB distribution was fitted to the data to determine its
suitability and applicability for describing the yellow-poplar diameter

frequency data. For this analysis, the location parameter, s, and the

range parameter, X, were specified directly from the data. When s and X

are specified in this way, the maximum likelihood estimates of the shape

parameters, X and 6, are given by,

X = - g _

6 = U
x.—s 2 x.-s »2 -%l¤>sl·~<w;·)]· l6·~<m:>] ]

lnitially, s was set equal to the minimum observed diameter minus 0.5

inches, and X was set equal to the observed range plus 1.0 inches to

ensure positive probability in the upper and lower diameter classes. The

logarithm of the likelihood was calculated and s was decremented by 0.1
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and X was incremented by 0.2 until the logarithm of the likelihood was
maximized.

BIVARIATE SBB DISTRIBUTION

The SBB distribution was fitted according to the following steps:

l. Estimates of the parameters of the marginal SB distributions
were obtained by maximum likelihood as described above.

2. The observation pairs were transformed to standard normal
deviates according to the formulation given below.

3. The correlation, p, between the standard normal deviates wasestimated as,

P =
ZzUz2j·[2z1jZz2j]/n I

noz ozA
. lj 2j ‘

where

zü = Xi+öiln[dij/(I—dij)] i=l,2 j=1,...,n

oz = variance of 2 .zu I;
·· ozz = variance of 22.

2j I

EVALUATION OF THE BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION FIT

Simply fitting a bivariate distribution according to the procedures

described above will not necessarily ensure the consistencies desired

between the marginal distributions, nor will it guarantee reasonable

implied relationships between the two variates. Thus many aspects of the I
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fitted distributions, some of which are listed below, were examined and
compared with the observed data.

1. The minimum, quadratic mean and maximum diameters of themarginal distributions.

2. The marginal observed and predicted cell frequencies usinggoodness—of—fit statistics such as the chi—square and K—Sstatistics. · '
3. The implied regression relationships between the variates.

All of these aspects were investigated to determine the general ability of
the bivariate SB distribution to model diameter distributions at two points
in time.

IMPLEMENTATION OF BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION APPROACHES

CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION APPROACH

l
As discussed earlier, there are some problems associated with the use y‘

of conditional distributions. However, if one is not interested in the
exact form of the resulting marginal distribution and simply wants to use

a conditioning function in a generalized stand table projection framework,

the general procedures would be as follows.

1. From the bivariate data, fit a conditional distribution functionfor each diameter class.

2. Relate the parameter of the function to various initial stand
characteristics such as age, site index, stand density, andprojection length.
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3. Given the initial diameter distribution and the other necessaryinputs, a conditional distribution function can then be definedfor each diameter class, from which a future distribution ofdiameters can be obtained.

lf one uses the SBB conditional distribution form, or most any form
derived from the bivariate densities presented, the parameters are also

functionally related to the initial distribution parameters and the measure
of correlation, p. It should be noted that this approach requires a great

deal of data and fairly large plot sizes to ensure enough trees in the lower

and upper tail regions to adequately fit the conditional distribution

functions. This is yet another drawback of the conditional distribution

approach.

DIAMETER GROWTH APPROACH _

The definition of conditional moment curves or diameter relationships

appeared to be the most promising approach. The methods using these

functions keep both marginals in the same family while representing a

biologically reasonable approach, i.e. given an initial distribution and a

diameter growth equation of a particular form, the future distribution of

diameters is specified. This general procedure using the median

regression from the SBB distribution was as follows.
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1. For each sample plot, the
SBB median regression form given

below was fitted using nonlinear least squares (Marquardtmodification).

_ $1+Ä 'D -1D2 ' GÄ2 + + $2

where 6=exp{(pX1-K1)/61} and ¢=pö1/61.

2. The parameters, 8 and ¢, were predicted as functions of initial -stand characteristics and the projection length.

3. Given the initial stand parameters, X1 and 51, an estimate of the
correlation between D1 and D1, p, and the predicted values, B
and ¢, the estimates of X1 and 61 were obtained by solving two
equations in two unknowns.

Note: :1, X1, sz, and X1 were estimated outside the system.

Predicting the initial stand pdf parameters

Many of the methods for fitting an SB have been discussed in a
previous section. As stated earlier, the methods using percentiles are

quite simple when the lower bound, s, and the range, X, are specified or

predicted outside the system. For this study, s, X, and the 50th and

95th percentiles, Ps, and P„, respectively, of the observed diameter

distributions were predicted from stand characteristics using correlation

and regression techniques. Again, the stand characteristics used 1

included total basal area per acre, total trees per acre, initial and

projected ages, site index and the proportion of basal area removed in

thinning, when applicable.
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Given estimates of s, X, PX, and P,5, estimates of the unknown
’

parameters, X and 6 were obtained as follows.

1. From the formulation of the SB distribution,

- X,Dss'€Z,5— Fölogand

~
= D5,-s

)Z5, X

"’whereZ„ and ZX, represent the standard normal values
corresponding to the cummulative frequencies of 95 and 50percent of the standard normal distribution. i.e. ZP equals the
Z·value for which Prob(ZsZp)=p where Z~N(0,1).

2. As Z„=0,

X3.
Substituting into the equation for 2,5, and simplifying,

= -
Dgg°€

Dss'€ZXXö‘°9 '¤+x'——¤,—, i
.

Z = ölIoss°9 D—“£+x-
,5 9 ’€—+)_."ßs“° '

which after algebraic manipulation produces

_ D -: D —c
6

|og<fromwhich

X

=canbe obtained from step 2 (Z,5=1.645).
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Predicting the parameters of the median regression

For each plot, estimates of 6 and ¢ were obtained from a nonlinear least

squares estimation procedure. These parameters were then related to

stand characteristics using both correlation and regression techniques.
The stand characteristics used included total basal area per acre, total

trees per acre, initial and projected ages, site index and the proportion

of basal area removed In thinning, when applicable. These variables and

appropriate transformations were used as independent variables in the

prediction equations.

To determine the appropriate model forms, the parameter prediction

models were evaluated according to several different criteria. Preliminary

models were screened using the coefficient of determination (R2) and the

Cp statistic (Draper and Smith 1981) from an al|—possible regressions

procedure. These models were further evaluated for prediction using the

PRESS statistic (Montgomery and Peck 1982) and multicollinearity using

variance Inflation factors (Belsley, Kuh and Welsh 1980). Finally, the

models were evaluated to ensure that they made at least some biological

sense.
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Predicting the correlation

Estimates of the correlation, p, between the two variates were obtainedI
when the SBB distribution was fitted to the observed plot data. These
estimates of p were then functionally related to stand characteristics, a
very important one being the projection length. For as the projection

i

length increases, there should be less correlation between the initial and

future diameter distributions, i.e. as projection length increases, the

information provided by the initial distribution, useful in the prediction of

the future distribution should decrease. Although the equation to predict

p should be conditioned such that as the projection length approaches ·•, p

should approach 0 and as the projection length approaches 0, p should

approach l, the available data were not suitable for the development and

evaluation of such a model. As three of the four growth periods were

fixed at five years with only one remeasurement, general trends in p over

time could not be observed. Thus, a more empirical model was developed

which contained a variable reflecting projection length, but which was not

conditioned as stated above.

Site index, as well as initial age and stand density also appeared to

have an influence on p, and were incorporated into the prediction model.

Intuitively, these variables should provide some information as theyhavea

direct effect on the rate of growth and development of the initial stand

which will ultimately determine the differences or changes in the initial
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and projected diameter distributions. To constrain p to be in the interval
[0,1], a Iogit model form was used.

Solving for the future distribution parameters

From the median regression parameters,

8=€7¢P{(Px1'¥z)/61} and ¢=P61/62

once K1, 6,, and p were specified, Z, and 6, were obtained by solving the
two equations in the two unknowns. «

As ¢=pö1/62, simple rearrangement gives

52:pöl/¢1

and from 6=exp{(pX,—X,)/5,} it can be shown that

_X2=P{X1'ö1ln(8)/¢}

Thus, upon specifying the initial distribution parameter estimates, 6, and
61, the median regression parameter estimates, 0 and ¢, and an estimate .
of the correlation, p, values of the future distribution parameters, X2 and
6, were obtained.

-

IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ALTERNATE DIAMETER GROWTH APPROACH

An approach using diameter increment equations of the forms

presented by Bailey (1980) was quite similar to the implied bivariate

diameter growth method just discussed. The only difference was in the

underlying assumption being made regarding the value of future diameter
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given current diameter. The bivariate approach assumed future diameter-
given current diameter to be a random variable whereas this alternate
approach assumed future diameter given current diameter to be a fixed
value. Aside from this conceptual difference, the general procedures
were quite similar.

1. For each sample plot, an equation of the following form wasfitted.

D1 = ßll+ß1(D1-ß3)ß2

2. The parameters, B1, B1, B1 and B, were then predicted as
functions of stand characteristics and projection length.

3. Given the distribution parameters of D1 and estimates of B1, B1,
B2 and B1, the distribution parameters of D, were obtained.

As mentioned earlier, this approach permits the use of many families of
distributions as one is not concerned with the specification of a bivariate

distribution function. For this analysis, both the SB and Weibull
distributions were used to describe the initial and future diameter 1
distribution.

THE SB DISTRIBUTION

To apply this alternate diameter growth approach with the SB

distribution model, certain assumptions had to be made, namely that the
two shape parameters, X and 6 be the same at the initial and future points

in time, i.e. X1=X1 and 61=6,.
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Furthermore, the parameter, B2, in the following growth model,

¤,=6„+6,(¤,-6„>ß=
must equal one, implying a linear relationship between initial and future ‘

diameters, in order for the transformation on the SB distributed initial
diameter to yield an SB distributed future diameter. This relationship

does not hold for a nonlinear transformation of initial diameter. ”

With B2=l, the above equation reduces to

D2=ßu' +B1D1

where B„'=B„—B,B, and B, is the initial distribution location parameter.

With this linear relationship, it can be shown that for initial diameter, D,,

distributed SB, D,~SB(s,, X,, 3*,, 6,), future diameter, D2, is also

distributed SB, namely, D2~SB(B„'+B,s,, 5,).,, X,, 6,).

With this in mind, the three-step procedure outlined above was used to

obtain future distributions using the SB model and the alternate diameter
growth approach. The initial distribution in this case was obtained
through percentile prediction and the equations to predict the growth

equation parameters were developed according to the same screening and
evaluation procedures discussed for the the median regression

parameters.
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THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION

Unlike the SB distribution, the Weibull distribution requires no

assumptions to be made concerning the parameters of or the form of the

generalized growth equation discussed by Bailey (1980). Given the

equation,

¤,=6.+6,<¤1—6.Jß=
for 6,;*0, i.e. a nonlinear growth equation form, it can be shown that if

initial diameter, D1, is distributed Weibull, D1~Weibull(a1, b1, c1), then
future diameter is also distributed Weibull, namely, D,~Weibu||(6„, 61b1,_
c1/B,).

T For the linear growth equation form, i.e. 6,=1, the above reduces to,

Üz=ß¤°*ß1D;,

where 6„'=6„—6161 For this linear diameter relationship, when initial
_ diameter is distributed as D1~Weibull(a1, b1, c1), future diameter is

distributed as D,¢~·Weibul|(6„'+61a1, 61b1, c1). Note that a linear growth

equation implies equal initial and future shape parameters -- a parallel

with the situation for the SB distribution with a linear growth equation.

Again, the three-step procedure outlined above was used to obtain future

distributions using the Weibull model and the alternate diameter

growthapproach.

The initial distribution for this method was obtained through parameter

recovery as this procedure performed better than either the parameter
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prediction or percentile prediction methods in most cases. In fact, when
the location parameter is set equal to the direct fit maximum Iikelihood
estimate of the location parameter, the parameter recovery estimates of
the shape and scale parameters are nearly identical to those of the direct
fit maximum Iikelihood procedures. As before, the equations to predict
the growth equation parameters were developed according to the same 4

screening and evaluation procedures as discussed for the median
regression parameters.

ESTABLISHED METHODS OF DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION PROJECTION

4
THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION

Three established methods for diameter distribution projection werel
developed and used for comparative purposes in this study -— parameter y
prediction, percentile prediction, and parameter recovery.

Parameter prediction. For each plot, maximum Iikelihood estimates for the
location, scale and shape parameters were obtained for the three
parameter Weibull distribution. These parameters were then functionally

related to various stand characteristics according to the procedures

described earlier for other parameter prediction models.
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From initial and projected stand characteristics, initial and projected

distribution parameters were obtained, from which predicted stand tables
were generated.

Percentile prediction. For each plot, the 50th and 95th percentiles of the

observed diameters were computed. These percentiles were then
”

functionally related to various stand characteristics following previously
described procedures. With the location parameter, a, specified

independently, once estimates of the 50th and 95th
percentiles, D5, and

D„, respectively, were obtained, the percentile based Weibull

distribution parameters were obtained as follows.

For the three parameter Weibull distribution, the pth
distribution

percentile is given by,

DP=a+b[-ln((l00-p)/100)]1/C

where DP is that diameter such that exactly p percent of the trees in the

stand are smaller. Given D,„ (p=50), D„ (p=95) and a, b and c can be

obtained by solving two equations in two unknowns, resulting in,

b=(D„-a)/[(2.99573)1/C]

c=l.4637/ln[(D„-a)/(D,„·a)]Given

these estimates of initial and future distribution parameters, stand
i

tables were generated.
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Parameter recovery. Models developed by Knoebel g.g. (1985) were

used to obtain parameter recovery estimates of distribution parameters

and subsequently, predicted stand tables. The parameter recovery

procedure uses estimates of the first and second moments of the diameter

distribution of the stand in question, and the method of moments

estimation procedure to obtain estimates estimates of the shape and scale
A

parameters of the Weibull distribution when the location parameter is

known or previously specified. The first moment, mean diameter, d, and

the second moment, mean squared diameter, cp, are obtained from

predicted basal area (0.005454;[number of trees]) and the predicted log
of the variance of diameter (ln[<?-d2]). As stated earlier, when the
location parameter was set equal to the direct fit maximum likelihood

estimate of- the location parameter, these parameter recovery estimates of

the shape and scale parameters were nearly identical to the direct fit

maximum likelihood estimates.

THE SB DISTRIBUTION

The method of percentiles, discussed earlier for specifying the initial

distributions for both the alternate growth equation and median

regression growth equation approaches, was also used, in a similar
i

manner, to directly predict the future diameter distributions. Projected

stand characteristics were used to obtain estimates of the future soth and

95th percentiles, and ultimately, the future SB distribution parameters.

Methods and procedures
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The parameter prediction procedure was not used for the SB model as

the parameter prediction models developed for the Weibull distribution

performed much worse than any of the other projection methods. The SB
distribution model would require the estimation and prediction of an

additional parameter, suggesting even worse prediction than the

corresponding Weibullmodels.A

parameter recovery model for the SB distribution was not developed

as the moment equations for the SB are extremely difficult to work with.

Method of moments estimates for the SB distribution must often be
obtained through a table look~up procedure.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDIVIDUAL TREE DIAMETER INCREMENT ‘

MODEL

When the generalized diameter relationship functional form from the

alternate diameter growth approach was fitted to each plot, and the

parameters were predicted from stand characteristics, an individual tree

diameter relationship of sorts was defined. However, the model developed

in this manner was an indirect one which did not take into account

individual tree characteristics. Although this indirect model, which was

quite empirical in nature, predicted future diameter quite well, there

seemed to be a need to develop a more analytical model in a more direct

manner in order to incorporate prior knowledge about tree growth and
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perhaps some individual tree characteristics into the model.

The radial growth of individual trees can be expressed as diameter
growth or basal area growth. While tree basal area typically exhibits a

more linear increase over time than does diameter, West (1979) examined

both as response variables in regression equations and concluded that for

several species there was no practical advantage to using one over the

other in terms of the precision of estimates of future diameters.

Preliminary analyses with the ye!low—poplar data verified this point.
4

Upon transformation to diameter increment from basal area increment, the

bias introduced outweighed the gains obtained in the basal area increment

fit over the diameter increment fit, which were only slight. Thus it was

. decided to model the individual tree diameter increment rather than the

basal area increment.

A model was developed using both analytica! and empirical techniques.

First, various stand and individual tree characteristics were considered

and variables considered to be important in explaining diameter growth

were formulated. Then models using these variables were fitted to

determine which combinations of: the stand and tree characteristics

explained the most variation in diameter increment.

Harrison (1984) discussed three broad categories of tree and stand

characteristics influencing growth: tree vigor, site quality, and
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competition, pointing out that these are neither distinct nor independent

classifications.

Tree vigor. The most fundamental indicator of tree vigor is tree size,

thus, simply the use of initial diameter was considered for use in the

model. Hilt (1983) and Dale (1973) found much of the variation in tree
V

diameter growth for oaks could be explained with initial tree size, namely,

dbh. Other variables often used to represent vigor are the ratlos of
diameter over age and tree basal area over age. ln his development of a

nonlinear model for predicting annual diameter growth in even—aged,
l

upland stands of oak, Gingrich (1971) stated that the diameter—age

relationship was "the most important factor in predicting diameter growth

rate", expressing overall vigor as well as effects of present and past

density. Harrison (1984) found tree basal area and tree basal area over

age to be the best expression of tree vigor for predicting basal area

increment in Appalachian mixed hardwood stands after thinning. He also

found age and the reciprocal of age to provide important information

concerning tree vigor. Other variables to consider might be crown

characteristics. The yellow-poplar data set contains only crown class,

which is of little value for stands of an intolerant species thinned from

below, as most of the remaining trees will either be dominants or

codominants. ln any case, Harrison (1984) found various crown

dimensions to be of little or no value in predicting basal area increment.
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Site guality. The most obvious measure of site quality is site index.

Although site index is based on height growth, there is generally a

positive correlation between height growth and radial growth. Both

Gingrich (1971) and Harrison (1984) found site index to contribute little

to the explanation of diameter and basal area increment, respectively.

Competition. As stem maps were not available, competition indices

considered in this analysis were distance independent. The most obvious

and straightforward index considered was basal area. Other measures

considered included individual tree basal area over average tree basal

area, individual tree basal area over stand basal area, individual tree

diameter over quadratic mean diameter, as well as total basal area and

proportion of basal area removed in thinning.

Concerning thinning effects on competition, Cole and Stage (1972) felt

that the history of diameter growth was not important to the prediction of

growth after thinning. This was also illustrated when Beck (1980)

reconstructed the past age and size distribution of a high-quality

hardwood stand in the southern appalachians. A diameter-limit cut had

been imposed in the stand 27 years previously, and Beck found that trees

of various intermediate to intolerant species that had been left primarily

in lower crown classes responded immediately to the release, regardless of

age and size.
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Harrison (1984) points out that "the use of a single measure of present

stand density or competition in growth models for managed stands
suggests that in some cases perhaps the dependencies of future growth on
past history is not as important as theory leads us to believe". This may
be due to the lack of serious competition in thinned stands. ln such

cases, residual stand density may provide as much information as the
A

amount or proportion of basal area removed in thinning.

Given the various tree and stand characteristics representing tree

vigor, site quality, and competition, empirical methods were employed to

determine the best combinations, transformations, and interactions of the

variables in terms of predicting diameter increment. As before, candidate

models were screened and evaluated by several different criteria including

measures of fit, prediction, and multicollinearity. The final evaluations

were concerned with biological reasonableness and ultimately the

prediction of future diameter given initial diameter.
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COMPARISON OF DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION PROJECTION METHODS

Once the various diameter growth approaches to diameter distribution

projection were developed, comparisons with established methods were
made. In particular, the following methods were evaluated.

•
Implied bivariate diameter growth approach
(using the SBB median regression)

•
Independent diameter growth approach
(using the generalized growth equation)

•
Generalized stand table projection
(using the individual tree diameter increment equation)

•
Parameter prediction method
(using the MLE parameters of the direct fit Weibull)

•
Parameter recovery method
(using models developed by Knoebel g.al., 1985)

•
Percentile prediction

_ (using both the SB and Weibull models)

For the distribution based approaches, the predicted future

distribution parameters were used to predict the numbers of trees by l
diameter class to produce the predicted stand tables. For the individual

tree model, individual future tree diameters were predicted and

summarized by diameter class to produce the predicted stand tables.

From each projection method and corresponding predicted future diameter

distribution, the following statistics and summaries were computed.
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To measure and evaluate goodness-of—fit from the observed andpredicted diameter class frequencies:
•

A Chi—square statistic
•

A K-S statistic
•

A K-S-like statistic which represent the mean absolute
difference between the observed and predicted_ distributions rather than the maximum absolute difference. _

To examine the predicted distribution and the consistencies betweenthe initial and future predicted distributions:
•

Observed and predicted minimum, quadratic mean and
maximum stand diameter, basal area per plot, and number~ of diameter classes.

•
Observed and predicted initial and future differences in
minimum, quadratic mean and maximum stand diameter,i basal area per plot, and number of diameter classes.

_ Some important questions to be answered from these analyses included:

•
How do the two distribution based diameter growth approaches

compare with one another? Does the flexibility to choose from a

broad range of families of distributions (generalized growth

equation) offer greater advantages than the assertion of the

assumption that future diameter given current diameter should i

be a random variable and not a constant (median regression) ?

Can this assumption be relaxed or do the data indicate that it

must be accounted for?
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•
How do the two distribution based diameter growth approaches

compare with the currently used parameter prediction, parameter

recovery, and percentile prediction methods of stand table
projection? All five of these methods use pdf°s to model diameter

distributions, however, the diameter growth approaches use the

initial distribution to predict the future distribution, the
U

parameter prediction, parameter recovery, and percentile

prediction methods do not. While the diameter growth

approaches are more biologically and intuitively appealing, how

do they compare with the three established methods in terms of

predicting the future distributions.

•
The individual tree diameter increment equation should perform

very well, however, no distributional assumptions are made.

How does this unconstrained method compare with the others?

Are there gains in computational efficiency and mathematical

consistency associated with the distributional approaches to T

outweigh possible losses in accuracy due to the constraints or

restrictions they impose on the systems?
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EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF DIAMETER RELATIONSHIFS

EXPLICIT DIAMETER RELATIONSHIPS
”

In the analyses, the following types of explicit diameter relationships
were developed and/or fitted.

•
A median regression equation for the bivariate SB distribution
diameter growth approach ( a linear equation form).

•
A generalized growth equation for the alternate diameter growthapproach (identical to the linear median regression equation).

l •
An individual tree diameter increment equation for generalizedstand table projection

Recall from a previous discussion that each method carries with it certain

assumptions regarding the distribution of diameters and the distribution

of a future diameter given an initial diameter.

A IMPLICIT DIAMETER RELATIONSHIPS V_

Through the course of this study, several implicit diameter

relationships were also defined. For example, just as the median y
regression and initial SB distribution parameters can be used to define
the future distribution parameters, the initial and future distribution

parameters can be used to define the median regression equation

parameters. The median regression defined in this way specifies an
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implied diameter relationship, namely,

i
£1+x1-D1 ¢

"D2=8Ä2[(?)*Ü] *81

where 6=exp{(pX,—X,)/6,} and ¢=p6,/6, (¢>0 when p>0). ”

For each plot, MLE's for the initial and future marginal SB
distributions were obtained using the observed minimum diameter, s, and
range, A. The observations were transformed to standard normal

deviates, from which an estimate of p was obtained, according to
previously described procedures. With all the parameters specified, an

implicit diameter relationship was defined for each plot through the median

regression equation form.

An implied diameter relationship can also be defined for each of the

following methods from the Weibull distribution using the generalized

equation form specified by Bailey (1980).
•

Direct fit (using maximum likelihood) l

•
Parameter recovery

•
Percentile prediction

•
Parameter prediction
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From the relationship,

¤1=6„+61(¤1—61)ß=,
for D,~Weibull(a,, b,, c,) and Dz~Weibu|l(az, bz, cz), it can be shown

that the parameters, 8,, 8,, 8z, and 8, can be defined as follows:

B9 = az

61 = b1/b1“= (
B1 : C1/C1

B; = ax

Thus, as each prediction method for the Weibull distribution produces

a set of initial and future parameter estimates for each plot, from the

above relationships, each prediction method also produces an implied

diameter relationship for each plot. As discussed earlier, when the SB

model is used with different shape parameters, Bailey's (1980) results

show that no general growth relation can be defined in the above form.

In all, th_ere were five implicit diameter relationships equations defined

for each plot: the median regression equation from the direct fit bivariate

SB distribution, and the four generalized growth equation forms for the l

Weibull from the direct fit, parameter recovery, percentile prediction, and

parameter prediction procedures.
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EVALUATION AND COMPARISON

For each of the two explicit and the five implicit diameter
relationships, future diameter was predicted from the corresponding

initial diameter for each plot and growth period. Various statistics

summarizing the observed, predicted, and residual (observed minus °

predicted) diameter values were computed to compare and evaluate the

various models in terms of their ability to predict future diameter given
initial diameter.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS

MARGINAL DISTRIBUTIONS

For each plot, a frequency histogram of the initial and future observed
diameters were made to examine the distributions in terms of location,
dispersion, skewness, and irregularities such as groupings and extreme
values at both points in time. For the most part, the distributions
appeared to be unimodal and either symmetric or skewed to the right.

y The location and dispersion of the distributions were quite variable, and,T
due to the thinnings, there were diameter classes in the middle of some
distributions with no trees. Differences between the initial and future l

distributions appeared, for the most part, to be in location, with the
future distributions obviously shifted toward the larger diameter classes.
Smaller differences were also noted in the dispersion, with the future
distribution generally encompassing more diameter classes.

Summaries of initial and future diameters, as well as diameter

increment, for each plot and growth period are presented in Table 3.
The numbers in this table reinforce the visual observations made from the
histograms concerning the relationships between the initial V
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Table 3: Initial and future individual tree diameter and diameterincrement summary by growth period.

Number Minimum Mean Maximum StandardVariable of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW12 —---—-—-—-—------—-—----·—---— _
Idmin 141 4.00 8.82 16.00 3.01ldavg 6.14 12.93 19.82 3.31Idmax 8.90 17.84 27.20 3.79Idran 4.30 9.01 18.00 2.69
Fdmin 4.20 9.49 17.00 3.15Fdavg 6.71 13.85 20.83 3.30Fdmax 10.20 18.90 28.60 3.73Fdran 4.20 9.41 19.30 2.83

y Incmin 0.00 0.34 1.50 0.32Incavg 0.24 0.92 2.57 0.40Incmax 0.80 1.61 3.70 0.56

·——-------—-—--·---——-·--·--—· GROW23 -—--——~—--—I-—-—-—-———-——-—--—-

Idmin 140 4.20 10.72 17.00 3.01ldavg 6.80 14.46 21.02 3.27Idmax 10.20 18.86 28.60 3.80Idran 2.40 8.14 14.70 2.43
Fdmin 4.60 11.54 18.10 3.16Fdavg 7.60 15.54 22.23 3.28Fdmax 12.30 20.10 30.20 3.74Fdran 2.30 8.55 15.70 2.57
Incmin 0.00 0.51 1.60 0.38 1Incavg 0.35 1.08 2.30 0.41Incmax 0.70 1.69 4.00 0.54
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Table 3: Initial and future individual tree diameter and diameter
increment summary by growth period (cont.).

Number Minimum Mean Maximum StandardVariable of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

‘
——---——·--—----·----——---·-·-- GROW34 --—---—---·—---··---~----—---—
Idmin 138 4.60 11.64 18.10 3.15
Idavg 7.63 15.61 22.23 3.25
Idmax 12.30 20.17 30.20 3.69
Idran 2.30 8.53 15.70 2.51
Fdmin 4.80 12.36 19.20 3.42
Fdavg 8.18 16.62 23.78 3.36
Fdmax 14.00 21.39 31.40 3.70
Fdran 3.00 9.03 17.10 2.71

Incmin 0.00 0.43 1.40 0.35
Incavg 0.25 1.00 1.77 0.32
Incmax 0.60 1.61 2.60 0.40
---———-——---—-—-·——·—----—--—· GROW24 ———--·———-—--------·--———-·—--

Idmin 138 4.20 10.80 17.00 I 3.00
Idavg 6.81 14.54 21.02 3.23
Idmax 10.20 18.93 28.60 3.74
Idran 2.40 8.13 14.70 2.37

Fdmin 4.80 12.36 19.20 3.42
Fdavg 8.18 16.62 23.78 3.36
Fdmax 14.00 21.39 31.40 3.70
Fdran 3.00 9.03 17.10 2.71

Incmin 0.00 0.99 3.00 0.70[ Incavg 0.65 2.08 3.71 0.69
Incmax 1.30 3.19 5.40 0.81
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Table 3: Initial and future individual tree diameter and diameter
increment summary by growth period (cont.).

where,

Idmin = Initial minimum diameter
ldavg = Initial arithmetic mean diameter ”
ldmax = Initial maximum diameter
Idran = Initial diameter range
Fdmin = Future minimum diameter
Fdavg = Future arithmetic mean diameter
Fdmax = Future maximum diameter
Fdran = Future diameter range
Incmin = Minimum diameter increment
Incavg = Mean diameter increment
Incmax = Maximum diameter increment
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and future distributions.

Plots of the sample B;—B2 space were also made for the initial and
future diameter distributions of each growth period. The eight plots were
all quite similar to the one presented in Figure 5 representing the initial
distributions of GROW12. The majority of the plots fall above the Weibull

”

line and have a small skewness coefficient. Although the sample sizes for
most of the sample plots are not considered large, the B2-B2 plots are
similar to the one presented by Hafley and Schreuder (1977) where sample
size was not a factor. The ß1‘ßz plots suggest that the SB distribution
may be appropriate for describing the marginal distributions. However,
due to the relatively small sample sizes, and thus the possibility of biased
sample estimates of B2 and B2, one can not rule out the applicability of the
Weibull distribution for describing the diameter data.

BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION

Due to the large number of observations per plot required to generate

meaningful and interpretable bivariate frequency tables, the procedure

was not done. However, plots of future diameter over initial diameter

were made to examine the relationships between the two. For the most y
part, the relationships were quite linear, with only a small number of

plots exhibiting nonlinear trends. The linear trends appeared to be the

most pronounced for GROW34.
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FITTING THE SBB DISTRIBUTION

MARGINAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Using the iterative maximum likelihood procedure discussed earlier, the
SB distribution was fitted to the diameter data from each sample plot. For
each fitted distribution, the observed and predicted minimum, quadratic

mean and maximum diameters were compared. As a whole, the predicted

distributions were very close to the observed distributions in these

respects.

Also computed were various goodness—of—fit statistics including the

chi-square and K—S statistics. Over the four growth periods, the mean

chi-square statistics ranged from 5.7 to 7.2 and the mean K—S statistics
ranged from 0.12 to 0.13 representing fairly good fits to the sample data.

A more complete and thorough analysis and presentation of these results —

are given in a later section.

BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION

Once the marginal SB distributions were fitted, an estimate of the

correlation, p, was computed to completely specify the SBB distribution

and define the median regression equation for each plot. Given a median

regression defining the median future diameter given an initial diameter,
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the ability of the regression to predict future diameters was evaluated by
comparing the observed, predicted, and residual (observed minus

predicted) diameters for each plot summarized over all plots and growth ·

periods. The predictions were relatively unbiased (0.0057<mean

residual<0.0137) and fairly precise (0.2053<mean absolute

residual<0.4026). A pseudo-R2 value defined as, ”

R, = 1 _ sum of sguared residuals
total sum of squares for diameter

also indicated that the implied median regression equations fitted the data

well (0.9840<R’<0.9959). Again, a more complete analysis and
presentation of these results are given in a later section.

Based on the results from this and the previous section, it was

apparent that the SBB distribution could adequately describe the marginal

diameter distributions while ensuring a reasonable implied relationship

between initial and future diameters.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION DIAMETER GROWTH

APPROACH

PREDICTING THE INITIAL STAND PARAMETERS

Using correlation and regression techniques, equations to predict s,
s*X, and the 50th and 95th percentiles of the observed diameter

distributions were developed. The maximum diameter, represented by
s*X, was modeled rather than the range in diameter, represented by X, as

it was more highly correlated with stand characteristics and better
understood in terms of its relationship to stand characteristics. The

equations developed are presented in Tables 4 and 5. The equation to

predict the location parameter, s, was taken from Knoebel g.g. (1985),

where it was used to predict the location parameter of the Weibull

distribution.

PREDICTING THE PARAMETERS OF THE MEDIANREGRESSIONRecalling

the general procedures of the diameter growth approach, for (

each sample plot, the median regression equation form was fitted directly

using nonlinear least square (Marquardt modification). As expected, for

the four growth periods, the bias (—0.0054<mean residual<—0.0018),

precision (0.2004<mean absolute residual<0.3984) and overall fit

(0.9847<"R2"<0.9961) were better than those of the implicitly defined
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Table 4: Equations to predict the location (s) and scale (X) parametersof the SB distribution from stand characteristics.

For all stands.

|n(dm) = 1.194388 * 0.056374(Q) * 3.04022//N —394.072189/((A)(Hd)) _
RMSE = 0.1430 CV = 0.0674 R2 = 0.8251

s = dm · 0.5

For stands after one thinning (GROW12).

Maximum diameter, max, corresponds to 1: * X

max = 2.395168 * 0.027083(B) + 0.976126(Q) - 9800.476/((S)(A)]+ 99.839542/A

RMSE = 1.2849 CV = 0.06991 R2 = 0.8869
1

X = max - s * 1.5

For stands after two thinnings (GROW23, GROW34, GROW24).

Maximum diameter, max, corresponds to c + X
max = 1.776665 + 0.031935(B) * 1.044730(Q) - 0.197777(S)(A)/1000

RMSE = 1.2510 CV = 0.0621 R2 = 0.8951

X = max - s * 1.5
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Table 4: Equations to predict the location (s) and scale (x) parametersof the SB distribution from stand characteristics.

where,

s = location parameter
A = scale parameter
A = stand age
Q = quadratic mean diameter of stand
S = site index in feet, base age 50
B = basal area per acre (square feet)

RMSE = square root of the mean squared error
CV = coefficient of variationRz = coefficient of determination
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Table 5: Equations to predict the soth and 95th
percentiles

of a diameter distribution from stand characteristics.

For stands after one thinning (GROW12).

' P5, = 0.678221 * 1.044590(Q) - 0.152196(S)(A)/1000 — 0.185898(LN) _

RMSE = 0.4599 CV = 0.0346 R2 = 0.9820

P,5 = -7.573894 * 1.405355(Q) - 0.154617(S)(A)/1000 * 1.594719(LN)

RMSE = 1.1590 CV = 0.0646 Rz = 0.9184

For stands after two thinnings (GROW23, GROW34, GROW24).

P5, = -0.151254 * 1.009582(Q) ~ 0.058764(S)(A)/1000 * 6.549757(|N)

RMSE = 0.4601 CV = 0.0297 R2 = 0.9820

P,5 = 1.477122 * 1.396200(Q) - 0.207217(S)(A)/1000 — 145.139(lN)

RMSE = 1.1841 CV = 0.0595 R2 = 0.9116

where,

P5, = the 50th percentiie of the diameter distribution

P,5 = the 95th percentiie of the diameter distribution
_ A = stand age

Q = quadratic mean diameter of stand
S = site index in feet, base age 50

LN = logarithm of number of trees per acre
IN = inverse of number of trees per acre

RMSE = square root of the mean squared error
CV = coefficient of variation
R2 = coefficient of determination
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‘
median regression, however, the differences were slight (a detailed

prediction summary and comparison is given in Table 9, where the median

, regression equation is presented and evaluated along with other growth

equation forms).

From the fitted median regression equations, the parameters, ¢ and 6,
u

were functions of the marginal distribution parameters and the correlation

coefficient. Prediction equations were to be developed to relate these two

parameters to stand characteristics. However, correlations of the

parameters with various stand characteristics revealed very weak

relationships, as evidenced by the sample correlations given below for

GROW12, which had the highest correlations of the four growth periods.

Parameter
Stand Variable ¢ 8

Site -0.0048 0.0646
Basal area removed
in thinning 0.1019 -0.1205

Age 0.1539 -0.1641
Number of trees -0.0095 0.1325
Basal area 0.0948 -0.0278
Quadratic mean 0.0935 -0.1611
Age—quadratic mean 0.1199 -0.1827*
interaction

* indicates a significant correlation at the a=0.05 level,
and highest correlation of all variables.

Only the age-quadratic mean interaction term had a significant

correlation, and a weak one at that.
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These results were not too surprising when the plots of future

diameter over initial diameter and the output from the nonlinear median

regression equation fits were examined. As mentioned earlier, the plots

generally indicated linear relationships between initial and future

diameters. The output from the nonlinear regressions showed the

parameter estimates for ¢ and 8 to have very large standard errors and to
l

be highly correlated. These regression results, along with the observed

linear trends in the sample plots suggested that the median regression

equation in the current form was an overparameterized model. That is, a

simple linear model with fewer parameters might be more appropriate. For

the fitted median regression equation, the inflated variances of the

nonlinear equation coefficients made it difficult, if not impossible, to

relate the coefficients to stand characteristics. For this reason, a linear

median regression was defined in the following manner to describe the

diameter relationships.

For the general median regression form,

8 8]-1
X2 D1"€1

where 8=exp[(pX1-X2)/52] and ¢=pö1/62, the median regression is linear if

pö1=62 and pK1=X2, i.e. 8=l and ¢=1. Under these conditions, the general

median regression form reduces as follows,
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or
R

D2 = $2 + (X2/M)(D,-s,)

Thus, a simple linear regression equation of the form,

D2 = Bu
’

ß1D1

where

Bg =

$2wasdefined. Now, given the initial distribution parameters, s,, )„,, 3*,,

6,, the correlation, p, and the median regression parameters, 6, and 6,,

the future distribution parameters were defined as,
V

$1 = Bu + ß1€1,

M = ßih

X2 = PX1

62 = PÖ1

To carry out this procedure, a linear growth equation, D,=B„*ß,D,,

was fitted to each plot using ordinary least squares. As expected, the

precision (0.2l25<mean absolute residua|<0.4l73) and the overall fit

(0.9835<R’<0.9957) for the four growth periods were less than those of

the nonlinear median regression, however, the differences were very

small, and considered insignificant when compared with the significant

drop in the standard errors and correlations of the coefficient estimates.
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Correlations of the linear median regression parameters with stand

characteristics were dramatically increased as evidenced below for
_ GROW12.

Parameter
Stand Variable B1

B 1

Site 0.0435 0.1322
Basal area removed
in thinning 0.5962 -0.4248

Age 0.6232 -0.3130
Number of trees -0.7108 0.5041
Basal area 0.0449 0.1863
Quadratic mean 0.8161 -0.3594
Age-quadratic mean 0.7610 -0.3460
interaction

AII correlation are significant at the ¤=0.05 level, except those for site

and basal area.

As the linear coefficients were much more interpretable and more

highly correlated with stand characteristics, the linear equation form was

selected as the appropriate diameter relationship model, and equations

were then developed to predict 6,, and 6, from stand characteristics.

Using the correlations with stand variables, along with transformations

and interactions of the variables, several candidate models were

formulated. As discussed earlier, the candidate models were screened

according to several different criteria to measure fit (Rz), prediction (Cp
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and PRESS) and multicollinearity (variance inflation factors), and overall

biological reasonableness.

Based on these criteria, the equations presented in Table 6 were

developed. In particular, two sets of equations were developed -- one for

1 the stands immediately after the first thinning (GROWl2) and another for
E

the stands after the second thinning (GROW23, GROW34, GROW24). From

the correlations of the parameters with stand characteristics over the

growth periods, this was not an unreasonable assumptions. Stand

variables that were correlated with the parameters for GROWl2 were often

not significant for the other growth periods, and vice versa.

For the diameter relationship, _

D2 = Bu * ß1D1

diameter increment can be written as,

D2-D; = Bu * (B;—l)D1

Written in this form, interpretation of the coefficients of the parameter

prediction equations is somewhat easier —— B, represents the level of

diameter increment and B,-l represents the rate of increment for a given

initial diameter. Notice in both equations for predicting Bu, B, is a

decreasing function of age, number of trees per acre, quadratic mean

diameter and basal area. These are reasonable relationships, for as a

stand grows older, becomes more dense, or average tree size increases,

the level of diameter increment should decrease.
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Table 6: Equations to predict the linear growth equation parameters,
B, and B1, from stand characteristics.

For stands after one thinning (GROW12).

B, = 6.261411 * 23.329765(A_‘) - 0.086725(Q) - 1.148616(LN)

RMSE = 0.5718 CV = 1.1279 R2 = 0.3815

B, = 1.098215 - 0.100885(P) - 0.039591 (A)(Q)/1000

RMSE = 0.0374 CV = 0.0361 R2 = 0.2773

For stands after two thinnings (GROW23, GROW34, GROW24).

B, = 14.870613 - 1.124898(LN) - 0.307464(LB) - 9.045727(AR)

RMSE = 0.9519 CV = 1.3410 R2 = 0.3581

B, = 0.809157 * 0.11579(LN) * 0.098281(A)(Q)/1000 — 0.081118(AR)(LB)

RMSE = 0.0632 CV = 0.0602 R2 = 0.2234

where,

A = initial stand age
Q = initial stand quadratic mean diameter

LN = logarithm of number of trees per acre
LB = logarithm of initial basal area per acre
AR = ratio of initial stand age over future stand age

P = proportion of basal area removed in thinning

RMSE = square root of the mean squared error
CV = coefficient of variation
R2 = coefficient of determination
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For GROW12, 6,-1 is a decreasing function in both proportion of basal

area removed in thinning and the age-quadratic mean interaction term.

1 As the proportion removed increases, the residual stand should contain a

greater proportion of larger trees since the thinning is from below, and

hence a lesser amount of increment for the larger trees -- i.e. 6, should

decrease as proportion removed increases. By the same reasoning, as

either age or quadratic mean diameter increases, there is a trend toward

· larger tree dbh's, and 6, should decrease. The signs of the coefficients

on both of these variables are in agreement with these thoughts.

For the other growth periods, the interpretation of the equation to

predict 6, is not as straightforward due to the relationships of the

_ predictor variables involved. First of all, note that the amount of basal

area removed in thinning did not have an effect on 6,, or even 6, for that

g matter, reinforcing the findings of Beck (1980) concerning diameter

increment trends in stands after thinning. Due to the relationships

among the variables, only the sign on the age- ratio-basal area interaction

term makes sense. Perhaps the confusion concerning the signs of the

coefficients was a result of combining the three growth periods of

different projection lengths or the alterations in stand structure after the

second thinning. lt should be noted, however, that the model fitted the

data quite well, comparatively speaking, and collinearity was not a

problem, thus, the model was accepted as being reasonable despite the

interpretation problems. These problems are not all that uncommon in the
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development of parameter prediction equations.

„ PREDICTING THE CORRELATION

The equations presented in Table 7 were developed to predict the

correlation between the initial and future diameters after they were
”

transformed to standard normal deviates. Table 8 presents a summary of

the sample correlations between initial and future diameters for each

growth period before and after the standard normal transformation. Note

that the correlations are all quite high over all four growth periods.

When formulating the equations, a logit model form was used to ensure

predicted p values would be in the interval [0,1]. As before, two

equations were developed to account for differences due to the number of

thinnings, however, both equation forms are quite similar. In both, as

the projection length increases, i.e. as the ratio of initial age over future

age approaches zero, or as site index increases, the correlation

decreases. A longer growth period and a higher site index both result in

greater amounts of growth and differentiation, and hence a lower

correlation between initial and future diameters.

For GROW12, as the quadratic mean diameter increases, other things

being constant, basal area will also increase, resulting in an increase in

the predlcted correlation. This makes sense, for as the trees get larger,
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Table 7: Equations to predict the correlation between initial and future
diameters from stand characteristics.

For stands after one thinning (GROW12).

1

P = .
. 1 * ¢XP[·(b¤ * b.(LQ) * bz(AR)(LB) * bz(1000/((S)(A))]

bz = -4.507711 bz = 1.348935 bz = 1.273114 bz = 3.014398

RMSE = 0.0095 SSE = 0.0123 "Rz" = 0.4765

For stands after two thinnings (GROW23, GROW34, GROW24).

1

P =1
* exp[-(bz * bz(S)(A)/1000) * b,(LB) * bz(AR)(LB.)] ‘

bz = 0.507325 bz = -0.082985 bz = -1.367197 bz = 2.600382

RMSE = 0.0190 SSE = 0.1482 "R’" = 0.4375

where,

p = correlation between initial and future diameters
LQ = natural Iogarithm of initial quadratic mean diameter
A = initial stand age

~ AR = ratio of initial stand age over future stand age
LB = natural Iogarithm of initial basal area (sq ft/ac)

S = site index in feet, base age 50

RMSE = square root of the mean squared error
SSE = sum of squared errors
'°R’°° = 1-SSE/SST

SST = total sum of squares for p
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Table 8: Summary of sample correlations between initial and future
diameters over the four growth periods.

' Growth Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Period of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

For observed initial and future diameters

GROW12 141 0.9170 0.9897 0.9995 0.0112GROW23 140 0.9381 0.9891 0.9988 0.0106GROW34 138 0.9297 0.9917 0.9991 0.0087
GROW24 138 0.7562 0.9684 0.9963 0.0308

For initial and future diameters transformed
to standard normal deviates for SBB

GROW12 141 0.9110 0.9877 — 0.9995 0.0130
GROW23 140 0.9160 0.9875 0.9993 0.0128
G ROW34 138 0 . 9265 0.9909 0.9992 0.0098
G ROW24 138 0.7085 0.9654 0. 9970 0.0357
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there should be smaller differences and variability in future diameter

given current diameter, and thus a higher correlation between the two

„ diameters. For the other growth periods, as basal area increases, p will

also increase, with the exact amount depending on the initial and future
1

ages of the stand. The older the stand, or the shorter the projection

period, the greater the predicted correlation.

PREDICTING FUTURE DISTRIBUTIONS

Given estimates of the initial distribution parameters, the correlation,

and the linear growth parameters, the future SB distribution parameter

estimates were defined as,

$1 = ßu + ß1$1,

M = ß1M

X2 = PX1

61 = nö;

Note that—·as the correlation, p, approaches one, the future distribution

shape parameters, based on a linear growth equation, approach the initial

shape parameters, i.e. the future distribution becomes identical to the

initial distribution except for a shift in location and an adjusted range.

For the four growth periods, the average correlation ranged from 0.9654

to 0.9909. Based on the location shift trends observed in the frequency

histograms, and the high observed sample correlations, the use of the

linear median regression certainly seems appropriate.
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For each predicted distribution, Chi—square and K-S goodness—of-fit

statistics were computed, and the observed and predicted minimum,

quadratic mean and maximum diameters, as well as basal area and number

of diameter classes, were compared to evaluate the prediction procedure.

The results are presented in a later section which compares all the

prediction methods which were developed in this study.

IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ALTERNATE DIAMETER GROWTH APPROACH

The general procedures for this alternate diameter growth approach

were identical to those for the median regression growth approach. First,

an equation of the following form was fitted to each plot using nonlinear _

least squares (Marquardt modification).

D2:ß0+ß1(D1°ß3)B2

Table 9 presents a summary of future diameter prediction for the

directly fitted nonlinear, as well as the linear and median regression

diameter relationships discussed in previous sections. From these

results, one can see that the nonlinear equation presented above falls

between the linear and median regression equations in terms of fitting the

diameter data.

However, as was the case with the nonlinear median regression

equation, the nonlinear equation form above (52*1) also appeared to be
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’
Table 9: Summary of direct-fit diameter relationship predictions of

future diameter, for each plot, over all plots, by growth period.

_ Minimum Mean Mean Maximum SSE
Equation N r r |r| r SSE N R2

GROW12 ------------------------------
' Linear 3705 -1.5741 0.0000 0.2379 2.7742 376.1 0.1015 0.9941

Nonlin -1.5383 -0.0027 0.2324 2.7109 358.2 0.0967 0.9943
Med-reg -1.5374 -0.0054 0.2290 2.8055 352.8‘0.0952 0.9944

------------------------------- GROW23 ----------------—--—----------

Linear 2865 -1.2183 0.0000 0.2269 1.6813 254.8 0.0889 0.9946
Nonlin -1.2234 -0.0002 0.2176 1.6097 238.0 0.0831 0.9949
Med-reg -1.2055 -0.0021 0.2156 1.6654 236.3 0.0825 0.9950

—---------·-------------------- GROW34 ------------------------------

Linear 2794 -1.0963 0.0000 0.2125 1.3611 210.9 0.0755 0.9957
Nonlin -1.0808 -0.0001 0.2026 1.1807 194.8 0.0697 0.9961
Med-reg -1.0145 -0.0018 0.2004 1.3483 192.0 0.0687 0.9961

--------—---------------------- GROW24 ---------—---------—----------

Linear 2794 -2.1726 0.0000 0.4173 2.3565 816.5 0.2923 0.9835
Nonlin -2.1606 -0.0001 0.4020 2.3274 764.7 0.2737 0.9845
Med—reg -2.1504 -0.0023 0.3984 2.3205 756.0 0.2706 0.9847

where, ·
Linear = the linear growth equation form
Nonlin = the nonlinear growth equation form
Med—reg = the median regression equation form

r = the residual value, representing
observed minus predicted future diameter

|r| = the absolute value of r
N = the total number of observations on the 141 plots

SSE = the sum of the squared residual valuesR2 = 1-SSE/SST, where SST is the total
sum of squares for future diameter
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overparameterized. When 8, was also estimated, overall fit increased only
l

slightly while the standard errors and correlations among the coefficients

increased substantially, so much so that again, significant correlations of

the nonlinear parameters with stand characteristics were, for the most

part, not present. The following correlations for GROW12 illustrate this.

Parameter
Stand Variable 8, 8, 8, 8,

Site 0.0267 0.1176 -0.0850 0.0177
Basal area removed
in thinning 0.5928* -0.1148 0.1441 0.5411*

Age 0.6257* -0.1987* 0.1503 0.6721*
Number of trees -0.6954* 0.0780 -0.0623 -0.6723*
Basal area 0.0507 -0.0683 0.0283 0.1440
Quadratic mean 0.8089* -0.1618 0.1302 0.8445*

* indicates a significant correlation at the a=0.05 level.

Note that only those parameters associated directly with the

distribution location parameters, 8, and 8,, have high correlations with

stand characteristics. No correlations with 8, are significant. Thus the

linear growth equation was again used to describe the relationship

between initial and future diameters for this approach. This linear

equation and its parameters were described in detail in the previous

section where it was referred to as the linear median regression equation.

They are in fact identical, thus no further discussion will be presented

here. Using this linear equation, both the SB and Weibull distributions
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were used to describe initial and future diameter distributions using the
V

alternate growth equation approach.

THE SB DISTRIBUTION

To apply this approach with the SB distribution, the linear equation is

in fact required. A nonlinear transformation of the form presented earlier

on an SB distributed initial diameter will not yield an SB distributed
future diameter -— a linear transformation will. Given the linear equation,

D1 = Bu + B1D1¤

for initial diameter, DI~SB(sI, XI, KI, 6;), future diameter is also

distributed SB, namely, DI~SB(B„*BIsI, Blxl, XI, öI). Note that the

linear transformation implies identical shape parameters for the initial and

future distributions. The distributions differ only in location and scale.

Using the percentile prediction equations presented in Table 5, initial

distribution parameter estimates were obtained for each plot, and using

the equation given in Table 6, growth equation parameter estimates were

also obtained for each plot. From these predicted parameter values,

future distribution parameter estimates were computed for each plot of

each growth period.

As before, for each predicted distribution, Chi—square and K-S

goodness-of·fit statistics were computed, and the observed and predicted
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minimum, quadratic mean and maximum diameters, as well as basal area
V

and number of diameter classes, were compared to evaluate the prediction

procedure. Again, the results are presented in a later section which

compares all the prediction methods which were developed in this study.

THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION i

While the linear equation is not required for the Weibull distribution,

when initial diameter is distributed as Dl~WeibuIl(al, bl, cl), the linear

equation gives the distribution of future diameter as Dl~Welbu|l(B„+ßlal,

ßlbl, cl). Note that a linear growth equation also implies equal initial and

future distribution shape parameters -- a parallel with the situation for

the SB distribution.

Using the parameter recovery model developed by Knoebel g.g.

(1985), initial distribution parameter estimates were generated for each

plot. Estimates of the growth equation parameters were again predicted

from the equations presented in Table 6. From these predicted

parameters, future distribution parameter estimates and, subsequently,

future diameter distributions were produced for each plot of each growth

period. As before, for each predicted distribution, Chi—square and K-S

goodness-of-fit statistics were computed, and the observed and predicted

minimum, quadratic mean and maximum diameters, as well as basal area

and number of diameter classes, were compared to evaluate the prediction
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procedure. The results are presented in a later section which compares
l

all the prediction methods which were developed in this study.

DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION PREDICTION USING ESTABLISHED METHODS

i The SB distribution model

The percentile prediction equations used to predict the initial

distributions for the diameter growth approaches were also used to

directly predict the future distribution parameters, and subsequently,

the future diameter distributions.

The Weibull distribution model

From the same percentile prediction equations and the models

presented by Knoebel g.g. (1985), the percentile prediction and

parameter recovery procedures were used to generate predicted future

diameter distributions. Parameter prediction equations were also fitted

for the evaluation of yet another method. The equations in Table 10 were

developed by functionally relating maximum likelihood parameter estimates

from each sample plot to stand characteristics. For each predicted

distribution, from each of the above methods, Chi-square and K·S

goodness-of—fit statistics were computed, and the observed and predicted

minimum, quadratic mean and maximum diameters, as well as basal area
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Table 10: Equations to predict the location (a), scale (b), and
. shape (c) parameters of the Weibull distribution

from stand characteristics.

For all stands.

ln(dm) = 1.194388 + 0.06667410) + 3.04022//N -664.072166/11A)1Hd))
RMSE = 0.1430 CV = 0.0674 R2 = 0.8251

a = dm - 0.5

For stands after one thinning (GROW12).

b = -2.563768 + 0.931320(Q) - 4.215571(A)(Q)/1000

_ RMSE = 4.0050 CV = 0.5616 R2 = 0.1873

c = 10.578998 · 1.557293(LN) - 0.783518(A)(Q)/1000

RMSE = 1.9313 CV = 0.6418 R2 = 0.1186

For stands after two thinnings (GROW23, GROW34, GROW24). ·

b = -2.868867 * 0.620429(Q) * 0.0096661N)

RMSE = 4.6146 CV = 0.6026 R2 = 0.1373

c = 1.486230 - 0.298978(S)(A)/1000 - 0.013818(B) + 0.333483(Q)

RMSE = 2.8328 CV = 0.7960 R2 = 0.0923
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Table 10: Equations to predict the location (a), scale (b), and
, shape (c) parameters of the Weibull distribution

from stand characteristics (cont.).

where,

a = location parameter
‘

b = scale parameter
c = shape parameter
A = stand age
Q = quadratic mean diameter of stand
S = site index in feet, base age 50
N = number of trees per acre

LN = logarithm of number of trees per acre
B = basal area per acre (square feet)

Hd = exp[|n(S) * 21.08707(1/50 - 1/A)]
dm = minimum stand diameter
In = natural logarithm

RMSE = square root of the mean squared error
CV = coefficient of variation
R2 = coefficient of determination
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and number of diameter classes, were compared to evaluate the prediction
V

procedure. The results are presented in a later section which compares

all the prediction methods which were developed in this study.
A

L
DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDIVIDUAL TREE DIAMETER INCREMENT

MODEL. .

Using the tree and stand characteristics representing tree vigor, site

quality, and competition discussed in the methods section, empirical

correlation and regression techniques were used to develop the individual

tree diameter increment equations presented in Table ll. The models

were screened and selected on the basis of fit (R2), prediction, (Cp and

PRESS) and collinearity (variance inflation factors), as well as biological

reasonableness.

As before, separate equations were developed for the growth period

after one thinning and for those after two thinnings, however, both

models contain similar variables, with similar interpretations. For

example, as the projection length increases, the ratio of initial and future

ages decreases, and diameter increment increases. increment also

increases as site index increases. On the other hand, an increase in

stand density, represented by an increase in stand basal area or number

of trees, results in a decrease in diameter increment.
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Table 11: Equations to predict individual tree diameter increment
V from stand and tree characteristics.

For stands after one thinning (GROW12).

Dinc = 1.731544 * 0.026400(A) * 0.013824(S) _

- 1.055405(AR)(LB) * 2.824265(DA) — 17.052521(AB)

RMSE = 0.3984 CV = 0.4697 Rz = 0.4139

For stands after two thinnings (GROW23, GROW34, GROW24).

Dinc = 13.817881 — 10.960854(AR) * 0.005009(A)

* 1.309195(DQ) · 0.940766(LN) -18.669909(AB)

RMSE = 0.5195 CV = 0.4109 Rz = 0.5551

where, .

Dinc = diameter increment, future minus initial diameter
A = initial stand age
S = si_te index in feet, base age 50

AR = ratio of initial stand age over future stand age
LB = logarithm of initial basal area per acre
DA = ratio of initial individual tree diameter over

initial age, A
AB = ratio of initial individual tree basal area over

initial stand basal area
DQ = ratio of initial individual tree diameter over

initial quadratic mean diameter of stand
LN = logarithm of number of trees per acre

RMSE = square root of the mean squared error
CV = coefficient of variation
Rz = coefficient of determination
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A measure of a particular tree's size compared to the rest of the stand
V

is represented by the ratio of individual tree basal area over stand basal

area. The larger a given tree becomes in basal area in relation to others

in the stand, the less diameter increment it puts on.

The ratio of individual tree diameter over age can be thought of as a

measure of a tree's vigor in terms of past growth. As this ratio

increases, so does diameter increment. lt is not too surprising that this

term was not significant for the stands after two thinnings as past growth

is less of a factor in previously thinned stands. This tends to support

the comments and ideas presented by Cole and Stage (1972), Beck (1980)

and Harrison (1984) that were discussed in the methods section.
' Furthermore, no significant correlations were present between diameter

increment and basal area prior to thinning, removed in thinning, or

proportion removed in thinning, Only the residual basal area was found

to contribute to the explanation of diameter increment.

The interpretation of the ratio of individual tree diameter over

quadratic mean diameter is somewhat unclear. lt would seem as though

this term would be similar to the above basal area ratio in its effect on

diameter increment. However, the sign of the coefficient would imply that

it is more of a measure of tree vigor, that is, a tree which is large in

diameter compared to the average tree is more vigorous, and hence,

should put on a larger increment. While this may hold for smaller trees,
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in general this is not true for larger trees. Perhaps an interaction
l

between this ratio and the basal area ratio is responsible for the positive

sign of this diameter ratio coefficient.

T
Once the increment equations were defined, increment, and

subsequently future diameters, were predicted for each tree given initial

diameter and the required stand characteristics. Table 'l2 presents the

future diameter and diameter increment prediction summaries based on

these diameter increment equations. In general, the prediction of future

diameter is quite good as indicated by the bias (mean residual), precision

(mean absolute residual), and overall fit (Rz).

‘
From these models, and the predicted future diameter values, numbers

of trees by diameter classes were determined to examine how an individual

tree model compared with the distribution-based models in terms of

diameter distribution prediction. To measure goodness·of-fit, only a

Chi-square statistic was computed, as the formulation of the K—S statistic

requires an explicit distribution function. However, the observed and

predicted minimum, quadratic mean and maximum diameters, as well as

basal area and number of diameter classes, were compared to evaluate this

prediction procedure and to compare it with the distribution-based

approaches. The results are presented in the following section which

compares all the prediction methods which were developed in this study.
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Table 12: Summary of future diameter and diameter increment prediction
over all plots, by growth period, based on the individual tree
diameter increment equation.

Growth Minimum Mean Mean Maximum SSE
Period N r r ‘ |r| r N R21 Rzd

GROW12 3705 -1.6344 0.0000 0.3095 2.9643 0.1585 0.4139 0.9907
GROW23 2865 -1.1516 -0.0111 0.3251 2.0057 0.1701 0.3450 0.9896
GROW34 2794 -1.4327 -0.0078 0.2852 1.9137 0.1303 0.3125 0.9926
GROW24 2794 -1.9856 0.0192 0.5705 2.8358 0.5113 0.3422 0.9711

where,

r = the residual value, representing observed minus
predicted future diameter or diameter increment

|r| = the absolute value of r
N = the total number of observations from the combined plots

SSE = the sum of the squared residual valuesR21 = 1-SSE/SST, where SST is the total sum of squares
for diameter increment

Rzd = 1-SSE/SST, where SST is the total sum of squares
for future diameter
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COMPARISON OF DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION PROJECTION METHODS

At this point, procedures and equations have been presented for

several different approaches to stand table projection. The approaches

were as follows,

•
Implied bivariate diameter growth approach
(using the linear SBB median regression equation)

•
Independent diameter growth approach
(using the linear growth equation)

•
Generalized stand table projection
(using the individual tree diameter increment equation)

•
Parameter predlction method
(using the MLE parameter estimates for the Weibull)

•
Parameter recovery method
(using the models developed by Knoebel _¢g.y., 1985)

•
Percentile predlction
(using both the SB and Weibull models)

For each projection method and corresponding predicted future

diameter distribution, the following statistics and summaries were

computed. -

To measure and evaluate goodness-of-fit from the observed and
predicted diameter class frequencies:

•
A Chi-square statistic

•
A K-S statistic

•
A K-S—like statistic which represents the mean absolute
differences between the observed and predicted
distributions rather than the maximum absolute difference.
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To examine the predicted distribution and the consistencies between
the initial and future predicted distributions:

•
Observed and predicted minimum, quadratic mean and
maximum stand diameter, basal area per plot, and number
of diameter classes.

•
Observed and predicted initial and future differences in' minimum, quadratic mean and maximum stand diameter,
basal area per plot, and number of diameter classes. _

GOODNESS-OF-FIT

Chi—square statistic

The chi—square statistics computed for each plot are summarized for

each projection method, for each of the four growth periods in Table 13.

For all growth periods, the direct fit procedures for both the Weibull and

SB distributions were, as expected, the best of all of the distributional

approaches, with the SB model fitting the observed distributions slightly

better than the Weibull model. The direct fit procedure can be thought of

as a means of establishing a "bottom line" of °'best fit" for all

distributional approaches to which comparisons can be made.

Of the projection methods using the Weibull model, the growth equation

and parameter recovery procedures were generally quite similar, and for
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Table 13: Comparison of diameter distribution prediction methods.’
- Chi·square Statistics -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard_ Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW12 -------——---·—----———--—-——---

Df-w 141 0.9023 7.8089 30.9771 5.0549_
Df-sb 0.5200 7.1588 21.1687 4.1073
Mr-sb 0.7658 10.5369 35.1411 5.7170
Ge-sb 0.6674 10.5856 39.6473 6.0647
Ge-w 1.1548 9.0393 28.1259 5.1435
Pr—w 1.3297 9 .9918 50. 7022 6. 6794
Per-w 1.4195 10.8125 55.4072 7.4677
Per-sb 2.0614 11.5315 50.8550 6.5580
Pp-w 3.8389 15.0058 63.8488 9.5763

Ind-tr 0.0000 5.0535 24.8214 3.7966

—----—-----·-—-—------—----—-- GROW23 --—--——--~———-----——---—-—————
”

Df-w 140 0 . 1802 6 . 3862 20 . 4936 3 . 9082
Df—sb 0.4534 6.2775 17.1009 3.6751
Mr-sb 0.5680 9.7319 29.0584 5.7342
Ge-sb 0.5680 9.6377 32.3548 5.8333
Ge-w 0.2921 8. 5350 29.4550 5.1243
Pr—w 0.4276 8. 7426 33 .4557 5.1716
Per-w 0.5355 8.9873 51.8111 6.3889
Per-sb 0.6574 10.4393 42.0812 6.0447
Pp-w 2 . 6694 12 . 9005 56 . 6601 7 . 9925

Ind-tr 0.0000 5.1291 22. 2381 4.4732

-----—----——----——-----——----- GROW34 —--——---·--—-—---—-·—---·····—

Df-w 138 0.8119 7.2452 38.7188 5.1319
Df-sb 0 . 5455 6 . 9857 25 . 6295 4 . 5259
Mr-sb 1.2171 10.4389 25.7910 5.3943
Ge-sb 1 .2560 10.3081 27.8739 5.3657
Ge-w 1.7736 9.3900 34.0112 5.2202
Pr—w 2 . 0807 9 . 3659 33 . 4494 5 . 2787
Per-w 1 .4220 9.3829 34. 2747 5.3706
Per-sb 1.4254 10. 6466 28.7000 5.4488
Pp-w 1. 6571 13.9770 66.0921 8.9942

|nd—tr 0.2000 4.3687 14.2500 3.0367
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Table 13: Comparison of diameter distribution prediction methods (cont.).
* - Chi·square Statistics -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

--—-—-—-----——-------Q—-—-—--— 6Row24 ---—------—---———-------------
Df-w 138 0.8119 7.2452 38.7188 5.1319
Df-sb 0.5455 6 . 9857 25. 6295 4. 5259
Mr—sb 1.5561 10.4041 49.2707 6.3299
Ge-sb 1.5255 9.8630 29.6751 5.4453
Ge—w 1.0545 8. 8644 33.1280 4.9732
Pr-w 2.0805 ‘

9.5690 33.4659 5.3767
Per-w 1.4220 9. 6120 37.1511 5. 5669
Per-sb 1.4254 10.8586 30.4976 5.6014
Pp-w 2.0058 13 . 5754 70 . 0222 8. 4875

Ind-tr 0.3333 7.1527 31.2917 6.0607

where,

Df-w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr—sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge—w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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the most part, better than the percentile method for GROWl2, GROW23,

, and GROW34. For GROW24, the growth equation fit statistics were

noticeably lower than the percentile and parameter recovery fit statistics

which were very similar for this growth period. The parameter prediction
,_ model was far worse than all other models over all growth periods.

i
For the SB model, the median regression and growth equation methods

were very much the same, with the growth equation fitting the observed

frequency data slightly better. Both of these procedures produced lower

mean chi—square statistics than the percentile method. In all cases, the

procedures using the Weibull model performed better than the

corresponding ones using the SB model. In fact, for GROW34 and

GROW24, all of the Weibull-based procedures, except for parameter

prediction, produced better fits than all of the SB-based procedures.

The individual tree model, which required no distributional assumptions,

consistently produced better fits than any of the distributional

approaches. As the direct fit procedure establishes the "best fit" for the

distributional approaches, the individual tree model can be thought to

establish the "bottom line" or "best fit" for the growth equation

approaches.

Based on the chi—square statistics, general trends indicated that the

best fits were obtained for GROW23, followed by GROW24, GROW34 and

finally GROWl2, in that order. For the individual tree model the ranking
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was GROW34, GROW12, GROW23 and GROW24, in descending order of
‘ goodness-of—fit. Additional comparisons and summaries of these

chi-square statistics are presented in Appendix A.

_ K·S statistics

The K·S and K-S-like statistics computed for each plot are summarized

for each projection method for each of the four growth periods in Tables

14 and 15. As was the case with the chi-square statistics, both K·S

statistics illustrate that the direct fits to the data were better than those

for any of the distributional approaches. However, unlike the Chi-square

statistics, these show the Weibull distribution to fit the data better than

the SB distribution.

For the Weibull model, all the approaches, aside from parameter

prediction, fit the data about the same. Again, the growth equation and

parameter recovery methods are nearly equivalent and slightly better than

the percentile model. For the SB model, the median regression and

growth equation were always very close in fit, with the growth equation

consistently providing somewhat better fits. As before, these two SB

procedures produced better fits than the SBB percentile procedure. For

all four growth periods, all four of the Weibull procedures, except for

parameter prediction, provided better fits to the observed distributions

than all three of the SB procedures.
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Table 14: Comparison of diameter distribution prediction methods.
- K-S Statistics -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW12 -—-------—---·--------——--·---
7

Df—w 141 0. 0508 0.1091 0. 2025 0. 0322
Df-sb 0.0482 0.1203 0.2415 0.0409

1 Mr-sb 0. 0720 0.1669 0.3672 0. 0582
Ge-sb 0.0740 0.1665 0.3655 0.0584
Ge—w 0.0482 0.1593 0.3716 0.0619
[Pr-w 0.0600 0.1543 0.3669 0.0591
Per-w 0. 0644 0.1600 0. 3553 0. 0608
Per-sb 0. 0720 0.1690 0.3677 0. 0596
Pp-w 0.0987 0.3762 0.8591 0.1881

—---—-·———-----—-—---—-·—--——— GROW23 —--—~—--·-—--------·-----—-—--

Df—w 140 0.0507 0.1167 0.2175 _ 0.0331
· Df-sb 0.0604 0.1292 0.2460 0.0397

Mr-sb 0.0690 0.1730 0.3380 0.0554
Ge-sb 0. 0738 0.1724 0.3422 0.0557
Ge-w 0.0603 0.1559 0.3318 0.0533
Pr-w 0. 0589 0.1525 0. 2937 0. 0505
Per-w 0. 0630 0.1633 0.3452 0.0550
Per—sb 0.0592 0.1738 0.3312 0.0556
Pp-w 0.0970 0.4202 0.9736 0.2184

-----——---—------·--——--—-·--- GROW34 -—-—-—----—-·--~-———--—-—--—--

Df-w 138 0.0414 0.1187 0.2137 0.0331
Df-sb 0.0565 0.1288 0.2551 0.0422
Mr-sb 0.0491 0.1696 0.3130 0.0546
Ge-sb 0.0475 0.1688 0.3164 0.0547
Ge-w 0.0616 0.1549 0.3219 0.0492
Pr-w 0.0521 0.1510 0.3076 0.0482
Per-w 0.0549 0.1601 0.3441 0.0555
Per—sb 0.0586 0.1713 0.3533 0.0603
Pp-w 0.1204 0.4424 0.9837 0.2284
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Table 14: Comparison of diameter distribution prediction methods (cont.).
- K-S Statistics -

»

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW24 -----—---—--——--~-—-·———-—--··

Df-w 138 0.0414 0.1187 0.2137 0.0331Df-sb 0.0565 0.1288 0.2551 0.0422
Mr-sb ‘ 0.0715 0.1817 0.3380 0.0517Ge-sb 0.0681 0.1803 0.3465 0.0532
Ge-w 0.0710 0.1632 0.3144 0.0542
Pr—w 0.0558 0.1684 0.3384 0.0581
Per-w 0.0735 0.1749 0.4139 0. 0662
Per-sb g 0.0679 0.1838 0.3849 0.0693
Pp-w 0.0671 0.4407 0.9896 0.2334

where,

Df—w = Direct·fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = ·Direct—fit, SB distribution
Mr—sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
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Table 15: Comparison of diameter distribution prediction methods.
- K-S-like Statistics —

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum StandardMethod of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW12 -—-----------——---—--—-~—-—-——
Df—w 141 0.0175 0.0432 0.1164 0.0159Df-sb 0.0191 0.0476 0.1289 0.0189Mr-sb 0.0188 0.0755 0.1539 0.0297Ge-sb 0.0198 0.0751 0.1551 0.0298Ge-w 0.0213 0.0693 0.1818 0.0303Pr-w 0. 0268 0. 0669 0.1742 0. 0296Per—w 0.0208 0.0712 0.1939 0.0319Per-sb 0.0209 0.0748 0.1629 0.0315Pp-w 0. 0455 0. 2208 0. 5354 0.1250

---—---—--—---—-—--——---——-——- GROW23 -·--—----—-·—--——-—-—-------—-
_ Df-w 140 · 0.0204 0.0480 0.0954 0.0155Df-sb 0.0223 0.0517 0.1022 0.0165Mr-sb 0.0301 0.0779 0.1810 0. 0285Ge-sb 0. 0300 0. 0774 0.1824 0. 0286Ge-w 0.0233 0. 0688 0.1774 0. 0280Pr-w 0.0251 0. 0677 0.1412 0. 0257Per—w 0. 0287 0. 0747 0.1986 0. 0304Per-sb 0. 0267 0.0793 0.1939 0.0289Pp-w 0.0273 0.2494 0.5643 0.1396 „

—-—--·—----——·-—--——~————---—- GROW34 --—-—-——--——---—·—·-——---—--——
Df-w 138 0.0201 0.0486 0.0974 0.0159Df-sb 0.0225 0. 0522 0.1057 0. 0174Mr-sb 0.0226 0. 0781 0.1750 0. 0287Ge-sb 0.0216 0.0777 0.1777 0.0288Ge-w 0.0264 0.0704 0.1622 0.0260Pr-w 0.0182 0. 0677 0.1507 0. 0243Per—w 0 . 0233 0 . 0723 0 . 1828 0 . 0295Per-sb 0.0251 0.0768 0.1618 0.0288Pp-w 0.0621 0.2634 0. 5685 0.1470
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Table 15: Comparison of diameter distribution prediction methods (cont.).
- K•S·like Statistics —

s

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum StandardMethod of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

»

·—--·——--—---·——-··-—--~—-—--—GROW24Df-w

138 0.0201 0.0486 0.0974 0.0159Df-sb 0.0225 0.0522 0.1057 0. 0174Mr-sb 0.0324 0.0848 0.1870 0.0300Ge-sb 0.0354 0.0844 0.1894 0.0306
Ge-w 0.0260 0.0758 0.1751 0.0311
Pr-w 0.0186 0.0766 0.1833 0.0319
Per—w 0 . 0262 0.0822 0 . 2320 0 . 0390
Per-sb 0.0229 0.0845 0.2208 0.0353 -Pp·w 0.0219 0.2617 0.5696 0.1500

~where,

Df-w = Direct—fit, Weibull distribution
Df—sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge—w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per—w = Percent·i|e prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp·w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
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For the Weibull and SB model procedures, the goodness-of—fit was about
_ the same across all growth periods except for GROW24, which was fitted a

bit worse than the others. Additional comparisons and summaries of these _

K-S statistics are presented in Appendix A.

PREDICTEDDISTRIBUTIONSSummaries

of observed and predicted minimum, quadratic mean, and

maximum diameters, basal area and number of diameter classes for each

projection method are presented by growth period in Appendix B due to

the large number of tables. The following discussion is based on these

tables.

The prediction of future stand characteristics and the consistencies

between the initial and future predicted distributions were, for practical

purposes, about the same, regardless of the distributional model assumed

or the prediction method used. There were, however, some differences

between the two distribution models for different stand characteristics,

depending on the procedure used and the particular growth period, but

no general trends could be determined.

Overall, the individual tree model performed better than the

distributional approaches. Although the individual tree model predictions

sometimes had a higher bias than the distributional models in predicting
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future distribution characteristics, the range and variability of the

P residual values were much smaller for the individual tree model, indicating

a higher degree of precision. All methods exhibited Iogical consistencies

between the initial and future distribution stand characteristics.

SUMMARY AND

DISCUSSIONComparisonsof the median regression and alternate diameter growth

approaches for the SB distribution showed the two approaches to be quite

similar, with the growth equation consistently performing slightly better.

From these results, it would appear as though the assertion of the

assumption by the median regression that future diameter given current

diameter be a random variable and not a constant is not necessary from a

practical point of view. The data tend to support this statement. As

noted earlier, the correlations between initial and future diameters were

quite high (See Table 8). When this is the case, the median regression

and alternate growth equation approaches are nearly identical. As the

correlation approaches one, the median regression based, future

distribution shape parameters, ö,=pö, and X,=pX,, approach ö,=ö, and

X,=X,, which are the future distribution shape parameters of the alternate

growth equation approach. Although the median regression procedure is

more theoretically correct, apparently, the additional variation introduced

into the prediction system through the estimation of p, coupled with the

high correlations between the initial and future diameters, resulted in a
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model with no practical advantages or gains 0*/er the more simplified

h independent growth equation approach.

Based on the predicted distribution summaries, there do not appear to

R be significant differences between the SB and Weibull growth equation

procedures. However, all three goodness-of—fit statistics showed the

growth equation procedures using the Weibull model to fit the observed

future distributions better than the comparable median regression and

growth equation methods based on the SB model. ln general, all the

procedures for a given distribution model produced very similar results,

except of course for the parameter prediction method. The parameter

recovery (Weibull) and growth equation (Weibull and SB) methods were

generally the best procedures, followed closely by the percentile methods

(Weibull and SB). Again, all three goodness-of—fit statistics illustrated

that the Weibull models consistently fitted the future distributions better

than the SB models.

To illustrate the resulting predicted distributions obtained from the

various prediction methods, frequency curves were generated from the

corresponding parameter estimates and density functions and were plotted

over the observed frequency histograms for four plots, one from each

growth period. Figures 6 through 9 present the observed and predicted V
distributions for the following procedures using the Weibull distribution:

direct fit, parameter recovery, parameter prediction,
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· percentile prediction, and growth equation. These figures illustrate the

similarities of the parameter recovery, growth equation, and percentile

methods and the poor performance of the parameter prediction method.

· Observed and predicted distributions for the SB model using the direct

n fit, median regression, growth equation, and percentile procedures are

displayed in Figures 10 through 13. Again, note the closeness of the
A

median regression and growth equation procedures and their similarities

to the percentile method.

· In most cases, the individual tree diameter increment equation,

requiring no distributional assumptions, performed markedly better than

the distributional approaches. From this analysis, there did not appear

to be significant gains in computational efficiency and mathematical

consistency associated with the distributional approaches to outweigh

losses in accuracy and precision due to the constraints and restrictions

they imposed on the prediction systems. The unconstrained individual

tree model was not only computationally efficient, but also accurate and

precise. In this study, when the data were available, the individual tree

model proved to be the better approach to use in terms of predicting

future stand tables.
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i EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF DIAMETER RELATIONSHIPS

The explicit and implicit diameter relationships defined throughout the

· analyses were evaluated and compared by using each to directly predict

future diameter from initial diameter, and, when necessary, initial and

future stand characteristics. Recall that two explicit and five implicit
1 equations were defined for each plot as followsz

Explicit

•
Individual tree diameter increment equation

•
Linear growth (median regression) equation

Implicit

• Median regression
(from direct fit of SBB distribution)

•
Direct fit
(from generalized growth equation formulation, Weibull)

•
Parameter recovery
(from generalized growth equation formulation, Weibull)

Percentile prediction
(from generalized growth equation formulation, Weibull)

•
Parameter prediction
(from generalized growth equation formulation, Weibull)

In addition to these seven equations, three others are also presented

for further comparisons. They are the linear, nonlinear, and median

regression equation forms fitted directly to each plot, and summarized
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~ previously in Table 9. The prediction summaries for the ten equations,

over all plots, for each growth period, are presented in Tables 16

through 19.

For the most part, all the equations predict future diameter

surprisingly well. Of the five implicit equations, the median regression
* consistently provided the best fit in terms of precision (mean absolute

residual) and "Rz". The bias of this equation was low, but not the

lowest. The direct fit implicit equation fitted the data almost as well as

the median regression and also always had less bias. The equations

obtained from parameter recovery and percentile prediction were nearly

identical in terms of future diameter prediction, with the parameter

recovery equations providing consistently better estimates. As expected,

the parameter prediction based equation produced the poorest predictions

of future diameter.

For the same plots used in the previous section to illustrate the

observed and predicted diameter distributions, the five implicit equations

were plotted over the observed data to show how the various equations

compare. The plots, displayed in Figures 14 through 17 not only

reinforce the comment made above, but also illustrate the linear

relationships between initial and future diameters common to most of the

sample plots.
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Table 16: Summary and comparison of implicit, explicit, and direct fit
growth equation predictions of future diameter for each plot,
over all plots, for GROW12.

Minimum Mean Mean Maximum SSE
Equation N r r |r| r SSE N R2

T Direct fit eguations

Linear 3705 -1.5741 0.0000 0.2379 2.7742 376.1 0.1015 0.9941
Nonlin -1.5383 -0.0027 0.2324 2.7109 358.2 0.0967 0.9943
Med-reg -1.5374 -0.0054 0.2290 2.8055 352.8 0.0952 0.9944

Explicit eguations

Lin-gr 3705 -1.4372 0.0009 0.3336 2.8501 682.3 0.1841 0.9892
Ind-tr -1.6344 0.0000 0.3095 2.9643 587.1 0.1585 0.9907

lmplicit eguations ·

Med-rgi 3705 -1.6799 0.0137 0.2319 2.8388 367.9 0.0993 0.9942
Dir-fit -1.6606 0.0018 0.2366 2.9158 377.9 0.1020 0.9940
Pm-rec -7.0904 0.0003 0.3526 3.0043 934.1 0.2521 0.9852
Percent -7.0904 0.0164 0.3553 2.9938 935.4 0.2525 0.9852
Pm-pred -7.0904 0.0209 0.4078 3.0155 1176.0 0.3174 0.9814

where, .

Linear = the linear equation form fitted to each plot
Nonlin = the nonlinear equation form fitted to each plot
Med-reg = the median regression form fitted to each plot
Lin-gr = the linear equation form with predicted parameters
Ind-tr = the individual tree diameter increment equation
Med-rgi = the median regression defined from direct fit SBB
Dir-fit = the growth equation defined from direct fit Weibull
Pm-rec = the growth equation defined from parameter recovery
Percent = the growth equation defined from percentiles (Weibull)
Pm-pred = the growth equation defined from parameter prediction

r = the residual value, representing
observed minus predicted future diameter

Irl = the absolute value of r
N = the total number of observations on the 141 plots

SSE = the sum of the squared residual values
R2 = 1-SSE/SST, where SST is the total

sum of squares for future diameter
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Table 17: Summary and comparison of Implicit, explicit, and direct fit
growth equation predictions of future diameter for each plot,
over all plots, for GROW23.

Minimum Mean Mean Maximum SSE
Equation N r r |r| r SSE

NDirectfit eguations

Linear 2865 -1.2183 0.0000 0.2269 1.6813 254.8 0.0889 0.9946
Nonlin -1.2234 -0.0002 0.2176 1.6097 238.0 0.0831 0.9949
Med—reg -1.2055 -0.0021 0.2156 1.6654 236.3 0.0825 0.9950

Explicit eguations

Lin-gr 2865 -1.2767 0.0559 0.3309 1.9012 519.5 0.1813 0.9889
lnd-tr -1.1516 -0.0111 0.3251 2.0057 487.3 0.1701 0.9896

Implicit eguations

Med-rgi 2865 -1.2336 0.0059 0.2192 1.8515 247.3 0.0863 0.9947
Dir-fit -1.2811 0.0014 0.2229 1.7969 249.8 0.0872 0.9947
Pm-rec -4.4681 -0.0049 0.3331 1.7836 560.2 0.1955 0.9881
Percent -4.4681 -0.0012 0.3369 1.7529 579.3 0.2022 0.9877
Pm-pred -4.4681 -0.1237 0.3703 1.6363 706.1 0.2464 0.9850

where,

Linear = the linear equation form fitted to each plot
Nonlin = the nonlinear equation form fitted to each plot
Med-reg = the median regression form fitted to each plot
Lin-gr = the linear equation form with predicted parameters
Ind-tr = the individual tree diameter increment equation
Med-rgi = the median regression defined from direct fit SBB
Dir-fit = the growth equation defined from direct fit Weibull
Pm·rec = the growth equation defined from parameter recovery
Percent = the growth equation defined from percentiles (Weibull)
Pm-pred = the growth equation defined from parameter prediction

r = the residual value, representing
observed minus predicted future diameter

|r| = the absolute value of r
N = the total number of observations on the 140 plots

SSE = the sum of the squared residual valuesR2 = 1-SSE/SST, where SST is the total
sum of squares for future diameter
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Table 18: Summary and comparison of implicit, explicit, and direct fit
growth equation predictions of future diameter for each plot,
over all plots, for GROW34.

Minimum Mean Mean Maximum SSE
Equation N r r [rl r SSE N R2

E Direct fit eguations

Linear 2794 -1.0963 0.0000 0.2125 1.3611 210.9 0.0755 0.9957
Nonlin -1.0808 -0.0001 0.2026 1.1807 194.8 0.0697 0.9961
Med-reg -1.0145 -0.0018 0.2004 1.3483 192.0 0.0687 0.9961

Explicit eguations

Lin—gr 279 -1.2339 0.0823 0.3151 1.7553 441.7 0.1581 0.9911
lnd-tr -1.4327 -0.0078 0.2852 1.9137 364.1 0.1303 0.9926

Implicit eguations

Med-rgi 2794 -1.0337 0.0057 0.2053 1.4402 204.2 0.0731 0.9959
Dir-fit -1.1289 0.0010 0.2072 1.4218 205.6 0.0736 0.9958
Pm-rec -4.4693 0.0456 0.3091 1.8452 468.1 0.1675 0.9905
Percent -4.4693 0.0524 0.3123 1.8600 479.9 0.1718 0.9903
Pm-pred -4.4693 -0.0587 0.3275 1.8826 545.2 0.1951 0.9890

where,

Linear = the linear equation form fitted to each plot
Nonlin = the nonlinear equation form fitted to each plot
Med-reg = the median regression form fitted to each plot
Lin-gr = the linear equation form with predicted parameters
Ind-tr = the individual tree diameter increment equation
Med-rgi = the median regression defined from direct fit SBB
Dir-fit = the growth equation defined from direct fit Weibull
Pm-rec = the growth equation defined from parameter recovery
Percent = the growth equation defined from percentiles (Weibull)
Pm-pred = the growth equation defined from parameter prediction

r = the residual value, representing
observed minus predicted future diameter

Irl = the absolute value of r
N = the total number of observations on the 138 plots

SSE = the sum of the squared residual values
R2 = 1-SSE/SST, where SST is the total

sum of squares for future diameter
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Table 19: Summary and comparison of implicit, explicit, and direct fit
growth equation predictions of future diameter for each plot,
over all plots, for GROW24.

Minimum Mean Mean Maximum SSE
Equation N r r lrl p r SSE N Rz

' Direct fit eguations

L Linear 2794 -2.1726 0.0000 0.4173 2.3565 816.5 0.2923 0.9835
Nonlin -2.1606 -0.0001 0.4020 2.3274 764.7 0.2737 0.9845
Med-reg -2.1504 -0.0023 0.3984 2.3205 756.0 0.2706 0.9847

Explicit eguations

Lin-gr 2794 -2.2957 -0.1282 0.5759 2.6652 1439.1 0.5151 0.9709
lnd-tr -1.9856 0.0192 0.5705 2.8358 1428.6 0.5113 0.9711

lmplicit eguations _

Med-rgi 2794 -2.3025 0.0120 0.4026 2.3293 788.8 0.2823 0.9840
Dir-fit -2.2878 0.0026 0.4119 2.3810 814.5 0.2915 0.9835
Pm-rec -4.3228 0.0550 0.5889 2.4243 1555.5 0.5567 0.9685
Percent -4.3228 0.0644 0.5976 2.5988 1629.5 0.5832 0.9670
Pm-pred -4.8555 -0.1796 0.6610 2.4156 2071.2 0.7413 0.9581

where,

Linear = the linear equation form fitted to each plot
Nonlin = the nonlinear equation form fitted to each plot
Med-reg = the median regression form fitted to each plot ··
Lin—gr = the linear equation form with predicted parameters
Ind-tr = the individual tree diameter increment equation
Med-rgi = the median regression defined from direct fit SBB
Dir-fit = the growth equation defined from direct fit Weibull
Pm-rec = the growth equation defined from parameter re_covery
Percent = the growth equation defined from percentiles (Weibull)
Pm-pred = the growth equation defined from parameter prediction

r = the residual value, representing
observed minus predicted future diameter

Irl = the absolute value of r
N = the total number of observations on the 138 plots

SSE = the sum of the squared residual values
Rz = 1-SSE/SST, where SST is the total

sum of squares for future diameter
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IMPLIED DIAMETER RELATIONSHIP EOUATIONS
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Figure 14. Implied diameter relationship equations from
various prediction methods: GROWl2 - plot 128.
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Of the two explicit equations, the individual tree diameter increment

equation predicted future diameters better than the linear growth (median

>
regression) equation. Bias was lower, and the fit and precision were

higher for the individual tree model over all four growth periods. These

trends are illustrated in Figures 18 through 21 which show these two

equations plotted over the observed data. Note that the implied median

regression and implied direct fit (Weibull) equations consistently provide

higher precision and fit and lower bias than both of the explicit _

equations. This is not surprising when one considers that the implied

equations were obtained and evaluated based on direct distribution fits to

each individual plot and thus are not influenced by the additional

prediction variances which the explicit equations are subject to when they

were fitted to all plots simultaneously.

Of the three diameter equations fitted directly to each plot, the median

regression equation, being the most flexible, fitted the relationships
A

between initial and future diameters better than the nonlinear and linear

equation forms. These three equations were also plotted over the

observed data for comparisons. Based on Figures 22 through 25, there

does not appear to be any real difference between the median regression

and nonlinear equation. However, there are noticeable differences

between these two and the linear equation on the plots where the diameter

relationships are less linear.
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EXPLICIT DIAMETER RELATIONSHIP EOUATIONS
LINEAR AND INDIVIDUAL TREE MODELS
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Figure 18. Explicit diameter relationship equations -- linear
and individual tree models: GROW12 - plot 128.
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EXPLICIT DIAMETER RELATIONSHIP EQUATIONS
LINEAR AND INDIVIDUAL TREE MODELS .
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Figure 20. Explicit diameter relationship equations -- linear

and individual tree models: GROW34 - plot 102.
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EXPLICIT DIAMETER RELATIONSHIPIEOUATIONS
LINEAR AND INDIVIDUAL TREE MODELS
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Figure 21. Explicit diameter relationship equations -— linear
and individual tree models: GROW24 - plot 17.
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DIAMETER RELATIONSHIP EOUATIONS
FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR EOUATIONS (WEIBULL)

AND MEDIAN REGRESSION EQUATION (SB)PLOT=128
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Figure 22. Diameter relationship equations for linear and
nonlinear equations (Weibul|) and median
regression equation (SB): GROW12 - plot 128.
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DIAMETER RELATIONSHIP EOUATIONS
FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR EOUATIONS (WEIBULL)

AND MEDIAN REGRESSION EQUATION (SB)
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Figure 23. Diameter relationship equations for linear and
nonlinear equations (Weibull) and median
regression equation (SB): GROW23 — plot 6.
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DIAMETER RELATIONSHIP EOUATIONS
FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR EOUATIONS (WEIBULL)

AND MEDIAN REGRESSION EOUATION (SB)
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Figure 24. Diameter relationship equations for linear and
nonlinear equations (Weibull) and median
regression equation (SB): GROW34 - plot 102.
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DIAMETER RELATIONSHIP EOUATIONS’
FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR EOUATIONS (WEIBULL)
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regression equation (SB): GROW24 - plot 17.
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It should be noted that comparisons can also be made between these
V

three directly fitted diameter equations and certain implicit and explicit

equations. For example, the implicit and direct fit median regression

equations defined for each plot can be compared. The direct fit nonlinear
l

and direct fit implicit equations and the direct fit linear and explicit linear

(median regression) equations are also comparable. As expected, the
V

equations directly fitted to each plot provided the highest precision and
V

fit and the lowest bias. However, the differences between the two median

regression equations and the two nonlinear growth equations were not

large. The implicit equations performed almost as well as the direct fit

equations. On the other hand, there were significant differences between

the linear equation fitted directly to each plot and the explicit linear

equation in terms of predictive ability. This is understandable though as

the explicit linear equation parameters were predicted from stand

characteristics and hence the projected future diameters were subjected to

additional prediction variances to which the linear equations fitted to each

plot were not. This comparison would be analogous to the comparison of

full and reduced model forms, where the linear equations fitted directly to

each plot would represent the full model and the single explicit equation

with its parameters defined as functions of stand characteristics would

represent the reduced model. ln any case, both linear equations

performed very well. The three comparisons discussed above are

graphically illustrated in Figures 26 to 37, which display the three sets of

equations plotted over the observed data.
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COMPARISON OF LINEAR DIAMETER RELATIONSHIPS
DIRECT FIT AND EXPLICIT GROWTH EOUATIONS
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Figure 26. Comparison of linear diameter relationships —-
direct fit and explicit growth equations:
GROWI2 - plot 128.
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COMPARISON OF LINEAR DIAMETER RELATIONSHIPS
DIRECT FIT AND EXPLICIT GROWTH EOUATIONS
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Figure 27. Comparison of linear diameter relationships -—
direct fit and explicit growth equations:
GROW23 — plot 6.
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COMPARISON OF LINEAR DIAMETER RELATIONSHIPS
DIRECT FIT AND EXPLICIT GROWTH EOUATIONS
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Figure 28. Comparison of linear diameter relationships -—

direct fit and explicit growth equations:
GROW34 - plot 102.
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COMPARISON OF LINEAR DIAMETER RELATIONSHIPS
DIRECT FIT AND EXPLICIT GROWTH EOUATIONS
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Figure 29. Comparison of linear diameter relationships --
direct fit and explicit growth equations:
GROW24 — plot 17.
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COMPARISON OF NONLINEAR GROWTH RELATIONSHIPS
IMPLIED AND DIRECT FIT GROWTH EOUATIONS
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Figure 30. Comparison of nonlinear growth relationships -—
implied and direct fit growth equations:
GROWIZ — plot T28.
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COMPARISON OF NONLINEAR GROWTH RELATIONSHIPS
IMPLIED AND DIRECT FIT GROWTH EOUATIONS
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Figure 31. Comparison of nonlinear growth relationships --
implied and direct fit growth equations:
GROW23 — plot 6.
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COMPARISON OF NONLINEAR GROWTH RELATIONSHIPS I
IMPLIED ANDIDIRECT FIT GROWTH EOUATIONS
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Figure 32. Comparison of nonlinear growth relationships —-
implied and direct fit growth equations:
GROW34 — plot l02.
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COMPARISON OF NONLINEAR GROWTH RELATIONSHIPS
IMPLIED AND DIRECT FIT GROWTH EOUATIONSPLUT=17 I
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Figure 33. Comparison of nonlinear growth relationships --
implied and direct fit growth equations:
GROW24 — plot 17.
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”
COMPARISON OF MEDIAN REGRESSION RELATIONSHIPS

FOR IMPLIED AND DIRECT FIT EOUATIONS
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A diameter distribution prediction procedure for single species stands

was developed based on the bivariate SB distribution model which assumed
future diameter given initial diameter to be a random variable. While this _
method was the most theoretically correct, comparable procedures based

on the definition of growth equations which assumed future diameter given
l

initial diameter to be a constant, appeared to provide somewhat better

results. This was probably due to the strong correlation between initial

and future diameters in the sample data and the additional variation

introduced into the bivariate prediction system through the estimation of a

greater number of parameters. Both approaches performed as well, and

in some cases, better than the established methods of diameter

distribution prediction such as parameter recovery, percentile prediction,

and parameter prediction.

The approaches based on the growth equations are intuitively and

biologically appealing in that the future distribution is determined from an

initial distribution and a specified initial—future diameter relationship.

This general approach appeared to be quite reasonable when the various

implicit growth equation functions defined by the established methods of

diameter distribution projection were evaluated. All methods produced

well defined diameter relationships, indicating that the accurate
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specification of the initial distribution and the diameter relationship could

provide a reliable prediction of the future diameter distribution.

There are, however, several points which must be noted concerning

the bivariate distribution approach. First, the various model components

are not equally well specified. How well one determines the initial

distribution parameters or defines the growth equation is very important.

lmprovements in the specification of either of these components should

improve the accuracy of the overall prediction system.

l In this study, a linear diameter growth equation proved to be the most

appropriate. While this result simplified some procedures, it also implied

that the initial and future diameter distributions differed only in location

and scale, not in shape. This is a somewhat unrealistic assumption,

however, due to the relatively short growth periods and the alterations in

stand structure and growth due to the repeated thinnings, the data did

not provide evidence against the linear growth equation assumption.

Additional data would be necessary to better define the relationship

between initial and future diameters.

It should also be noted that the growth equation procedures not only

require the initial and future diameter distributions to be of a particular

form, but they also restrict the diameter relationship to be of a particular

form. The individual tree model, which required no distributional
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assumptions or restrictions on the growth equation, proved to be the

better approach to use in terms of predicting future stand tables, and, in

fact, performed better than all of the distribution—based approaches. The

individual tree model also provides much more flexibility in terms of

describing various management alternatives.

One final point on the growth equation approach, which was not

addressed in this analysis, concerns the problem of how to deal with

mortality. At this time, no general procedures have been developed to

account for mortality over the projection period. However, it is important

that such procedures be developed if the general growth equation

approach to stand‘tabIe projection is to be more widely applicable.
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APPENDIX A. FIT STATISTIC COMPARISONS.

Table A1.1: Comparison of Weibull diameter distribution prediction methods.
- Chi-square Statistic Differences -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum StandardMethods of Plots Value Value Value Deviation _

GROW12 --—------------------—--------

Df-pr 141 -44.0959 -2.1830 8.0624 5.6521
Df-ge -38.1431 -1.6565 8.6398 4. 9879
Df-pp -48.9392 -7.1970 12.0803 9.8205
Df-p -48.8009 -3.0036 6.8494 6.3511
Df—it -12.7916 2.7554 22.9328 5.5750

Pr—ge -34.9153 0.5264 33.7728 5.1854
Pp-ge -42. 2562 5. 5404 40. 9642 10.1498
P-ge -37.8495 1.3471 38.4778 5.9161
lt—ge -61.0758 -4.4119 16.4396 7.2620

------------------------------ GROW23 ----------·---·--------—·-—---

D‘F—pr 140 -24.8762 -2.3564 3.8040 3.4925
Df-ge -20. 8755 -2 .1488 4 . 5976 3 .3508
Df-pp -54.7765 -6.5143 9.1935 8.0516
Df-p -33.7345 -2.6011 4.8729 4.9140
Df-it -17.4497 0.9631 17.6102 5.2451

l
Pr-ge -3.8552 0. 2076 4. 0007 1 . 2635
Pp-ge -22.4343 4.3655 46.2418 7.9381
P-ge -9.3060 0.4523 23 .1498 3 . 2351
It-ge -26.1455 -3 .2781 10. 6074 5. 8890
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Table A1.1: Comparison of Weibull diameter distribution prediction methods.
- Chi-square Statistic Differences -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard .
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

----------------------------—- GROW34 -·-------------------—--------

Df-pr 138 -13.0712 -2.1208 7.7691 3.0999
Df-ge -11.4625 -2.1449 4.7075 3.1044
Df-pp -63.1688 -6.7318 15.8069 9.6195
Df-p -12.3885 -2.1378 5.8110 3.1055
Df-it -8.2711 2.8765 29.1354 5.0368

1 Pr-ge -5.4884 -0.0241 4. 7290 1.4461
Pp-ge -20 .3073 4. 5870 53 .8323 8. 7580
P-ge -7.6229 -0.0071 10.1556 1.9480
It-ge -26.1964 -5.0214 9.3355 5.3642

-—---------------------------- GROW24 ----------—----—--------------

Df-pr 138 -13.3281 -2.3239 7.1407 3.4614
Df-ge -18.1932 -1.6192 5.5907 3.2669
Df-pp -54.8443 -6.3303 14.3174 9.1584
Df-p -12.9433 -2.3669 6.5003 3.5204
Df-it -22.4780 0.1061 18. 8884 5. 8677

Pr-ge -20.3050 0.7047 12.0996 2.7224
Pp-ge -9.0606 4.7111 53.4700 7.8156
P-ge -16.4603 0.7477 13.5299 2.7094
lt-ge -20. 8076 -1 .6824 20 . 2367 5 . 7846

where,

Df = Direct-fit
Ge = Alternate growth equation
Pr = Parameter recovery
P = Percentile prediction
Pp = Parameter prediction
lt = Individual tree equation
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Table A1.2: Comparison of SB diameter distribution prediction methods.

- Chi-square StatisticDifferencesPrediction

Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Methods of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW12 ·--------—------—----------·--

Df-p 141 -47 . 1309 -4 . 3727 7 . 7008 6 . 5089
Df-ge -35 . 9232 -3 . 4268 7 . 6455 5 . 7581
Df—mr -95.6157 -4.1068 7.6455 9.5346
Df-it -14.9423 2.1052 18.7103 5.1974

P-ge -14.4549 0.9459 24.4314 3.6946
Mr-ge -4. 5062 0. 6800 84.4823 7.1331
Mr-p -23.4478 -0.2660 87.9180 8.3181
lt-mr -105.2319 -6.2120 16.2125 10.5637
It-ge -34.0211 -5.5321 15.8793 6.6665

—--—---—---------------------- GROW23 --·---------------------------

Df—p 140 -29.9347 -4.1617
A

7.4046 5.2417
Df-ge -20 . 2084 -3 .3602 7 . 9489 4. 7581
Df-mr -16.9120 -3.4544 7.9489 4.6551
Df-it -17.8932 1.1090 14.2176 5.2353

P-ge -3.3228 0.8016 14.2453 2.0385
Mr-ge -3.3077 0.0942 1.1121 0. 6174
Mr-p -14.6279 -0.7073 3.9593 2.2316
lt-mr -22. 9393 -4. 5297 14.1782 6. 2869

1 lt-ge -26 . 2357 -4 . 4355 13 . 7956 6 . 3806

-———-—-—----~—----—----------- GROW34 ------------------------------

Df-p 138 -23 . 5006 -3 . 6609 9 . 8806 4 . 9991
Df-ge -19.1483 -3.3224 11.2879 4.8344
Df-mr -20.0737 -3.4532 11.2879 4.9511
Df-it -10.7412 -2.6170 16.0462 4.4877

P-ge -6. 8743 0.3385 9. 8553 1. 6501
Mr-ge -2.0830 0.1307 1.2684 0.3978
Mr-p -9. 7681 -0.2077 5.4524 1. 5309

. It-mr -22.4731 -6.0702 8.7689 5.5971
lt-ge -21.3384 -5.9395 8.9411 5.5616
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Table A1.2: Comparison of SB diameter distribution prediction methods.

- Chi-square Statistic Differences -

Prediction · Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

------~-----------·----------- GROW24 -—-------—----------—---------
I

Df-p 138 -25. 2982 -3.8729 9 . 8806 5.0955
Df-ge -22 . 9245 -2.8773 1 1 .4887 4 . 8685
Df—Mr -40. 6517 -3.4184 11.4887 5.8811
Df-it -23.9305 -0.1439 16.1897 6.1578

P-ge -12.2230 0.9956 11. 6924 2.8693
Mr-ge -5.4746 0.5411 36.9937 3.3162
Mr-p -9.4728 -0.4545 42.2156 4.3874
|t—mr -44.4717 -3.2117 20.8793 7.5550
It-ge -22.0560 -2. 6691 21.2108 6. 5268

where,

Df = Direct-fit
Ge = Alternate growth equation
P = Percentile prediction
Mr = Median regression
It = Individual tree equation
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Table A2.1: Comparison of Weibull diameter distribution prediction methods.
- K-S Statistic Differences -

‘
Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Methods of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW12 ---------------------------—--

Df-pr 141 -0.2313 -0.0452 0.0956 0.0506
Df-ge -0.2359 -0.0502 0.0762 0.0530
Df-pp -0. 7090 -0.2671 -0.0110 0.1696
Df-p -0.2212 -0.0509 0.0895 0.0518

Pr-ge -0.0723 -0.0050 0.0704
'

0.0248
Pp-ge -0.0188 0.2169 0.7342 0.1718
P-ge -0.0963 0. 0008 0.1157 0.0362

------------------------------ GROW23 --------—---—---—-—-----·-----

Df—pr 140 -0.1591 -0.0358 0.0753 0.0456
Df-ge -0.1679 -0. 0392 0. 0594 0. 0495
Df-pp -0.8415 -0.3035 ' 0.0194 0.2037
Df-p -0.1888 -0. 0466 0. 0618 0.0489

Pr-ge -0.1003 -0. 0034 0. 0940 0. 0293
Pp-ge -0.0905 0.2642 0.8144 0.2088

· P-ge -0. 0802 0. 0074 0.1336 0. 0399

—-—----—-----------—---------- GROW34 ------------------—------—----

Df-pr 138 -0.1650 -0.0322 0.0633 0.0416
Df-ge -0.1593 -0.0362 0. 0714 0. 0437
Df-pp -0.8529 -0.3237 -0.0033 0.2098
Df-p -0.1846 -0.0414 0.0542 0.0460

Pr-ge -0.1519 -0.0039 0.1010 0.0343
Pp-ge -0.0384 0.2875 0.8516 0.2167
P—ge ° -0.1230 0.0052 0.1344 0.0427
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Table A2.1: Comparison of Weibull diameter distribution prediction methods.
- K-S Statistic Differences -

' Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW24 -----------------·--------—·--
4

Df-pr 138 -0.2033 -0.0497 0.0673 0.0509
Df-ge -0.1799 -0.0445 0.0617 0.0517
Df-pp -0.8586 -0.3220 0.0121 0.2157
Df-p -0.2261 -0.0562 0.0564 0.0579

Pr-ge -0.1450 0.0052 0.1778 0.0499
Pp-ge -0.1048 0.2775 0.8666 0.2182
P-ge -0.1208 0.0117 0.2184 0.0539 -

where,

Df = Direct-fit
Ge = Alternate growth equation _
Pr = Parameter recovery
P = Percentile prediction
Pp = Parameter prediction
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Table A2.2: Comparison of SB diameter distribution prediction methods.

- K-S Statistic Differences -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Methods of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW12 ----------——------------——----

Df-p 141 -0.2343 -0.0487 0.0452 0.0495
Df-ge -0.2320 -0.0462 0.0771 0.0510
Df-mr -0 . 2338 -0 . 0466 0 . 0730 0 . 0506

' P-ge -0.0618 0.0025 0.1197 0.0273
Mr-ge -0.0099 0.0004 0.0146 0.0027
Mr-p -0.1155 -0.0021 0.0589 0.0264

--------------—----—--------—- GROW23 --------------—-------—-------

Df-p 140 -0.2177 -0.0446 0.0462 0.0525
Df-ge -0.1896 -0. 0431 0. 0860 0. 0501
Df-mr -0.1923 -0.0438 0.0803 0.0501

P-ge -0.1843 0.0015 0.1306 0.0360
Mr-ge -0.0114 0.0006 0.0109 0.0027
Mr-p -0.1249 -0.0008 0.1729 0.0347

--—--------------------------- GROW34 --—--------------—--—------—--

Df-p 138 -0.2335 ' -0.0424
n

0.0918 0.0534
Df-ge -0.1942 -0. 0399 0.1105 0. 0465
Df—mr -0.1964 -0.0407 0.1073 0.0466

P-ge -0.0973 0.0025 0.1115 0.0339
Mr—ge -0.0077 0.0008 0.0042 0.0019
Mr-p -0.1083 -0.0017 0.0964 0.0331
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Table A2.2: Comparison of SB diameter distribution prediction methods.

- K-S Statistic Differences —

n
Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

----—------------------------- GROW24 ----—----—--------------------
U

Df-p 138 -0.2749 -0.0550 0.1222 0. 0646
Df-ge -0.1740 -0.0515 0.1032 0.0553
Df-mr -0.1834 -0.0528 0.1075 0.0546

P-ge -0.1162 0.0035 0.2251 0.0551
Mr-ge -0.0276 0.0014 0.0206 0.0068
Mr-p e -0.2113 -0.0021 0.1064 0.0519

where,

Df = Direct-fit
Ge = Alternate growth equation
Mr = Median regression
P Percentile prediction

R
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Table A3.1: Comparison of Weibull diameter distribution prediction methods.
- K-S-Like Statistic Differences -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Methods of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW12 -----------—-------------·----

Df-pr 141 -0.1107 -0.0238 0.0163 0.0236
Df-ge -0.1184 -0.0261 0.0169 0.0257
Df-pp -0.4654 -0.1776 -0.0123 0.1155
Df-p -0.1239 -0. 0280 0. 0249 0. 0258

Pr-ge -0.0452 -0.0023 0.0541 0.0135
Pp-ge -0.0108 0.1515 0.4605 0.1160
P-ge -0.0465 0.0019 0.0863 0.0194

·-----~-·-------------------—- GROW23 -------------------—----------

Df-pr 140 -0.0799 -0.0197 0.0190 0.0215
Df—ge -0 .1073 -0. 0208 0. 0228 0. 0251
Df—pp -0.4972 -0.2014 0.0018 0.1291
Df-p -0.1192 -0. 0266 0. 0140 0. 0255

Pr-ge -0.0393 -0.0011 0.0487 0.0129
Pp-ge -0.0578 0.1805 0.4938 0.1313
P-ge -0.0435 0.0058 0.0902 0.0218

—----------—----—------------- GROW34 -------------—--------—-------

Df-pr 138 -0.0892 -0.0191 0.0153 0.0207
Df-ge -0.0924 -0.0219 0.0233 0.0229
Df—pp -0.4955 -0.2149 -0.0215 0.1354
Df-p -0.1063 -0. 0237 0. 0153 0. 0242

Pr-ge -0.0543 -0.0028 0.0540 0.0153
Pp—ge -0.0323 O. 1930 0.5062 0.1374
P-ge -0.0501 0.0018 0.0860 0.0214

\
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Table A3.1: Comparison of Weibull diameter distribution prediction methods.
- K·S-Like Statistic Differences -

‘ Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW24 -----------—--·--------------—
”

Df—pr 138 -0.1328 -0.0281 0.0321 0.0292
Df-ge -0.1246 -0.0272 0.0306 0.0312
Df-pp -0.4967 -0.2131 0.0070 0.1392Df—p -0.1459 -0.0336 0.0135 0.0352

Pr-ge -0.0566 0.0009 0.1112 0.0252
Pp—ge -0.0612 0.1859 0.5082 0.1405
P-ge -0.0617 0.0064 0.1462 0.0308

where,

Df = Direct-fit
Ge = Alternate growth equation
PP = Pafamétéf

|"€COV€l‘Y

P = Percentile prediction
Pp = Parameter prediction
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Table A3.2: Comparison of SB diameter distribution prediction methods.

- K·S·Like StatisticDifferencesPrediction

Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Methods of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW12 ---------—--------------------

Df-p 141 -0.1127 -0. 0272 0. 0255 0. 0242
Df-ge -0 .1039 -0 . 0275 0. 0336 0. 0249
Df-mr -0.1032 -0. 0278 0. 0326 0. 0248

P-ge -0.0442 -0.0003 0.0602 0.0141
Mr-ge -0. 0040 0.0003 0.0054 0. 0011
Mr-p -0.0601 0.0006 0.0436 0.0137

------------------------------ GROW23 --------·—----—----—----------

Df-p 140 -0.1016 -0.0276 0.0273 0.0246 7
Df-ge -0.1118 -0.0257 0. 0303 0. 0246
Df-mr -0.1105 -0.0261 0. 0307 0.0246

P-ge -0.0538 0.0019 0.0739 0.0176
Mr-ge -0.0021 0.0005 0.0039 0.0011
Mr-p -0.0744 -0.0014 0.0531 0.0173

--—---—--—--—-·-------—--—---- GROW34 -—-·····—····—···—···——·····—·
'° Df-p 138 -0.1003 -0.0246 0.0265 0.0233

Df-ge -0.1145 -0. 0255 0. 0232 0 . 0224
Df-mr -0.1119 -0.0259 0.0233 0.0225

P-ge -0.0479 -0.0009 0.0653 0.0158
Mr-ge -0.0027 0.0004 0.0024 0.0009
Mr-p -0.0654 0.0014 0.0473 0.0156

{
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Table A3.2: Comparison of SB diameter distribution prediction methods.

- K-S-Like Statistic Differences -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

GROW24 ---—-----—--·------—-—-----——-
U

Df-p 138 -0.1248 -0. 0323 0.0251 0.0303
Df-ge -0.1475 -0.0322 0. 0249 0. 0293
Df—mr -0.1447 -0.0326 0.0284 0.0289

P-ge -0.0587 0.0001 0.1177 0.0263
Mr—ge -0.0133 0.0004 0.0090 0.0030
Mr-p -0.1197 0.0003 0.0531 0.0257

where,

Df = Direct-fit
Ge = Alternate growth equation
Mr = Median regression
P = Percentile prediction
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APPENDIX B. PREDICTED DISTRIBUTION SUMMARIES.

Table B1.1: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW12.

- Minimum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 141 4.2 9.49 17.0 3.15

Df-w 4.0 9.71 17.0 3.27
Df-sb 4.2 9.49 17.0 3.15
Mr—sb 5.0 10.01 16.0 2.79
Ge-sb 5.0 10.02 16.0 2.79
Ge-w 5.0 10.30 17.0 3.05
Pr-w 5.0 10.18 17.0 3.07
Per-w 5.0 10.11 17.0 3.07
Per-sb 5.0 9.85 16.0 2.84
Pp-w 5.0 11.45 21.0 3.98

Ind-tr 4.6 9.59 17.0 3.12

Residual values (observed minus predicted)

Df-w 141 -6.60 -0.22 1.00 0.90
Df-sb -2.60 -0.11 0.70 0.49
Mr-sb -7.60 -0.52 4.00 1.70
Ge-sb -7.60 -0.53 4.00 1.70
Ge-w -8.60 -0.81 3.00 1.78
Pr-w -8.60 -0.69 3.00 1.73
Per-w -8. 60 -0.62 3.00 1. 74
Per-sb -7.60 -0.36 4.00 1.69
Pp-w -11.60 -1.96 1.50 2.20

Ind-tr -0.80 -0.09 1.10 0.36

i
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Table B1.1: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW12 (cont.)

- Minimum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 141 0.00 0.67 2.10 0.50

Df-w 0.00 0.70 2.00 0.62
Df-sb 0.00 0.75 2.00 0.59
Mr-sb 0.00 0.78 2.00 0.56
Ge—sb 0.00 0.79 2.00 0.55
Ge-w 0.00 0.82 2.00 0.54
Pr-w 0.00 0.70 2.00 0.53
Per—w 0.00 0.67 2.00 0.55
Per-sb 0.00 0.62 2.00 0.50
Pp-w 0.00 0.62 2.00 0.62 ·

Ind-tr 0.10 0.76 1.60 0.33

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct—fit, Weibull distribution
Df·sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution

Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge—sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distributionPr—w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind—tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B1.2: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW12.

- Quadratic meandiameterPrediction

Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 141 6.90 14.09 21.00 3.30

Df-w 6.90 14.04 21.00 3.27
Df-sb 6.90 14.09 21.00 3.30
Mr-sb 7.40 14.22 20.90 3.27
Ge-sb 7.40 14.21 20.90 3.27
Ge-w 7.20 14.06 20.40 3.26
Pr-w 7.10 14.02 20.60 3.25
Per-w 7.20 14.15 20.90 3.28
Per-sb 7.20 14.17 21.00 3.28
Pp-w 7.50 15.95 26.40 4.33

Ind-tr 7.20 14.08 21.00 3.31

Residual values (observed minus predicted)

Df-w 141 -0.10 0.05 1.20 0.12
Df-sb -0.30 -0.01 0.80 0.13
Mr-sb -0.90 -0.13 0.90 0.34
Ge-sb -0.90 -0.12 0.90 0.34
Ge-w -0.60 0.03 1.20 0.31
Pr-w -0.60 0.70 1.00 0.27
Per-w -0.90 -0.06 1.00 0.34
Per-sb -1.00 -0.08 1.00 0.34
Pp-w -6.10 -1.86 0.30 1.35

Ind-tr -0.05 0.01 0.70 0.25
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Table B1.2: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW12. (cont.)

- Quadratic mean diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 141 0.30 0.93 2.60 0.39

Df-w 0.30 0.93 2.50 0.40
Df-sb 0.20 0.91 2.50 0.39
Mr-sb 0.20 0.93 1.80 0.32
Ge-sb 0.20 0.92 1.80 0.32
Ge-w 0.20 0.92 1.80 0.32
Pr—w 0.30 0.89 2.00 0.38
Per-w 0.20 0.87 2.20 0.42
Per-sb 0.20 0.88 2.20 0.41Pp—w · 0.10 0.96 2.70 0.57 _

Ind-tr 0.30 0.92 2.00 0.31

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct—fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct—fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distributionPr—w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B1.3: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW12.

- Maximum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 141 10.2 18.90 28.6 3.73

Df-w 11.0 18.94 27.0 3.42
Df-sb 10.0 18.44 27.0 3.66
Mr-sb 11.0 19.08 27.0 3.49
Ge-sb 11.0 19.05 27.0 3.52
Ge·w 12.0 18.98 26.0 3.21
Pr-w 12.0 19.06 26.0 3.13
Per-w 12.0 19.55 27.0 3.15
Per-sb 11.0 19.13 27.0 3.52
Pp-w 11.0 20.91 31.0 4.28

Ind-tr 10.0 18.92 28.1 3.69

Residual values (observed minus predicted)

Df-w 141 -2.90 -0.04 4.90 1.22
Df-sb -0.60 0.46 3.60 0.67
Mr-sb -2.60 -0.18 4.60 1.41
Ge-sb -2.60 -0.15 5.60 1.44
Ge-w -2.60 -0.08 4.90 1.52
Pr-w -2.90 -0.16 4.90 1.48
Per-w -3.90 -0.64 4. 60 1.44
Per-sb -2.40 -0.23 4.60 1.38
Pp-w -6.30 -0.64 4.60 1.44

Ind—tr -1.20 -0.01 1.20 0.40

I
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Table B1.3: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW12. (cont.)

— Maximum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 141 0.30 1.07 3.10 0.50

Df-w .0.00 1.16 3.00 0.64
Df-sb 0.00 1.06 3.00 0.58
Mr-sb 0.00 1.13 2.00 0.55
Ge—sb 0.00 1.11 2.00 0.53
Ge·w 0.00 1.12 2.00 0.54
Pr-w 0.00 1.21 4.00 0.70
Per—w 0.00 1.18 3.00 0.73
Per-sb 0.00 1.19 3.00 0.71
Pp-w 0.00 1.38 4.00 0.89

Ind—tr 0.50 1.08 2.40 0.34

where,

Obs = Observed distribution . ·
Df-w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge—sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge·w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B1.4: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW12.

- Basal area per 1/4-acre -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 141 9.50 24.32 41.17 7.78

Df-w 9.48 24.18 41.11 7.76
Df-sb 9.50 24.39 41.97 7.87
Mr-sb 9.80 24.84 44.19 7.96
Ge-sb 9.68 24.81 44.09 7.96
Ge-w 9.64 24.21 40.70 7.69
Pr-w 9.14 24.08 41.21 7.60
Per-w 9.25 24.56 44.07 7.77
Per-sb 9.30 24.63 44.27 7.80
Pp-w 11.57 30.29 52.40 8.67

Ind-tr 9.33 24.29 41.10 7.73

Residual values (observed minus gredicted)

Df-w 141 -0.14 0.14 2.97 0.31
Df-sb -1.06 -0.06 1.52 0.35
Mr-sb -4.14 -0.52 2.30 1.19
Ge-sb -4.03 -0.49 2.38 1.18
Ge-w -2.13 0.11 2.96 1.02
Pr-w -3.05 0.24 2.21 0.89
Per-w -5.03 -0.23 2.27 1.17
Per-sb -5.25 -0.30 2.21 1.17
Pp-w -13.98 -5.97 1.40 3.19

lnd-tr -3.07 0.03 2.24 0.81
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Table B1.4: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW12. (cont.)

— Basal area per

1/4-acrePredictionNumber Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 141 1.16 2.99 8.24 1.28

Df-w 1.12 2.98 8.22 1.27
Df—sb 1.19 2.96 8.26 1.27
Mr—sb 0.58 3.05 6.42 1.07
Ge-sb 0.58 3.02 6.28 1.05Ge—w 0.60 2.96 6.05 0.99
Pr-w 1.18 2.83 7.34 1.21
Per-w 1.09 2.82 7.79 1.28
Per—sb 1.20 2.83 7.77 1.28
Pp-w 0.46 3.41 10.87 1.99

Ind-tr 1.67 2.95 7.79 1.04

where,

_ Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct—fit, Weibull distribution
Df—sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge—w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per—sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind—tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B1.5: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW12.

- Number of diameter classes -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 141 5.0 10.47 21.0 2.90

Df—w 5.0 10.23 19.0 2.63
Df-sb 5.0 9.84 19.0 2.57
Mr-sb 6.0 10.07 14.0 1.81
Ge-sb 5.0 10.03 14.0 1.82
Ge-w 6.0 9.67 13.0 1.81
Pr-w 7.0 9.89 13.0 1.61
Per-w 7.0 10.43 14.0 1.65
Per-sb 7.0 10.28 13.0 1.52
Pp-w 6.0 10.46 17.0 2.03

Ind-tr 5.0 10.35 20.0 2.82

Residual values (observed minus predicted)

Df-w 141 -3.00 0.23 6.00 1.47 ..
Df-sb -1.00 0.63 5.00 0.81
Mr-sb -5.00 0.40 9.00 2.41
Ge-sb -5.00 0.44 9.00 2.44
Ge-w -4.00 0.79 11.00 2.63
Pr-w -4.00 0.58 10.00 2.55
Per-w -4.00 0.04 9.00 2.49
Per-sb -4.00 0.18 9.00 2.40
Pp-w -5.00 0.01 9.00 2.56

lnd-tr _ -2.00 0.11 2.00 0.78
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Table B1.5: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW12. (cont.)

- Number of diameter classes -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 141 -2.00 0.47 3.00 0.87

Df-w -1.00 0.46 2.00 0.71
Df-sb -1.00 0.30 2.00 0.68
Mr-sb -1.00 0.35 2.00 0.62
Ge-sb -1.00 0.31 2.00 0.62
Ge-w -1.00 0.30 2.00 0.64
Pr-w -1.00 0.51 3.00 0.78
Per—w -1.00 0.51 3.00 0.72
Per-sb -1.00 0.57 2.00 0.73
Pp-w -1.00 0.76 3.00 0.78

Ind-tr -1.00 0.35 2.00 0.72

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B2.1: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW23.

- Minimum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 140 4.6 11.54 18.1 3.16

Df-w 5.0 11.70 19.0 3.26
Df-sb 5.0 11.65 18.0 3.19
Mr-sb 5.0 11.62 20.0 3.28
Ge-sb 5.0 11.64 20.0 3.28
Ge-w 5.0 11.84 19.0 3.29
Pr-w 5.0 11.74 20.0 3.25
Per·w 5.0 11.84 20.0 3.33
Per-sb 5.0 11.56 20.0 3.25Pp—w 6.0 13.63 27.0 4.63

lnd—tr 5.1 11.63 18.5 3.24

Residual values (observed minus gredicted)

Df—w 140 -2.40 -0.16 1.30 0.49
Df-sb -2.40 -0.11 0.80 0.45
Mr-sb -5.90 -0.08 2.90 1.36
Ge-sb -5.90 -0.09 2.90 1.36
Ge-w -5.90 -0.30 2.50 1.35
Pr-w -5.90 -0.19 2.90 1.32
Per-w -5.90 -0.30 2.90 1.35
Per-sb -4.90 -0.02 2.90 1.35
Pp-w -9.90 -2.09 1.50 2.23

lnd-tr -1.00 -0.08 0.80 0.38
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Table B2.1: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW23. (cont.)

- Minimum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 140 0.00 0.83 2.50 0.51

Df·w 0.00 0.89 3.00 0.63
Df—sb 0.00 0.88 3.00 0.63
Mr-sb 0.00 0.81 2.00 0.59
Ge-sb 0.00 0.83 2.00 0.60
Ge—w 0.00 0.86 2.00 0.59
Pr-w 0.00 0.76 2.00 0.56
Per·w 0.00 0.80 2.00 0.55
Per-sb 0.00 0.76 2.00 0.53
Pp·w 0.00 1.06 3.00 0.76

Ind-tr 0.00 0.91 1.80 0.42

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df—sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per·w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
lnd—tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B2.2: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW23.

- Quadratic mean diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard’
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 140 7.80 15.72 22.40 3.28
1 Df-w 7.80 15.68 22.40 3.26Q Df-sb 7.90 15.75 22.50 3.29Mr-sb 8.10 15.80 23.20 3.26L Ge—sb 8.10 15.79 23.20 3.261. Ge-w 7.80 15.66 22.90 3.28Pr-w 8.00 15.67 22.20 3.22§ Per-w 8.20 15.82 22.70 3.23Per-sb 8.20 15.82 22.70 3.23Qi Pp-w 8.80 17.75 29.80 4.63

Ind-tr 7.70 15.78 22.60 3.37

Residual values (observed minus predicted)

Df-w 140 -0.10 0.04 0.50 0.09Q Df-sb -0.50 -0.03 0.30 0.10Mr-sb -1.00 -0.08 0.70 0.30Q Ge-sb -1.00 -0.08 0.70 0.30Ge-w -0.70 0.06 1.00 0.31f
Pr-w -0.70 0.05 0.70 0.29Per-w -0.90 -0.10 0.60 0.31
Per-sb -0.90 -0.10 0.60 0.31‘
Pp-w -7.60 -2.04 0.10 1.54

Ind-tr -0.90 -0.06 0.60 0.28

1
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Table B2.2: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW23. (cont.)

- Quadratic mean diameter -

I

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum StandardMethod of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comgarison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 140 0.40 1.07 2.30 0.41

Df-w 0.40 1.08 2.20 0.41
Df-sb 0.30 1.08 2.30 0.42
Mr-sb 0.40 1.07 2.30 0.37
Ge—sb 0.40 1.06 2.30 0.37
Ge-w 0.40 1.06 2.30 0.36
Pr-w 0.50 1.07 2.40 0.38Per-w .0.40 1.08 2.40 0.42
Per·sb 0.40 1.08 2.40 0.41Pp—w 0.60 1.40 3.00 0.57

Ind-tr 0.30 1.14 2.00 0.32

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr—sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-·sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distributionll
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
lnd—tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B2.3: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW23.

- Maximum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum StandardMethod of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution .
Obs 140 12.3 20.10 30.2 3.74
Df-w 13.0 19.95 28.0 3.38Df-sb 12.0 19.70 29.0 3.64Mr—sb 12.0 20.16 28.0 3.36Ge-sb 12.0 20.13 28.0 3.37Ge-w 13.0 20.42 27.0 3.19Pr-w 13.0 20.48 27.0 3.11Per-w 13.0 20.58 27.0 3.14Per-sb 12.0 20.30 28.0 3.39Pp-w 12.0 21-.89 32.0 4.44

Ind-tr 11.6 20.22 30.1 3.77

Residual values (observed minus gredicted)

Df-w 140 -1.80 0.15 5.20 1.04Df-sb -0.50 0.43 3.50 0.62Mr-sb -2.20 -0.07 4.50 1.39Ge-sb -2.10 -0.03 4.50 1.41Ge-w -2.80 -0.33 5.20 1.44Pr-w -2.80 -0.38 4.50 1.42Per-w -2.80 -0.48 4.20 1.42
Per-sb -2.70 -0.21 4. 50 1.36
Pp-w -6.50 -1.80 4.50 1.93

Ind-tr -1.10 -0.13 1.10 0.46
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Table B2.3: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW23. (cont.)

- Maximum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 140 0.20 1.24 2.90 0.53

Df-w 0.00 1.21 3.00 0.66
Df-sb 0.00 1.19 3.00 0.67
Mr-sb 0.00 1.30 3.00 0.49
Ge-sb 0.00 1.26 3.00 0.47
Ge-w 0.00 1.29 3.00 0.52
Pr—w 0.00 1.35 3.00 0.60
Per-w 0.00 1.37 4.00 0.77
Per-sb 0.00 1.44 3.00 0.66

~ Pp—w
1.00 1.81 4.00 0.69

Ind-tr 0.80 1.36 2.20 0.24

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df—w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr—w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
lnd-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B2.4: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW23.

- Basal area per

1/4-acrePredictionNumber Minimum Mean Maximum StandardMethod of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 140 8.34 24.43 ‘ 40.94 7.60

Df-w 8.32 24.32 40.64· 7.56Df-sb 8.46 24.51 41.71 7.65Mr-sb 8.48 24.65 41.06 7.51Ge-sb 8.47 24.63 41.04 7.51Ge-w 8.44 24.15 40.07 7.27Pr-w 8.08 24.24 40.03 7.36Per-w 8.06 24.75 40.88 7.57Per-sb 8.08 24.74 40.92 7.57
Pp-w ' 19.45 30.32_ 52.13 8.89

lnd-tr 7.80 24.54 41.00 7.60

Residual values (observed minus predicted)

Df-w 140 -0.14 0.11 1.69 0.21Df-sb -1.41 -0.08 0.96 0.30Mr-sb -4.04 -0.22 3.20 0.96Ge-sb -3.95 -0.20 3.23 0.95Ge-w -2.01 0.28 4.35 1.00
Pr-w -3.34 0.19 3.08 0.89
Per-w -4.86 -0.32 1.69 0.98
Per-sb -4.96 -0.32 1.81 0.98
Pp-w -15.77 -5.90 0.30 3.45

Ind-tr -2.47 -0.12 3.08 0.89
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Table B2.4: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW23. (cont.)

- Basal area per

1/4-acrePredictionNumber Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 140 1.11 3.12 8.09 1.11

Df-w 1.08 3.11 7.91 1.11
Df-sb 1.10 3.10 7.82 1.11
Mr-sb 1.84 3.01 5.33 0.65
Ge-sb 1.81 2.99 5.29 0.64 .
Ge—w 1.79 2.94 5.23 0.62
Pr-w 1.85 3.03 5.54 0.87
Per-w 1.93 3.09 5.72 0.91
Per-sb 1.84 3.10 5.75 0.89
Pp-w 2.83 4.32 17.74 0.98

|nd—tr 1.94 3.23 5.49 0.63

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distributionPr—w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per—sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
lnd—tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B2.5: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW23.

- Number of diameter classes -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 140 3.0 9.637 17.0 2.58
‘ Df-w 3.0 9.253 14.0 2.30

Df-sb 4.0 9.014 15.0 2.29
Mr-sb 4.0 9.547 13.0 2.03Ge-sb 4.0 9.493 13.0 2.06
Ge-w 6.0 9.587 13.0 1.84
Pr-w 6.0 9.749 13.0 1.69
Per-w 5.0 9.743 13.0 1.83
Per-sb 5.0 9.748 13.0 1.70
Pp-w 5.0 9.266 15.0 2.13

lnd-tr · 3.0 9.595 16.0 2.55

Residual values (observed minus gredicted)

Df-w 140 -2.00 _ 0.38~ 5.00 1.17
Df-sb -1.00 0.61 3.00 0.75
Mr-sb -4.00 0.09 8.00 2.09
Ge-sb -4.00 0.14 8.00 2.09
Ge-w -4.00 0.05 7.00 2.10
Pr-w -5.00 -0.11 7.00 2.10
Per-w -4.00 -0.11 8.00 2.12
Per-sb -4.00 -0.11 7.00 2.08
Pp-w -5.00 0.36 7.00 2.29

Ind-tr -2.00 0.04 2.00 0.70
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Table B2.5: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW23. (cont.)

. - Number of diameter classes -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 140 -1.00 0.44 2.00 0.73

Df-w -1.00 0.33 2.00 0.69
Df-sb -1.00 0.31 2.00 0.65
Mr—sb -1.00 0.49 2.00 0.61
Ge-sb -1.00 0.44 2.00 0.59
Ge-w -1.00 0.43 2.00 0.65
Pr-w -1.00 0.59 2.00 0.66
Per-w -1.00 0.57 2.00 0.68
Per-sb -1.00 0.68 2.00 0.60
Pp-w -1.00 0.74 2.00 0.68

Ind-tr -1.00 0.40 2.00 0.65

where, _

Obs = Observed distribution
Df—w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B3.1: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW34.

- Minimum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 138 4.8 12.36 19.2 3.42

Df-w 5.0 12.62 20.0 3.55
Df-sb 5.0 12.53 19.0 3.43
Mr-sb 6.0 12.45 21.0 3.42
Ge·sb 6.0 12.46 21.0 3.43
Ge-w 5.0 12.66 21.0 3.53
Pr-w 6.0 12.62 21.0 3.42
Per-w 6.0 12.69 21.0 3.44
Per-sb 6.0 12.33 21.0 3.33
Pp-w 6.0 14.68 29.0 5.03

Ind-tr 5.0 12.49 19.6 3.46

Residual values (observed minus gredicted)
Df—w 138 -2.30 -0.26 0.80 „ 0.51
Df-sb -1.50 -0.17 0.70 0.45
Mr-sb -5.70 -0.09 3.00 1.38
Ge-sb -5.70 -0.10 3.00 1.37
Ge-w -5.70 -0.30 2.40 1.41
Pr-w -5.70 -0.25 3.00 1.36
Per-w -5.70 -0.33 3.00 1.38
Per-sb -5.70 0.03 3.10 1.40
Pp-w -10.70 -2.32 1.40 2.36

Ind-tr -0.90 -0.12 1.10 0.33
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Table B3.1: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW34. (cont.)

- Minimum stand diameter ·

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 138 0.00 0.72 2.60 0.48

Df-w 0.00 0.85 3.00 0.48
Df-sb 0.00 0.81 2.00 0.62
Mr—sb 0.00 0.78 2.00 0.55
Ge-sb 0.00 0.80 2.00 0.56
Ge-w 0.00 0.81 2.00 0.57
Pr-w 0.00 0.77 2.00 0.57
Per-w 0.00 0.72 2.00 0.52
Per—sb 0.00 0.67 2.00 0.53
Pp·w 0.00 1.93 3.00 0.77

Ind-tr 0.00 0.85 1.60 0.41

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct—fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per—sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp·w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
lnd-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equatioh
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Table B3.2: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW34.

- Quadratic mean diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution .

Obs 138 8.50 16.81 24.00 3.35

Df-w 8.50 16.77 23.90 3.32
Df-sb 8.70 16.83 24.00 3.35
Mr-sb 8.80 16.88 24.20 3.37Ge-sb 8.80 16.87 24.20 3.37
Ge-w 8.60 16.72 23.90 3.37
Pr-w 8.70 16.68 23.30 3.24
Per-w 6.00 12.69 21.00 3.44
Per-sb 9.00 16.84 24.003.27Pp-w

9.60 19.15 32.00 4.85

Ind-tr 8.50 16.86 23.70 3.40

Residual values (observed minus predicted)

_ Df-w 138 -0.20 0.04 0.60 0.10
Df-sb -0.40 -0.02 0.40 0.11
Mr-sb -0.90 -0.07 0.50 0.26
Ge-sb -0.90 -0.07 0.50 0.26
Ge-w -0.60 0.09 0.90 0.29
Pr-w -0.60 0.12 1.00 0.27
Per-w -5. 70 -0.33 3.00 1.38
Per-sb -0.80 -0.04 0.60 0.28
Pp-w -8.60 -2.34 -0.10 1.69

Ind-tr -0.60 -0.06 0.40 0.23
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Table B3.2: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW34. (cont.)

- Quadratic mean diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 138 0.20 1.02 1.80 0.31

Df-w 0.20 1.01 1.70 0.31
Df-sb 0.30 1.01 1.80 0.31
Mr-sb 0.30 0.98 1.90 0.34
Ge—sb 0.30 0.98 1.90 0.34
Ge·w 0.20 0.97 1.90 0.34
Pr-w 0.40 0.93 1.90 0.33
Per-w 0.40 0.94 2.00 0.36
Per-sb 0.40 0.95 2.00 0.36
Pp-w 0.50 1.28 2.80 0.52

Ind-tr 0.30 1.07 1.70 0.31

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge—sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per—sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution

. Ind-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B3.3: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW34.

- Maximum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 138 14.0 21.39 31.4 3.70

Df-w 14.0 21.21 29.0 3.29
Df-sb 14.0 20.96 30.0 3.61
Mr-sb 13.0 21.54 30.0 3.42
Ge-sb 13.0 21.52 30.0 3.43
Ge-w 14.0 21.69 28.0 3.13
Pr-w 14.0 21.69 28.0 2.96
Per-w 14.0 21.86 28.0 3.09
Per-sb 13.0 21.61 29.0 3.36
Pp-w 14.0 23.62 35.0 4.46

lnd-tr 13.5 21.45 31.6 3.71

Residual values (observed minus predicted)

Df-w 138 -1.60 0.18 5.40 1.12
Df-sb -0.60 0.43 3.30 0.60
Mr-sb -2.40 -0.15 4.40 1.40
Ge-sb -2.40 -0.13 4.40 1.40
Ge-w -2.90 -0.29 5.40 1.47
Pr-w -2.90 -0.29 4.40 1.49
Per-w -3.00 -0.47 4.40 1.42
Per-sb -3.00 -0.22 3.90 1.39
Pp-w -8.20 -2.23 4.30 2.01

Ind-tr -1.10 -0.05 0.80 0.39
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Table B3.3: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
u diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW34. (cont.)

— Maximum stand diameter ·

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 138 0.10 1.23 2.20 0.43

Df-w 0.00 1.19 2.00 0.49
Df-sb 0.00 1.23 3.00 0.53
Mr—sb 0.00 1.20 2.00 0.45
Ge—sb 0.00 1.17 2.00 0.45
Ge-w 0.00 1.12 2.00 0.48
Pr-w 0.00 1.12 3.00 0.58
Per-w 0.00 1.18 3.00 0.58
Per-sb 0.00 1.26 3.00 0.58Pp—w 1.00 1.64 3.00 -0.60

Ind-tr 0.80 1.28 1.90 0.21

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df·w = Direct·fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct—fit, SB distribution
Mr—sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution
Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution
Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp—w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B3.4: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW34.

- Basal area per 1/4-acre -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 138 9.88 27.55 44.37 7.99

Df-w 9.78 27.43 43.86 7.94
Df-sb 10.04 27.64 44.77 8.04
Mr-sb 10.57 27.73 44.24 7.84
Ge-sb 10.57 27.71 44.23 7.84
Ge-w 10.57 27.16 43.25 7.59
Pr-w 10.51 27.12 43.19 7.60
Per-w 10.60 27.68 43.76 7.80
Per-sb 10.62 27.68 43.89 7.82
Pp~w 12.98 34.68 57.24 9.09

Ind-tr 10.22 27.64 44.19 7.85

Residual values (observed minus gredicted)

Df-w 138 -0.22 0.13 1.87 0.26
Df-sb -1.42 -0.08 0.78 0.33
Mr-sb -2.64 -0.18 2.25 0.79
Ge-sb -2.63 -0.16 2.27 0.79
Ge-w -1.52 0.40 3.32 0.95
Pr-w -1.62 0.43 2.83 0.82
Per—w -2.20 -0.12 1.90 0.86
Per-sb -2.40 -0.12 1.52 0.86
Pp-w -18.06 -7.13 -0.21 3.76

Ind-tr -1.77 -0.08 2.54 0.74
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Table B3.4: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW34. (cont.)

- Basal area per 1/4-acre ·

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 138 1.25 3.13 6.04 0.90 ~

Df—w 1.21 3.11 6.05 0.90
Df-sb 1.31 3.13 6.26 0.90
Mr-sb 1.85 2.94 4.94 0.52
Ge-sb 1.82 2.92 4.93 0.52
Ge-w 1.62 2.86 4.70 0.51
Pr-w 1.74 2.82 4.88 0.74
Per—w 1.84 2.87 4.95 0.75
Per-sb 1.74 2.89 5.09 0.76

. Pp-w 2.67 4.22 6.78 0.91 l
Ind-tr 1.92 3.21 5.43 0.55

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution

Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution

Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per—w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution

Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind—tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B3.5: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW34.

- Number of diameter classes -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 138 4.0 10.06 18.0 2.68

Df-w 3.0 9.59 15.0 2.50
Df-sb 3.0 9.43 16.0 2.52
Mr-sb 5.0 10.09 14.0 1.94
Ge-sb 5.0 10.06 14.0 1.94
Ge-w 6.0 10.03 14.0 1.91
Pr-w 6.0 10.07 13.0 1.80
Per-w 6.0 10.17 14.0 1.81
Per-sb 6.0 10.28 14.0 1.69
Pp·w 6.0 9.94 16.0 2.27

Ind-tr 3.0 9.99 17.0 2.67

Residual values (observed minus predicted)

Df—w 138 -2.00 0.47 6.00 1.31
Df-sb -1.00 0.62 3.00 0.75 ·
Mr—sb -5.00 -0.04 7.00 2.15
Ge-sb -5.00 0.00 7.00 2.15
Ge-w -4.00 0.03 8.00 2.22
Pr-w -5.00 -0.01 8.00 2.25
Per-w -5.00 -0.12 7.00 2.20
Per-sb -5.00 -0.22 7.00 2.16
Pp-w -6.00 0.12 7.00 2.20

Ind-tr -1.00 0.07 2.00 0.71
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Table B3.5: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW34. (cont.)

- Number of diameter classes -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 138 -1.00 0.46 2.00 0.74

Df-w , -1.00 0.34 2.00 0.74
Df-sb -1.00 0.42 2.00 0.75
Mr-sb -1.00 0.41 2.00 0.61
Ge-sb -1.00 0.38 2.00 0.62
Ge-w -1.00 0.30 2.00 0.63
Pr—w -1.00 0.35 2.00 0.70
Per-w -1.00 0.46 2.00 0.62
Per-sb -1.00 0.59 2.00 0.65
Pp-w -1.00 0.71 3.00 0.74

Ind-tr -1.00 0.38 2.00 0.65

where,

Obs = Observed distribution _ -
Df-w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct—fit, SB distribution

Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution

Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution

Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution

Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B4.1: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW24.

- Minimum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 138 4.8 12.36 19.2 3.42

Df-w 5.0 12.62 20.0 3.55
Df-sb 5.0 12.53 19.0 3.43
Mr-sb 6.0 12.67 21.0 3.25
Ge-sb 7.0 12.75 21.0 3.24
Ge-w 6.0 12.89 20.0 3.23
Pr-w 6.0 12.58 21.0 3.41
Per-w 6.0

”
12.71 22.0 3.50

Per-sb 6.0 12.32 21.0 3.28
Pp-w 6.0 14.69 29.0 5.02

Ind-tr 6.1 12.56 19.3 3.14

Residual values (observed minus gredicted) .

Df-w 138 -2.30 -0.26 0.80 0.51
Df—sb -1.50 -0.17 0.70 0.45
Mr-sb -5.70 -0.30 3.00 1.38
Ge-sb -5.70 -0.39 3.00 1.39
Ge-w -5.70 -0.53 2.40 1.41
Pr-w -5.70 -0.22 3.00 1.38
Per-w -5.70 -0.35 3.00 1.41
Per-sb -4.70 0.04 4.00 1.38
Pp-w -9.90 -2.33 1.40 2.37

Ind-tr -1.50 -0.19 1.40 0.68 .
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Table B4.1: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW24. (cont.)

· Minimum stand diameter —

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 138 0.10 1.56 4.00 0.92

Df—w 0.00 1.72 4.00 1.00
Df-sb 0.00 1.67 4.00 0.95
Mr-sb 1.00 1.80 3.00 0.63
Ge-sb 1.00 1.88 3.00 0.63
Ge-w 0.00 1.85 4.00 0.66
Pr-w 0.00 1.54 4.00 0.73
Per-w „ 0.00 1.60 4.00 0.78
Per—sb 0.00 1.45 3.00 0.68
Pp-w 0.00 2.03 6.00 1.24

Ind-tr 0.80 1.75 3.20 0.47

where,

. Obs = Observed distribution‘
Df—w = Direct-fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution

Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution

Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution

Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per—w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per—sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution

Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
lnd—tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B4.2: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW24.

- Quadratic mean diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 138 8.50 16.81 24.00 3.35

Df-w 8.50 16.77 23.90 3.32
Df-sb 8.70 16.83 24.00 3.35
Mr—sb 9.40 16.95 24.10 3.17
Ge-sb 9.30 16.94 24.10 3.18
Ge-w 9.10 16.79 23.80 3.19
Pr-w 8.90 16.67 23.50 3.22
Per-w _ 9.10 16.84 24.20 3.24
Per-sb 9.10 16.84 24.30 3.25
Pp-w 9.70 19.13 32.40 4.83

Ind-tr 8.90 16.68 23.20 3.21

Residual values (observed minus gredicted)

Df-w 138 -0.20 0.04 0.60 0.10
Df-sb -0.40 -0.02 0.40 0.11
Mr-sb -1.40 -0.14 1.10 0.49
Ge-sb -1.30 -0.13 1.10 0.48
Ge-w -1.10 0.01 1.20 0.46
Pr-w -1.20 0.13 1.50 0.49
Per-w -1.40 -0.03 1.30 0.51
Per-sb -1.40 -0.14 1.10 0.49
Pp-w -9.00 -2.33 0.20 1.75

lnd—tr _ -1.10 0.12 1.30 0.46
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Table B4.2: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW24. (cont.)

- Quadratic mean diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comgarison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 138 0.60 2.08 3.70 0.68

Df-w 0.60 2.09 3.70 0.68
Df-sb 0.70 2.08 3.80 0.68
Mr—sb 1.20 2.14 3.60 0.42
Ge-sb 1.20 2.13 3.60 0.42
Ge-w 1.20 2.12 3.70 0.42
Pr—w 0.90 1.99 4.30 0.70
Per-w

' 0.90 2.03 4.40 0.75
Per—sb 0.90 2.03 4.40 0.76
Pp-w 1.10 2.67 5.80 1.08

|nd—tr 1.00 1.96 3.40 0.41

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct—fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct—fit, SB distribution
Mr—sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution

Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution

Ge-w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution

Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
lnd—tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B4.3: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW24.

- Maximum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 138 14.0 21.39 31.4 3.70

Df-w 14.0 21.21 29.0 3.29
Df-sb 14.0 20.96 30.0 3.61
Mr-sb 14.0 21.42 29.0 3.25
Ge-sb 14.0 21.35 29.0 3.28
Ge-w 14.0 21.62 28.0 3.09
Pr-w „ 14.0 21.66 27.0 2.98
Per-w 14.0 21.81 28.0 2.99
Per-sb 13.0 21.62 29.0 3.31
Pp—w 14.0 23.63 35.0 4.36

Ind-tr 12.6 21.13 30.9 3.61

Residual values (observed minus predicted)

Df-w 138 -1.60 0.18 5.40 1.12
.Df-sb -0.60 0.43 3.30 0.60
Mr-sb -3.00 -0.03 4.40 1.58
Ge-sb -3.00 0.05 4.40 1.55
Ge-w -3.10 -0.23 5.40 1.60
Pr-w -3.00 -0.27 4.40 1.56
Per-w -3.00 -0.42 4.40 1.56
Per-sb -3.40 -0.23 4.30 1.48
Pp-w -8.40 -2.24 5.30 2.06

lnd-tr -1.50 0.27 2.30 0.74
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Table B4.3: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW24. (cont.)

- Maximum stand diameter -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 138 0.50 2.46 4.80 0.86

Df-w 0.00 2.38 4.00 0.84
Df-sb 1.00 2.42 5.00 0.87
Mr—sb 2.00 2.50 4.00 0.57
Ge-sb 2.00 2.43 4.00 0.55 °
Ge—w 1.00 2.42 4.00 0.58
Pr-w 1.00 2.46 6.00 0.94
Per—w ' 1.00 2.54 6.00 1.13
Per-sb 1.00 2.70 6.00 1.06
Pp—w 2.00 3.44 7.00 1.07

Ind-tr 1.50 2.19 3.60 0.38

where,

Obs = Observed distribution
Df·w = Direct—fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct—fit, SB distribution

Mr—sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution

Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution

Ge—w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr-w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution
Pp—w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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Table B4.4: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW24.

- Basai area per 1/4-acre -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Future distribution

Obs 138 9.88 27.55 44.37 7.99

Df-w 9.78 27.43 43.86 7.94
Df-sb 10.04 27.64 44.77 8.04
Mr—sb 9.65 28.29 45.63 8.55
Ge-sb 9.64 28.24 45.58 8.53
Ge-w 9.63 27.70 44.72 8.22
Pr-w ' 10.24 27.07 42.31 7.40
Per-w

”
10.38 27.62 42.97 7.60

Per-sb 10.39 27.62 43.03 7.61
Pp-w 12.70 34.60 56.34 8.81

lnd-tr 8.86 27.32 44.16 8.23

Residual values (observed minus gredicted)

Df-w 138 -0.22 0.13 1.87 0.26
Df-sb -1.42 -0.08 0.78 0.33
Mr-sb -9.73 -0.73 2.32 1.78
Ge-sb -9.37 -0.68 2.25 1.74
Ge-w -7.21 -0.14 3.12 1.52
Pr-w -4.32 0.49 4.00 1.53
Per-w -5.88 -0.06 3.44 1.60
Per-sb -6.00 -0.07 3.19 1.60
Pp-w -19.06 -7.05 0.61 3.96

Ind-tr -6.26 _ 0.23 3.14 1.47
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Table B4.4: Comparison of predicted stand characteristics for various
diameter distribution prediction methods for GROW24. (cont.)

- Basal area per 1/4-acre -

Prediction Number Minimum Mean Maximum Standard
Method of Plots Value Value Value Deviation

Comparison of initial and future distributions (future minus initial)

Obs 138 2.76 6.22 13.14 1.89

Df·w 2.71 6.19 13.02 1.89
Df—sb 2.77 6.21 12.96 1.89
Mr-sb 3.59 6.63 14.25 2.03
Ge-sb 3.58 6.58 13.89 1.97
Ge—w 3.45 6.47 13.29 1.87
Pr—w 3.66 5.84 10.40 1.60
Per—w 3.69 5.94 10.64 1.64
Per-sb 3.62 5.96 10.73 1.63
Pp-w 5.45 8.53 14.75 1.90

Ind-tr 3.10 5.99 12.22 1.82

where,l

Obs = Observed distribution
Df-w = Direct—fit, Weibull distribution
Df-sb = Direct-fit, SB distribution
Mr-sb = Median regression equation, SB distribution

Ge-sb = Alternate growth equation, SB distribution

Ge—w = Alternate growth equation, Weibull distribution
Pr—w = Parameter recovery, Weibull distribution
Per-w = Percentile prediction, Weibull distribution
Per-sb = Percentile prediction, SB distribution

Pp-w = Parameter prediction, Weibull distribution
Ind-tr = Individual tree diameter increment equation
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